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Editor's Introduction 

Jane C. Blake 
Editor 

Digital's fiber distributetl data interface, FI)I)I, is a 
high-speed LAN that links workstations, systems, 
and other local area networks such as Ethernet. 
This new I.AN offers distance as well as speed, and 
extends connections beyond the limits of a builtl- 
ing to cover wider areas such as a campus. Papers 
in this issue of the Digital Tecl~nical Jo~irrzal pro- 
vide insights into the technology choices made 
during FDI)I development and clescribe tlie design 
of the layers and protlucts tIi;it makc up this 100- 
rnegabit/second IAi system 

Among the reasons Digital's engineers chose FI)I)I 
technology were its high speed, high througlipi~t, 
and consistency with existing and evolving stan- 
dards. In this issue's opening paper, Bill Hawe. Rich 
<;r;~liam, ant1 Pcter Hayden review these selection 
criteria and discuss the reasoning behind tlie final 
choices. The ;~uthors additionally present an ovcr- 
vicw of FDDI layers and protluct operations, which 
establishes a context for the papers that follow. 

The lowest FI>I)I layer provides the physical con- 
nections for data transmission on tlic fiber-optic 
rjng. In their paper, Jerry Hutchison, Chris Baldwill, 
:~ncl Bruce Thonipson describe the operation of the 
physical layer, thc fifnctional partitioning, ant1 tlie 
choice of chip set technologies. They then exnni- 
ine tlie distributed clocking scheme ;inel present 
the methods used in the design of the optical link 
(methods later adopted by the Physical Lager 
Medium Dependent Working Groul, of the FDIII 
committee). 

Both the tlevelopment of the ph!lsic:~l layer ant1 
thc next higher layer, thc clata link layer, resi~ltetl in  
contributions to the ANSI FI)DI standard. Digital's 
implementntion of the clat;~ link layer is the subject 
of the next paper by Henry Yang, R;~rry Spinney. 
;~ncl Steve 'lbwning. 1n acltlition to presenting sever;lI 
kc), ;~lgoritlinis, the author.\ review the functions 
of the thrcc tl;~ta link chips. They conclude their 
paper with ;i tliscussion of chip siniulation 21ntl test. 

Consistent behavior in the physical ancl data 
link layers is managed by a set of reusable soft- 
ware libraries called Common Node Software. 
Paul Ciarfella, Dave Benson, and Dave Sawyer relate 
the events tliat led to the development of <:NS and 
describe its h~nctions. CNS implements the proto- 
cols defined by the FIIDI station nianagement stan- 
dard and manages the FDDI chip set. CNS is included 
in the 1)ECbridge ancl DECconcentrator proclucts. 

The 1>8<:bridge 5 0 0  product is the bridge for 
traffic between the high-speetl FDDI I A N  and the 
slower Ethernet 802.3 M s .  Design considerations 
ant1 I>E(:bridge functions are presented by Bob 
Kocliem, Jim Hiscock, and Brian Mayo. Their tliscus- 
sion offers insight into the coniplcxities involved 
in connecting lANs with different data rates, frame 
formats, and frame sizes. 

Bill Tiffany, Paul Koning, and Jim Kuenzel then 
describe the DE<;concentrator 500 product. The 
DE<:concentrator, the cornerstone of the F1)III LAN, 

provides additional ports to which stations can be 
connected by radially wiretl cables. The authors 
examine the signifjc;~nce of Digital's choice o f  a dual 
ring of trees topology, which let1 to tlie need for a 
concentrator, ant1 give details of 1)ECconcentrator 
development. 

Remote management of the I)E<:concentrator 
and I)E<:bridge protlucts, as well as of Ethernet 
briclges, is provided by DECelms software. Bruce 
Sweet outlines the challenges IlE<:elms developers 
facecl, inclueling ;in evolving ANSI FDDI standard 
and differences between FDDl and Ethernet tech- 
nologies. He then describes the network rnanage- 
ment architecture and gives cletails of features tliat 
benefit the network manager. 

The fin;11 paper in  this issile addresses the clevel- 
opment o f  ;In adapter that allows high-performance 
RIS<: \vorkstations to connect to FDDI. Ilrsula 
Sinkewicz, Chran-H;im Chang, I.;~rry Palmer, Craig 
Smelser, ; ~ n d  Fred Templin review IJLTRIX support 
for tlie F1II)I system and then give details of the DEC 
FDDlcontroller 700 adapter, which provides a single 
FDDI attachment for 1)ECstation 5000 workstations. 
The authors have included discussions of relevant 
performance data. 

The editors thank Mark Kempf for his help in 
initiating and preparing this issue, and for kincllg 
agreeing to write the issue's Foreword. 
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I Foreword 

Mark F. Kempf 
Senior Cotzsulting El~gitzeer; 
FDDI Progrrrnr Tecbnicnl Director. 

In the early 1980s, Digital introducecl loc;~l ;lrea net- 
work ( U N )  products based on intlustry-stand;lrd, 
10-megabit/second Ethernet technology These prod- 
ucts allowed minicomputers. terminal. servers, and 
other network devices to be connected with ease 
and offered unprececlented b;~ndwidtli. As loc;~l 
networks grew in size ant1 began to strain the capa- 
bilities of a single WN in the mid 1080s, 1)igital 
introduced products basetl on the extended IAN 
concept. By connecti~lg multiple IANs with fil- 
tering and forwarding bridges, a niuch larger num- 
ber of stations could be intercoonectetl with greater 
aggregate bandwidth. 

A few years after the introtluction o f  cstentletl 
LANs, i t  became apparent that once again the capabil- 
ities of existing LANs were being strained, but this 
time in two dimensions. Not only was there need 
for greater bandwidth in the "backbone" of the net- 
work, but with the advent of much hster work- 
stations and servers, there was need to bring morc 
than 10 megabits/second to a single station. The 
current and projected performance of workstations 
indicated that any new generation of IAN suitable 
for future Digital products woi~ltl have to offer an 
order of magnitude increase in banclwidth deliv- 
ered to a single point. It was also clear that i t  woi~ld 
have to adhere to a widely accepted industry st;in- 
dard, since users hat1 come to expect the ability to 
interconnect equipment from many vendors. 

After considerable analysis, Digital selectetl the 
emerging ANSI FDDI (fiber distributed tlatir inter- 
face) 100-megabit/second token ring stantlartl as 
the basis for our next generation of IAN products. 
The stantlard met our irnportilnt req~lirenients ant1 
showed promise of beconling widely ;~ccepted 

(today, of course, it is). However, because the stan- 
d;~rd was incomplete, our plans had to accommo- 
tl;lte tlie implementation of specifications that would 
not ;ilw;l)rs be known ;it convenient times. Further, 
bccause F1)I)I had not yet been implemented, we 
had to expect to discover errors in the existing 
tlocument and to work with the standards organi- 
zation to correct them. The firs: group of articles in 
this issue o f  the Digit~tl Technical Journcll describes 
Iiow we iniplcnicnted tlie standard and some of the 
tccliniques we appliecl to deal with change as the 
stantlard mattlretl. 

Of coursr. in Digital's business, the implenien- 
tation of ;I IAN technology is only a means to an end. 
The IAN technology must be incorporated into 
proclucts t l ~ t  provide useful services to our cus- 
tomers. One important product in Digital's initial 
FI)I>I offering, the [>.E<; FllllIcontroller 700 work- 
station adapter, meets the need for more band- 
width tleliveretl to a single station. But MN users 
havc come to expect more: manageability, inter- 
operability, ;inti ;I generally ratlial wiring scheme; 
;ind they have large existing IAN infrastructures. 
Therefore, i t  \V;IS essential to introduce FDDI with 
a set of protlucts that ;iddressed all these needs 
as well. Digital's FI)I>I wiring concentrator, the 
I)E<:concentrator 500, permits highly reliable, man- 
ageable, ratlial wiring schemes. DECelms (extended 
LAN management software) provides network man- 
agement cap;ibility for Digital's FI)I)I and preexist- 
ing extendetl IAN products. 

I t  is in1port:lnt to remember that Digital does not 
view FI>I>I as ;I replacement for Ethernet, but rather 
as its complement. The large number of existing 
Ethernet IANs can be connected to FDDI using 
another element in Digital's initial FI>DI protluct 
offering, the I)E(:britlge 500 FI)I)I/Ethernet bridge. 
This procluct ;illows multiple Ethernets to be inter- 
connected using I:1>1>1 as a backbone. Ethernet st;t 
tions can communicate directly with stations on 
FI>I>I as well as with stations on other Etherncts. 
l'hc second group of ;lrticlcs in this issue describes 
how we clevelopcd these FI>I)I products. 

I>ilring the entire development process, we rclied 
on .sever;~l design striitegies. One emphasized the 
importance of designing the entire system that 
comprises the l>rodilct set, not just indivitlual prod- 
ucts. Anothcr was the decomposition of problems. 
Early in the design process, we identified func- 
tions th;it ;11>pe;irecl to be intlependent of others. 
We took into ;iccoilnt how each component that 
implementetl these functions would be i~setl in the 



various products and how the products would 
interact with each other. In our development plans, 
we assumed that once a particular independent 
component was designed, implemented, and tested, 
it could be depended on to work as expected when 
other components were added around it. Naturally, 
we could not assume that our initial assessment of 
independence was infallible, and we remained 
alert for unexpectecl interactions. 

Another related design strategy was partitioning 
to reduce risk. As mentioned before, the FDDI stan- 
dard was evolving and subject to change. There- 
fore, we physically partitioned our design to closely 
mirror the separate sections of the standards docu- 
ment. This approach helpecl limit to a single compo- 
nent the impact of standards changes. 

The final important design strategy can be sum- 
marized as "analyze everything you can, simulate 
what you can't analyze, and prototype what you 
can't simulate." The work, expense, and recovery 
time from errors increases with each step through 
this progression, and the advantages are obvious. 
Of course, it is also obvious that this summary is 
simplistic since it is impossible to analyze, simulate, 
and prototype exhaustively. It is necessary to step 
into the gray area of risk assessment and engineer- 
ing judgment to make satisfactory progress. 

FDDI LAN technology development and product 
development was done in three coordinated and 
somewhat overlapping phases. In the first phase, 
we  concentrated on analysis and simulation of 
the underlying FDDI algorithms specified by the 
standard. We wanted to ensure that they actually 
described mechanisms that would produce a reli- 
able, high-performance LAN. During this phase we 
also implemented the standard in silicon and soft- 
ware, and combined these components to form com- 
plete FDDI test stations. 

Since standards documents, like all written docu- 
ments, are subject to interpretation, two separate 
teams were given the task of inlplementation and 
verification. We used the test stations, first in a sim- 
ulation environment, to execute test scripts devel- 
oped directly from the standards documents to 
ver* standards compliance. The scripts were also 
used to verify details specific to our implernen- 
tation ant1 had the atlditional benefit of making 
regression testing after incremental changes rela- 
tively easy. 

In the second phase we concentrated on proving 
that significant numbers of FODI stations, which had 
previously been shown to work individually, could 

be interconnected to form large reliable rings. This 
was the most important application of the heavily 
instrumented test systems. Although analysis and 
simulation can and did yield important results 
in this area, the complex interactions between 
large numbers of asynchronous stations over- 
whelm both analytical techniques and available 
computing power. 

In the thirtl phase, the focus was on producing 
products. From a logic design and software stand- 
point, Digital's FDDI products are largely derived 
from the test systems used in the previous phases. 
Of course, laboratory test capabilities were removed 
and major changes in power and packaging were 
made; but this approach significantly reduced both 
the opportunity for introducing new errors and 
the time to market. We were also able to use the 
capabilities of the laboratory versions to help ver- 
*the correct function of the products. 

Nun~erous other activities that contributed to the 
effectiveness and timely delivery of the products 
were carried out simultaneously with engineering 
design. For instance, Digital maintained a signifi- 
cant presence at the FUDI standards committee to 
apprise the committee of various technical prob- 
lems we found in the standard, to offer solutions, 
and to ensure that our implementation reflected 
the intent of the standard. In addition, the close 
working relationships fostered between various 
organizations, especially between development and 
manufacturing, resulted in products with a goocl 
balance between time to market, function, perfor- 
mance, and manufacturing cost. 

The articles in this issue of the Digital Teclnrziccll 
Jou~nalgo  into muchgeater detail on the subjects 
I have touched on. I hope you find them interesting 
and informative. 
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11s the use of loc;il ;ire;l networks (I./\Ns) continues 
to ~ I - O M ~  ; ~ t  an exponential r;ite. In;tn!, I:irgc nctu7ol-ks 
wit11 Ethernet b;iclibones ;ire re;~ching r l~ei r  iis;tble 
c a p ; ~ i t ) . .  In :rclclition. the explosion in the use o f  
h igh-performa~~ce workstations is pl;icing i11cre:is- 
ing clemancls o n  nct\vork ~,erform;incc ;is I;i~.gcr 
volumes of tl;lt;~ p;iss from station to st;ition. Sc\.- 
cr;il !.c;irs  go, 1)igit;il rccogni~ecl this growth t r c~ ld  
;inti began to pl:in nncl clc\.clol> a seconcl-gcncr;itio~i 
I.hN th;it woulcl h)llo\v Ethcr~lct ;ind provicle ;in evolu- 
tion;ir!' p;ttli to 1iigIie1- perfor~n:ince. 'I'Iie selection 
o f  FDDI ;is the seconcl-generation I.,\N w:ia ni;~clc 
with gre;it clcliber;ition. ?'his p;iper explores the 
criteria for that choice ;inti the histor). of tlic. 1 b I ) I ) I  

sjrstem to tlic present. 'l'hc theory o f  1:l) l)I  opcr:i- 
tion, the clevclopment of the I:I>I)I  t c chno log)~ '~  
role in 1)igit;il's ~ ie tworks ,  ;inel tire r c s ~ ~ l t i n g  protl- 
ucrs are ;ilso    resented :ind discussed. 

Selection of FDDI 
1M:rny o f  the samc cr i ter~a  origin;il Iy ~ ~ s e t l  t o  select 
Ethernet were again iisecl to e\~;ili~:itc the :ippli- 
cation environment for the new IAN. 'l'hc neetl to 
consider migration from the poplil;ir I.hNs cur- 
rently in  ~ i s c  presenteel the only new concern 
l'ar:imol~nt among the rc;lsons for selecting the 
FDDI technology were its tenfoltl incre:~se in I>;incl- 
wiclth over Ethernet, its consistency \vith ollicr 
I E E E  802 I.,\Ns, ;inel the st;lntl;trtli~;~tion effort 
already begun in tllc ~\mcric;in N;ition;il St;intl;ircla 
Institute (ANSI) 

I t  is import:tnt when cleveloping a new U N  tech- 
nology lo bc sure the clifferentiation from current 
c;tp;~hilities is sufficient to warrant the necessary 
investment. kloreovcr, ;I new IAN is a significant 
investment for a customer ancl shoilld offer a large 
incrc:ise in c;ip;~bilities such as speed ancl t l i ro~~gh-  
put .  W i t l i o ~ ~ t  this increase, the  technology will 
1i;ivc ;I ~1101-t  life sp:i~i (a few years) and technology 
such ;is ~xirallcl use of existing I A N ~  to doul3le 
c;~lxicit! will be ;I re:ilistic ;iltern:itive to a whole- 
sale I-cl>l;icement of the IAN. However, i t  is impor- 
tant not to take slich ;I large technological step that 
exotic :inel complex implementation constraints 
become neccss:iry. A i~\i\N that does not lend itself 
to ;I vcr!. large-sc;ile integration (V1,SI) logic solu- 
tion will not integr;ite well in the computer inter- 
connect environment :rnd will not be cost effective 
for wiclc-sc;ile iisc. 

l:l)l)l, with its tenfold increase in speetl, provides 
signific:int differentiation from Ethernet/802.3 and 
current token ring ;inel bus technology to justify 
the new investment. Examination of t l ~ e  clocki~lg, 
bi~ffering, :uncl st;ite rn;~chine needs of the media 
;~cccss control (ILIA(:) sublayer of the data link layer 
also showed th;it the F1)1)1 technology could be 
implcn~cntcd in  several Vl.Si chip components. Fur- 
ther, :is silicon technology improves, cost reduc- 
tion is 1>ossible. enhancing the longevity of the 
I, ' I ) I ) I  l.11N technolog): 

1Migr;ition is ;inother important factor in the  
s e l c c t i o ~ ~  o f  :t new I.t\N. Many devices exist with 
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embetltled LAN interfaces that will never be 
directly connectecl to any other I JW.  Still other 
tlevices will not benefit from the  added capabil- 
ities of  ;I higher speetl interconnect. Examples of 
such tlevices include a processor or  workstation too 
slow to sent1 or  to receive data any faster from the 
network, an outp~~t- l imi ted  print server, or commu- 
nications servers with other, more  constraining, 
I/O ports. It woultl never prove cost effective to 
upgrade these devices to a new higher speed IAN 
interface hut, as a group, they would need to obtain 
unconstrained (no bottleneck) connectivity to the 
services of the new Lt\N for smooth  migration 
allowing protection of the investment in devices 
and LANs already in place. 

Standards are important for networks as a way to 
ensure consistent interface compatibilit). and inter- 
operability for conimunications services. As the 
IEEE 802.ld standard readily demonstrates by 
attempting to interconnect dissimilar WNs at the 
,MA<: sublayer; some standards are more compatible 
than others. i\ common logical link control (LLC) 
form;~t or  the format within the MAC frame allows 
a smooth migration between LANs by allowing a 
transparent bridge to provide protocol-independent 
translation between MNs. Ethernet, the forerunner 
of IEEE 802.3, does not use the JEEE 802.2 formattetl 
L L C  and, therefore, migration of those frames is 
more challenging. 

Lastly, the  metlia selected for the  new LAN h;rs 
to be consistent with current ancl projected f i~ tu re  
needs. Even for slower speed I m s ,  fiber-optic media 
is gaining in po l> t~ lu i ty  because of its superior 
qualities in spz~nning greater distance, its noise 
immunity :111tl its tleclining user cost. 

Tlie Fl)l)l technology meets the necessary selec- 
t ion criteria ;is an enierging American National 
Stand;~rds Institute (ANSI) standard using fiber and 
allowing other  metlia in  place of fiber while pro- 
viding ;r tenfold increase in speed. Migration of some 
devices coi~ld  be affected directly by changing con- 
trollers, ancl bridging between WNs could ;illow 
sn~oot l i  migration of all existing dev ica .  

FDDI History 
80th the ANSI F1)I)l standartls ancl the industry-wick 
implementations of these standartls have evolved 
slowly. A variety of factors have contributed to this 
course of clevelopment. The FDDl ring was originally 
invcntetl at Sperry ant1 Burroirghs Corporation. The 
ring was to he usetl as a machine room interconnect 
between processors and storage systems, much like 
the (;ornjx~ter Interconnect components are used in 

I>igital's VhScluster systems.' The timetl-token, media 
access control protocol itself was first publicized 
in 1982 by Bob Grow while he was at Burroug1is.l 

i\s a machine room interconnect between proces- 
sors and storage systems, the  initial ANSI stand;~rd 
recluirements on  the FDDI technology were cluite 
different from totlay's needs. In p;~rticular, ;IS ;I 

m;~cliine room network, the number of stations W;IS 

assumed to be relatively small comparetl to a 
ancl unstructuretl cabling was to  be usetl. Since 
most machines were always running, fault recovery 
coultl be accomplishetl by having a dual ring wit11 
failover to the secondary ring. Thus, a failetl station 
or cable could be isolated without pglrtitioning the 
ring. The FDDl technology retains this property 
today. However, that basic operation c;rp;rbilit, is 
insufficient in a IAN environment with structt~red 
cabling requirements and a large number of  st;^- 

tions, any number of which might be ~~npluggetl  or 
t i~ rned  off by users. Therefore, w e  have espandctl 
the  tiefinition of the FDDI technology to includc 
such products as concentrators and adapters. 

In 1982 the FDDI technology was brought to the 
attention of the ANSI X3T9 comn~ittee,  which devel- 
opss tant luds  for I/() interconnects ant1 ch;rnnels. 
Since FI>1)1 was intendetl to be used ;IS a machine 
room interconnect, this committee was the apl~ro-  
priate arena for study. Over time, howe\/er, as tlie 
need for ;I 100-megabit-per-secor~d LAN emergctl, 
the  FI)L>I technology evolved into a loc;rl :rrca 
nctwork. Some classic standards territory conflicts 
developed between IEEE 802, the group that defines 
all the IAN standards. and this ANSI committee. 

While FDDI was evolving from a machine room 
interconnect into a general-p~~rpose LAY, the require- 
ments changed. For a machine room interconnect. 
some management operation to install ant1 initi;il- 
ize the network niight reasonably he allowed. For 
example, the manager might set the v;rlucs ot'\.:~ri- 
ous parameters to control the operation ;rntl per- 
formance of the interconnect network. However. 
in a gener;rl-purpose IAN, manager- involvement is 
i~nacceptable. For simplicity robustness, ant1 ease o f  
management, tlie industry widely accepts tli;rt InNs 
must ;ri~toconfigure, also called "plug-antl-pl;ry." 
Inevitably, FDDI was required to  exhibit tlie 
attributes of a trrle 1oc;ll area nctwork. Since the 
FDl>l technology and standards were alrcildy in 
development when this evolution of requirements 
occurretl, the ANSI committee made a n  ;rttempt 
to accommod;rte tlie following two \,iews of tlie net- 
work: first, the network shoultl be completely con- 
figur;rble with almost every parameter and polic?. 
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controlled by management; and second, the network 
should bc a local area network with the correspond- 
ing attributes of simplicity and autoconfiguration. 
Incorporating both models into the ANSl FDDl 
standards made the standards complex ant1 was one 
factor contributing to the eight-year-long time 
period to completion. 

Theory of Operation 
FI)I)I stations are con~posed o f  the basic elements 
clefitled by the FDDI standards. 'T'lle physical niediuni 
dependent (PMD) layer specifies the fiber-optic inter- 
face ant1 data driver ant1 receiver operation for FDDI 
stations.' The physical layer protocol (PHY) specifies 
the encoding and framing of data and control infor- 
mation exchanged between stations.' The control 
information exchangecl varies with the physical 
layer protocol type, which is either PHY-A, PHY-U, 
1'1-IY-M, or PHY-S. The MAC sublayer specifies the 
protocols for logical ring formation and control, 
for the transmission and reception of packets at a 
station, and for the repetition and stripping of 
packets on the ring.'." Station management (SMT) 
provides 17-layer management and a local managc- 

ment interface to the P;MI>, PHY, and bWC layers.- 
Together these components support an IEEE 802.2- 
compatible logical link control capable of sup- 
porting clicnt protocols such as the Digital 
networking (DECnet) protocol, open systems inter- 
connection (OSI), local area transport (LAD, and 
the transmission control protocol/internet proto- 
col (TCP/II'). Stations utilizing the FDDI components 
can take several forms such as single attachment 
stations (SASS), dual attachment statlons (DASs), 
and du;~l attachment concentrators (DACs). An 
architectural model 1s shown in Figure 1. 

Configurations of FDDI Components 
A single attachment station is the simplest configu- 
ration and consists of the fi~ndamerital FDDI com- 
poncnts arranged as shown in Figure 2. There is a 
single incorning data path and a single outgoing 
data piit11 wit17 a MAC in between. 

Dual attachment stations, as shown in Figure 3, 
include a second physical layer and provide con- 
nections to a secondary ring for use in the event of 
breakage on the primary ring. Under fault-free oper- 
ating conditions represented by the 'I'HRU STATE 

DECNET TCPllP LAT . . . VAXCLUSTER 
SYSTEMS 

DATA LlNK 
LAYER 

PHYSICAL 
LAYER 

LLC 

I ANSI FDDl I 

KEY: 

DECNET NETWORKING PROTOCOL 
OSI OPEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION 
TCPIIP TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOVINTERNET PROTOCOL 
LAT LOCAL AREA TRANSPORT 
LLC LOGICAL LINK CONTROL 
MAC MEDIA ACCESS CONTROL 
PHY PHYSICAL 
PMD PHYSICAL MEDIUM DEPENDENT 
SMT STATION MANAGEMENT 
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ACCESS 
LLC 

PHY-S SMT 

I $. 
PRIMARY SECONDARY 
IN OUT 

SECONDARY PRIMARY 
IN OUT 

OUT IN THRU STATE 

Figure 2 Single Attachment Station 

MEDIA 
ACCESS 
CONTROL area of Figure 3, t he  primary data path enters  

through PHY-A, travels through the  MAC, and exits 
through PHy-B. The secondary data path enters 
through I'HY-H ant1 exits directly through PHY-A. I f  
a tliscontinuit)r is detected in the primary data path, 
either within the station or  on  one of the PIWs, the 
station wraps the two data paths, thereby provid- 
ing an alternate route through the secontlary data 
path. This situation is shown in the  WRAP A STATE 

area of Figure 3. 
A dual attachment concentrator builds on  the 

dual attachment station by adding additional mas- 
ter PHYs (PHY-M) in the primary data path as shown 
in Figure 4. Single attachment stations can then be 
included in the ring by connecting them to  the 
additional P~~Y-Ms in the  concentrator. As depicted in the upper portion of Figure 5 ,  

An F1)1)1 LAN is formed by joining multiple sta- the dual trunk ring is formed by connecting dual 
tions to  form a logical ring topology. The logical attachment stations and concentrators to form a 
ring can takc- two physical forms, a dual trunk ring LNV. This port ion of the I A N  consists of two data 
and a tree ring. paths in  opposite directions, called the  primary 

PRIMARY SECONDARY SECONDARY PRIMARY 
IN OUT IN OUT 

WRAP-A STATE 

Figure .? Dual Attcilchment Station States 

SECONDARY PRIMARY 
OUT IN 

ACCESS 

PRIMARY SECONDARY 
OUT IN 

Figure 4 D~lal Attachment Concentmtor- 
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B PHY TYPE B 
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and secontlary rings. Untlcr normal operation, tl;~ta 
flows on rile primary ring from htation to  st ;~tion.  
In the  cvcnt of a cable o r  a stiltion 131-cz~kagc. the  
stations ;~tljacent to tlie k i ~ ~ l t  join the primary ;inti 

secontl;iry rings nntl tlicn use tlie second;iry path 
to rccst;~blisJi ;I logical ring. 

A tree ring can be formccl I,y connecting stations 
01- c o ~ i c c ~ ~ t r ; ~ t o r s  to the PII\'-MS of a conccntr;ltor 
as shown in Figure 5. In this formation, the primary 
tlat;~ 1 ~ 1 t h  tlescends down c;lch branch of the tree 
p'iasing t l iroi~gh each s t ;~ l ion in the  tree,  until i t  

fincilly reemerges into the cli1;11 t r i~llk ring. 

Media Access Con trul ,SuDlaj~er OjWr~ition 
As mcntionccl previously, the MA<: subla!.cr provides 
the PI-otocols for logic;~l ring formation ;ind tlat;~ 
p;ickcl operations. To init i;ilize the ring, ;ill ,\li\(:s 
first cntcr the claim proccss to tleterniinc which 
MA(. will generate tlie tokcn ;lnd to  establihh the 
tokcn roL;~tion time for rhc ring. Each station con- 
tin~~ousl!, trilnsrnits c l a i~n  fr;lmcs that contain tlie 

station's requested token rotation time. When a 
*I,-!<: rcceivcs claim frames wi th  times shorter than 
its own, or  eq t~a l  to its own but from a station with 
;I nunieric;~lly larger adtlress, it yields, stops send- 
ing cl;~ims, and repeats the clni~iis receivecl from 
its ncigllboring station. Eventi~ally the station with 
the sliortcst o r  "winning" time will receive its own 
claim. 'T'his station then generates the  tokcn and 
the ring enters the operation:~l state. 

If the claim process tloes not complete within 
;ipproximately 100 millisccontls, the  >lA<:s in tlie 
ring perform a beacon process to confirm conti- 
nuity of the ring. Special be;~con frames are trans- 
mitted continuously by all M K S  until a beacon is 
receivccl. ; ~ t  which point it stops transmitting. 'I'liis 
proccss continues until one MAC transmits ant1 
recei\,cs its own beacon. intlic;~ting ring continuit): 

'16 tr;~nsniit data packets, the MAC first waits for 
the  token to  arrive, holds it, rind, then,  transmits 
the  p;~ckcts,  reissuing ;I n ew token at the  end of 
the t ~ i n s m i t t e d  p;~cket stre;tm. The time allowance 
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a station has to  transmit packets after receiving 
a token is eqi~al  to the token rotation time estab- 
lished by the claim process. 

Packets received by a MAC are either repeated for 
reception by the next station or stripped from the 
ring. In addition, a &LAC may store a copy of a packet 
for use by the station. After transmitting a frame, a 
IM<: is responsible for stripping that frame from 
the ring after the frame makes exactly one tra\.er- 
sal of the ring. Frames left unstripped are consicl- 
ered no-owner frames and can circulate the ring 
forever. This condition floods the station to which 
the frame is addressed and is thus tletrimental to ring 
performance. A ,MAC typically strips frames by com- 
paring the source address in the frame with the 
MAC'S own address. The IMAC strips any frame it has 
previously sent but repeats the frame, otherwise. 

FDDI Ring Formation 
An I:I>I>l ring is formed in several stages, beginning 
with the successful establishment of point-to-point 
links between all adjacent PHYs. These link con- 
nections are made by the connection management 
protocol (CMT).. This protocol defines control sig- 
nal exchanges to synchronize the two ends of tlie 
link, to exchange information about the PHY type 
( i t . .  A, B, M, S) and link testing requirements of 
each end to perform link quality testing, ancl to 
finalize the connection for normal operation. 
Before the link establishment enters its final 
phase, the 1-'13Y types of the two ends of the con- 
nection are compared, and the connection is 
allowed i f  the end types conform to specific con- 
nection rules. These nlles are carefully established 
to ensure that rings are configured correctly and 
to prevent miscabling, which could cause parti- 
tioned ;md unnecessarily wrapped rings. An estab- 
lished link is continually monitoretl for errors 
indicated by the reception of improperly encoded 
tlata and is shut down if those errors exceed a pre- 
detcrtnined threshold." 

After the IJHY connection is fully establishetl. the 
station's MA<: is inserted into the ring, ant1 the 
claim process begins. Digital's stations all use a 
defaillt requested token rotation time of eight 
milliscconds in their claim process to ensure a 
token rotation time, ancl hence traffic latency, 
similar to that experienced in other IANs like 
Ethernet. FI>DI provides high aggregate bandwidth 
and, thus, delivers the low delay essential to  many 
IAN ;~pplic;itions such as disk I/O, inter;ictive 
gr:~phics, and remote procedure calls. Higher set- 
tings of t.he requested token rotation time result in 

very large tlelays on the ring while improving the 
efficiency only slightly." Therefore, after extensive 
perforn~dnce modeling, Digital decided to use this 
default value for the requested token rotation time. 
The resulting network operates with low tlelay 
and high bandwidth as the default and does not 
need complicated network management proce- 
dures to achieve this level of operation. 

Several unique but harmful contlitions in FDDI 
stations must be atldressetl. Aniong them are the 
prevention of ant1 protection against duplicate 
addresses, no-owner frames, and the stripping of 
frames sent by bridges or end stations that have 
multiple addresses.'" Because several of the algo- 
rithms fundamental t o  the operation of the Fun1 
technology use the stations' addresses, the presence 
of two stations with the same address causes 
numerous malhlnctions, ranging from beacon-claim 
oscillations to blockecl conlmunications between 
stations. Frames not properly stripped from the 
ring can circulate forever, flooding the stations that 
copy these frames. To protect against strip errors, 
Digital's chip set has several built-in mechanisms. 
Digital also greatly improved the data integrity of 
the ring. This improvement is particularly impor- 
tant to token ring architecture where messages 
traverse virtually all of the links in the network 
before arriving at their tlestinations. Robustness 
in the face of link bit errors beconles extremely 
important. Digital designed several improvements 
to the basic FI>I)I algorithins, and tlie ANSI commit- 
tee adopted them to improve the ilndetected error 
rates on a network." 

Role of FDDI in Digital's Networks 
The FDDI technology is more than just another data 
link interface that allows the use of transmit and 
receive fibers between devices. Digital's decision 
to embark o n  the FDDI development effort was ;I 

major program undertaking involving the develop- 
ment of VLSl chips and, subsequently, FDDI software 
and hardware proclucts. AJthoi~gh tlie development 
of chips may seem to be at the heart of the FDDI 
program, chips are certainly not the products that 
help customers solve problems. Chips comprise 
only a sniall portion o f  each large printed circujt 
board, but this portion is an important one. 

Before focusing on chip development, Digital 
carried out a large simulation effort to ensure the 
lUVSI standards were correct and complete. Once the 
standards were verified, modeling was performed 
to protluce chips that met these standards. Allow- 
ances ancl trade-offs were made for unfinished 
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sections and future st:lntlartls migration. Real procl- 
ucts were then planned ; I ~ O L I I K ~  the chips as the use 
of FDDI was threaded into Digital's network arclii- 
tectilres and existing products. An iinpleri1ent:i- 
tion strategy k)r each protluct was then forn~ul;~tctl 
to balance the risks, the resources. ;inti the time- 
liness of customer neecls. 

I t  was inlportant for 1)igit;ll to undcrst;lntl rnigr:i- 
tion of current protlucts ;rnd to think forwartl to 
the needs beyond the initial progrizm goals 1.AN 

management ;~ncl host connections t;ike the 1:r)l)l 

recl-lnology bcyontl a simple high-sl,cctl backbonc 
for the extension of 1~;inclwidtIi-limitctl existing 
IANs. Because Digital consitlerecl the F1>D1 tech- 
nology beyoncl its use as just :inother new tl;~ta 
link, this tecl~nolog)~ is the n;~tural choice as tlic 
next step in network evolution. 

At the onset of Digital's FDD1 program, and ; ~ t  
several points during its tleveloprnent. ;I number 
of key progr;~n-wide decisions ;rnd policies were 
;ltloptetl. The co~nmitment to s in i~~l ;~ t ion ,  both in 
breatlth (c.g., chip design, board design. ;lnd soft- 
ware) and extent (e.g., be1i:ivioral motlcls, gate-levcl 
motlels, integr;ition of ol,er;ition;rl soft\vare \vith 
simulation moclels) was essential to the success 
of the FDI>I technology development. Al l  the cliil,s 
tleveloped were fully fiinctional in their first pass in 
silicon, and the integr;ition of the controlling ;rntl 
test softw;lre with the chips was krst :incl smooth. 

Given the rxtensi\~c investment in ensuring 
correctness o f  the FDDI technology~ ;i l l  Fl>DI protl- 
ucts were to use the same FI>DI builtling blocks, 
including the chips ant1 controlling softw;~rc." 
Such sharing and reuse of investrnc~it eliminatetl 
the dup1ic;ition of effort, gti;lrantrecl the consistent 
operation of :ill proclucts. ;cntl shortcnetl the tinic 
to 111;rrket. -11) ensure ;in even broatler use of this 
technolog)., rn;ijor portions were ~n:itlc avai1;iblc 
o n  the open market. 

Another key ptmgran~ tlecision was the ;idoption 
ofelectric;ill), alterable re;~cl-only memory (Et\I10M) 

in l,l;ice of tr:ttlitional rc;ltl-only Inernor!. (RO.Vl) to 
store the firmware in e;icIi procluct. Shl'l ' , which i h  

implementccl ;ilmost cntirely in firm\\rare, was :I 
rapiclly evolving specific;~tion whilc the products 
were untler tlevelol~ment, 'ro accommodate these 
ongoing c1i;inges ancl the threat of  cli;~nge ;iftcr 
product shipment, EAROM \v:is inclutlctl in :r l l  protl- 
ucts to allo\v firmw;~rc to be uptlatccl remotely 
over the network. As ;I result, EAROIL] retlucecl tlic 
cost of p r o d ~ ~ c t  enhancement I>!. clirnin;iting the 
neetl to cIi;~nge RO.\I in the field or s~~; i j7  out ho;irtla 
:inti I-ework the111 at the k~ctory. 

As ;I txiseline effort in deploying I:l>DI in products. 
Digit;il tlevelopctl the FDDl tlesign corncl. s17o\\~1i 
in Figure 6, consisting of chips ant1 FI>I)1 control 
firm\v;~~-c for use in ; i l l  app1ic:rtions of FI>I>l. In ;iddi- 
tion to using the design corner in all of 1)igit;il's 
protlucts, two of the chips critic:~l to Fl)l)I jnter- 
ojxr;~bilitj: the ,\Ir\(: :ind thc EI.,\I, together with the 
SMT firmware, which controls the chips ;~nd  the 
be11;rvior of the station, \yere licensed to Atlv;lnced 
,Micro 1)evices ant1 to ~\lotorol;i. Inc. for rn;inuF;~ctlire 
and .s;ilc on the open m;~rkct. Witlespreacl ;iv;iil:~bilit!. 
of this technolog). will fostel competition to tlrive 
down cost ant1 incre;ise levels of interoperability 
ant1 consistent). ;cmong FDJ>l inil,lement;~tion.s. 

FDDI-to-Ethernet Bridge 
The Iitlicrnet/HO2.3 bridge to the FDI>I network is 
an imlx)rt;~nt tlevicc in the first procluct set offered 
for 1:I)l)I conn~cti\~it!,. The I)l<(:britlge 500 product 
pro\.itlcs the smooth migrs~tion o t  ; i l l  Ethernet ant1 
IEEL 802.3 tlevices currently in the niarkctl,l;rce to 
the incre;rsetl b;~ckl,one b:intlwitlth of the I'I>I)I 
technologjr. Most local networks are IAN-basetl 
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with the b ~ N s  being interconnected to form 
extended LANS by the use of bridges. The bridges 
are transparent to all users' protocols on the LANs. 
This capability for transparent interconnection is 
one of the keys to the instant use of and easy rnigra- 
tion to the added bandwidth and other benefits of 
FI)l)I. However, providing the transparent inter- 
connect is difficult. Frame formats, bit ordering, 
padding fields, and even the length of the packets 
differ between the Ethernet and I E E E  802.3 LANs. 
These differences force the frames to be translated 
as they pass through the DECbridge 500 device. 
This translation, coupled with a stiff requirement 
for data integrity for the MAC bridging standard lEEE 
802.ld and the performance needs of dealing effi- 
ciently with packet rates approaching 500,000 per 
second, created a formidable design task!' 

FDDI Concentrator 
To make the FDDI technology widely acceptable as 
the next generation LAN, several of the logistical 
obstacles inherent in a ring topology hat1 to be 
overcome. Connecting new stations to a I A N  can 
he frequent events. These events must not be 
restricted or  cause a disruption if the LAN is to be 
truly usable. The nature of a ring topology causes 
the network to break whenever a station is removed 
or while a station is being inserted. Thc dual ring 
accomrnotlates one such event by wrapping at the 
adjacent stations, but two or more such events ;ire 
disastrous because they partition the network into 
isolated parts. A concentrator can solve this prob- 
lem by connecting to a station, testing the link 
between the station and the concentrator, and then 
splicing the new station into the ring with mini- 
mal disruption. At the same time, a concentrator 
can automatically drop a station out of the ring 
should the station malfunction or lose power. 

In addition to the obstacle of connecting new sta- 
tions, it is inconvenient to map a ring topology into 
star wiring, which is well known and witlely used 
for its convenience and manageability. Concentra- 
tors can turn a logical ring into a hierarchical star- 
wired network, thus solving this mapping problem. 

IXgital's DECconcentrator 500 product was built 
to support simple installation and network configu- 
ration, existing building cabling plants, and the cost 
savings and simp licit)^ of single attachment stations. 
This FDDI concentrator is low cost and flexible, 
with a dual attachment and up to eight master 
ports for connecting single attachment stations or 
adtlitional concentrators into the ring. With the 
concentrator, any of the described FDDl topologies 

can be created to best suit a customer's cabling, 
network management, and availability needs." 

FDDI f o r  Workstations 
Digital designed a simple high-performance FDDl 
adapter for TuRBOchannel workstations and servers 
in conjunction with the design of the DECstation 
5000 reduced instruction set computer (RISC)-based 
systern."The aim of this product was to produce an 
FDDI interface that was both inexpensive antl high 
performance. With this adapter and U L T W  oper- 
ating system support, Digital attempted to adclress 
many of the shortcomings that have plagued most 
adapters and operating systems attempting to 
achieve high performance.'" 

The applications of the FIIDI technology for 
workstations and servers depend on the particular 
choice of user applications and on the network con- 
figuration. One application is the use of the FDDI 
technology for a work group of high-performance 
workstations and servers. Some high-performance 
I/O-intensive applications need more bandwidth 
than a large, shared Ethernet can handle. As a result, 
a work group may form around an FDDI network. 
One application example is calletl visualization, 
where a large volume of real-time graphics or imag- 
ing information is transmitted over the network 
from a compute server. Various applications of tlig- 
ital image transmission have few real-time latency 
requirements, but still require a large banc1width.'- 

Another application of the FDDl technology in 
workstatioti environments is to achieve higher band- 
width for server/server and backbone interconnec- 
tion. A shared Ethernet for client/server as well as 
server/server communications can be overloaded, 
particularly if the population of servers or work- 
stations is large. FDDI can be used as a backbone to 
provide higher bandwidth between the servers. 
Alternatively, the network may be a hybrid, where 
the FDDI network is used for high client/server 
bandwidth by some systems and for high server/ 
server bandwidth by others. Hybrid networks often 
have multiple FDDI networks and multiple Ethernet 
networks. This configuration is typical of evolving 
extended LAIS, as new technology such as FDDl is 
added into the existing network infrastructure. 

FDDI in the Future 
As a new technology, FDDI has a long future with 
opportunities for greater levels of circuit integra- 
tion, lower cost designs, and alternative media 
types to match the wide range of possible applica- 
tions. Significant progress has already been made 
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in this direction with the introduction of the  Dr~lft Proposed A ~nerican National Staizdarcl, 
DECcontrol ler 500 adapter, the most compact, least ANSI X3T9/90-X3T9.5/84-49, REV 6.2 (May 1990). 
expensive, and one of the highest pelforming work- 8. J. Hutchison, C. Baldwin, and B. Thompson, 
station adapters in the industry today. In addition, "Development of the FDDI Physical Layer," 
the ground-breaking technical work and standards Digital Technical Journal, vol. 3, no. 2 (Spring 
committee activity regarding various types of cop- 1991, this issue): 19-30. 
per media offers tremendous opportl~nities for cost 
retluction which will enable broader utilization of 
the performance offered by the FDDI technology.'" 

In addition to  the  original physical medium 
dependent standard specified by ANSI for FDDI, an 
additional standard has been developed for opera- 
tion on  single-motle fiber over distances up  to  30 
kilometers (km). This standard will be particularly 
useful in deploying an  FDDI network that must 

R.Jain,"Performance Analysis of FDDl Token Ring 
Networks: Effect of Parameters and <;uidelines 
for Setting TTRT," DEC-TR 655 (Maynard: Digital 
Equipment Corporation, September 1989). 

H. Yang and K. Ramakrishnan, "Frame Content 
Independent Stripping for Token Rings," Pro- 
ceedings of the ACM SICCOIM '90 Symposi~l i?~ 
(1990): 276-286. 

- . -  
span one  o r  more distances greater than 2 km such 11. R. Jain, "Error Characteristics of Fiber Dis- 
as a campus backbone. Other medium types are tributed Data Interface (FDDI)," IEEE Trans- 
currently under investigation to provide optimiza- actions on Comrnurzicutions, vol. 38, no. 8 

tion in areas such as cost and ease of itlstallation. (August 1990). 
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Development of the FDDI 
Physical Layer 

The engir~eerirlg develoj~rne~~t of the FDDlplg~sicnl lcyer reslilted in the cleliiierj~ of 
co~nporie~~ts,  specifications, (l~ldprotocols. The dezielop~neritpresented nezil design 
p~.oble~rzs relclted to the techr~olog,)~ ancl to the operation of token rings. The choice 
of the rnost c~ppropriate technologies for the chij set LUGIS based on techrlologl~ issues, 
risk control, and costs. The chip set that emerged clfter theplg!sical Inj!erfirnctio~zs 
iivr-epcirtitiorzed uses both IXl. and GIIIOS tecl~~zolog~r FLI rtlger; three design problerns 
of general interest arose dliri~zg development: the ekrsticity 61,lSfer cind c irc~~i try  
related to the distributed clocks irz 6lrz FDDI LAN, the ~~z~ilt inzode fiber-oplic link 
using light emitting diocles, und the nzedicl errorprocesses cis relflted to correctness 
and fnzrlt isolation. 

The fiber tlistributed data interface (F1)1)1) is a multi- 
access. packet-switching Local area network (LAN) 
that olxrdtes at 100 nlegabits (Mb) per seconcl. The 
physical layer of FDDI-the topic of this paper- 
connccts many stations, each of which may trans- 
mit information to any other station in the network. 
As in other IANs, packets of user data are encotled 
;iccording to the physical layer protocol and are 
transmittetl as a serial tlata stream over :I physical 
mcdi;~ to other stations of the JAN.  F1)1)1, however, 
is unique in its use of hundreds of intliviclual, point- 
to-point, fiber-optic connections that form ;I ring 
network in the physical layer. The resulting I .AN 

offers both a high data rate ;~ntl ;I tot;~l physical 
extent of 111) to 100 kilon~eters (km). 

The tlevelopment of physical I;r!rer h;irclware, used 
in :11l FI)L)I prod~rcts, includetl the pl~ysical proto- 
col (cncoding/decoding) (levice, ;I receive clock 
rccovcry devjce, a local clock generator, and optical 
tr;~nsniittet-s and receivers. This paper foc~lses on 
clcvclopment of the physical 1;iyer h;irtlware ;incl 
tlcscribes some aspects of the design in tlet:lil. We 
first revicw the operation of the physical I;lyer and 
the functional partitioning of the implementatjon. 
We then present detailed discussions of the dis- 
tributed clock scheme, the tlesign of :in optiail link, 
;inti the methods to control the effects of bit errors 
in the physical layer. Some of the results of the dcvel- 
opment to improve the performance, correctness, 
;md rcli;ibility of FDDl tlescribed here have been 
incorpot-;itetl in the American N;ltion;il Stantlarcls 
Institute (ANSI) FDD1 standartls. 

Operation of the Pbysical Layer 
The FDDl physical layer is a collection of point-to- 
point links forming a "ring." The operation of tlie 
layer is clescribed in terms of physical links, phys- 
ical connections. ;ind the functions of individual 
stations. The many station types allowed by the 
ANSI FDDl standards are constructed with a simple 
physical layer h~nctional block calletl the PHY port. 

A physical link contains a transmitter, a receivel; 
and a segment of physical medium which conducts 
tlie bits of a packet from one station to a second 
station. The topology of FDf>I is arranged so that the 
collection of physical links forms a closed path, or 
ring, as shown in Figure 1. This siniple topology 
illustrates tlie basic concepts common to even the 
rnost complic;ltetl topologies for FDlII. Each bit of 
information received from one physical link is trans- 
mitted onto another physical link until the informa- 
tion travels ;irountl the loop and returns to where 
it started. The FDDI protocols provide for a single 
originator of data packets; other stations repeat the 
data so that each station on the ring receives the 
packet of infornut ion. The collection of many point- 
to-point links forms the ring, which is viewed as a 
multiaccess medium by the users. 

The basic element in the topology of an FDDl I A N  

is the physical connection. A physical connection 
contains two physical links, also shown in Figure 1. 
Within the station, the circuitry that implements 
physical layer hlnctionality needed for one physi- 
cal connection is c;~llcd the pH\; port. The physical 
connection is a full duplex connection between 
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exactly two PIiY ports. Neighbors in the ring 
directly exchange the control information for each 
connection, allowing control protocols in FDDI 

station management (SMT) to establish the shared 
states for a connection: in-use, starting, ant1 dis- 
connected. The status "in-use" indicates that a con- 
nection is part of the ring; other states indicate i t  

is not. The control information exchanged over the 
physical connection is used to autoinitialize and 
autoconfigure the connections in the M, a method 
of operation currently unique to FDDI rings. 

PHYSICAL LINK 

PHYSICAL 

Figure I Pbjaical Links firming a RingJiw 
tbe FDDI Physicul Medium 

I  

SAS 2 1 
I  

I 

SAS 3 1 
I 

There are several types of FDDI stations, ant1 
different types can support different numbers of 
physical connections! A single attachment station 
(SAS) (as seen in Figure I )  c:un establish one phys- 
ical connection with a single neighbor Tlie dual 
attachment station (not shown) has two PFW ports 
and may establish physical connections with two 
neighbors. A concentrator (CON) is a type of station 
that can establish connections with many neighbors, 
thereby providing attachment points for other sta- 
tions. The CON shown in Figure 1 interconnects its 
PHY ports internally to configure a single ring. 

Figure 2 sliows the functions of and flow of data 
through a PHY port wliicli implements the FDDI 
pliysical layer protocol (PHY) standard! Data pack- 
ets to be transmitted over the LAN are passed as a 
stream of bytes from the data link to the physical 
layer. Each byte contains two PI-IY symbols, and each 
symbol represents 4 bits of user data. The Fl1l)I cod- 
ing scheme, called 4u/5B encoding, translates each 

symbol into a code group containing 5 code bits. 
This encoding limits the maximum time between 
transitions on the media (allowing clock informa- 
tion to be derived from the coded signal) and bounds 
the low-frequency components of the signal spec- 
trum. The code bits are then converted to a serial 
stream and transmitted as optical pulses on the 
fiber-optic media. 

Tlie station is coupled to the media with a media 
interface connector (MIC). The MIC provides the 
concrete interface necessary for interoperability 
between equipment from multiple vendors. The 
FDDI Physical Layer Media Dependent (PMD) stan- 
dard specifies mechanical and optical properties of 
the MI(;.' The MIC includes both a transmit and a 
receive interface. 

Signals received from a connection are decoded 
by thc PNY port for processing by the station. The 
optical input signal is translated to an electrical sig- 
nal. Tlie remote bit clock is extracted from the signal 
and usecl to recover logic levels corresponding to 
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the incliviclual bits. A framer then establishes the 
original code group boundaries and converts the 
serial code bit stream into parallel form. Also, the 
elasticity buffer synchronizes the reccivecl data to 
the local clock reference and accounts for the fre- 
qilency difference between the local and remote 
clock references. Finally, code groups of 5 code 
bits arc decoded into symbols, and symbols are cor- 
rectly pairecl to form the data bytes which repre- 
sent the received data. These data bytes are passed 
either to another PHY port or to the data link layer. 
A later section, Operation of the Distributed Clock 
Scheme, expands on the elasticity buffer design. 

We have so far described the FDDl physical layer 
in terms of PHY ports and the physical connections 
between them. These basic elements form the 
physical layer for all types of FDDI stations. 
Different types of FDDI stations have one or many 
P W  ports, but the operation of an individual PHY 
port and physical connection is independent of sta- 
tion type and topology. In the next section, we dis- 
cuss the filnctional partitioning of the PHY port 
and the reasons behind the partitioning chosen. 
Subsequent sections describe the distributed clock 
scheme, the design of the physical link, and the 
impact of physical link errors on the M. 

Functional Partitioning 
In this section, we describe the partitioning of 
the functions of the PHY port into the following 
components: 

PHY (physical protocol chip also referred to as 
the ELM chip) 

CDCT (clock and data conversion transmitter) 

CDCR (clock and data conversion receiver) 

FOT (fiber-optic transmitter) 

FOR (fiber-optic receiver) 

Our choices for the appropriate partitioning 
and technology were founded on our decision to 
develop a highly integrated and low-cost chip set. 
hfter examining several alternatives, we chose a 
partitioning that enabled us to use mostly CMOS 
technology (complementary metal oxide semicon- 
ductor), a minimal amount of custom ECL (emitter 
coupled logic), and no ECL gate array technology. 
Although a 125-megahertz (MHz) serial channel 
requires ECI. circuitry in the system, we wanted 
to minimize the amount of custom ECL technol- 
ogy. ECI. consumes a substantial amount of current 

and is relatively expensive as compared to CMOS 

technology. We also considered ECI. gate array tech- 
nology, but decidecl against i t  because it was not 
a mature technolog): lacked requisite analog func- 
tions for clock extraction, and was available from 
only a few vendors. 

We determined that the CDCR and CDCT were 
the only functions that had to be implemented in 
ECL technology. This determination was basecl on 
the need for the high transmission rates and for 
quick conversion to and from serial and parallel 
data streams. The CD<:R receives a 125-megabaud 
ECL serial data stream from the FOR. Using a phase 
lock loop, CDCR extracts a receive clock to recover 
the data bits and then converts the serial data to 
a 5-bit parallel bus. The CDCT receives a 25-MHz, 
5-bit-wide parallel bus; then, by using a phase lock 
loop, it generates an internal 125-MHz transmit 
clock in phase with the local 25-MHz clock. CDCT 
then converts the 5-bit-wide parallel bus to a 125- 
megabaud ECL serial bit stream that is transmitted 
by the FOT. 

We selected the 5-bit width for the parallel bus to 
obtain a 25-MHz bus rate. This rate is a convenient 
divisor of the 125-MHz serial rate and is within the 
operating range of the CMOS gate array technology 
used in the connected chips. The 5-bit bus also 
offered the advantage of enabling us to maintain a 
low pin count on the devices to which the bus is 
interfaced, thus further containing costs. 

Another complication relative to the clock com- 
ponent was how to distribute a 125-MHz clock sig- 
nal. As noted earlier, some FDDI products have many 
PHY ports, and those PHY ports must have a com- 
mon clock line for the transmission of the serial 
data stream. We decided to add another phase lock 
loop in the transmit component that would lock 
onto the 25-MHz local clock, generate the 125-MHz 
serial clock, and convert the 5-bit parallel bus to the 
serial stream. With this method, the highest clock 
rate distributed on our boards was a 25-MHz clock. 

As a consequence of selecting the transmit phase 
lock loop, we chose to spec@ and build separate 
transmit (CDCT) and receive (CDCR) devices in cus- 
tom ECL technology. We were very concerned that 
the combination of two asynchronous phase lock 
loops on a single chip would induce cross talk. 
Cross talk could cause false locking of the phase 
lock loops to one another, resulting in lost data. 
Therefore making a single chip was considered too 
risky for the initial implementation. Our solution 
was to specify the transmit and receive devices, 
thus eliminating the possibility of cross talk. 
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The balance of the logic for thc physical layer 
protocols could now be tlesignetl in (:MOS gate array 
technology. The use of CMOS gate arrays was impor- 
tant in meeting schedule since it allowed us to 
qi~ickly implenlent changes. Changes were inevitable 
and therefore had to be accommodated because 
the ANSI standard was not finished and stable dur- 
ing our design cycle. 

All of the physical layer functions such as the 
encoder, decoder, elasticity buffer, framer, and 
smoother were implemented in CMOS gate arrays. 
We had simulatetl these f~unctions in software; 
however, we were now able to builcl them using 
CMOS gate arrays and actually analyze their behavior 
in real networks. With the hartlware, we quickly 
verified the protocols defined in the FI)1)1 standards. 
Proper PHI' operation is best confirmed by testing 
actual implementations. 

The fiber-optic transmitter (FOT) converts ;I 125- 
megabaud electrical signal to light pulses to be 
transmitted to a receiving station. The fiber-optic 
receiver (FOR) receives tlie pulses from a transmit- 
ting station ant1 converts them to an electrical data 
stream. We decided not to develop the FOT ancl the 
FOR components ourselves. Instead we chose to 
influence the specification of the system's func- 
tional requirements in thc ANSI FDDl Committee 
and then depend on external vendors to tlevelop 
tlie components. 

It was important to encoilrage tlie optical vendors 
to standardize their conlponents so costs would 
decrease, and so that more than one source of opti- 
cal components woi~ld be available to us. Accortl- 
ingly we dicl not combine the optical transmitter 
and receiver with any other pl~ysicallayer filnctions. 
The optical link design is the subject of a later sec- 
tion in this paper. 

Operation of the Distributed Clock 
Scheme 
In the FDDI distributed clocking scheme. each sta- 
tion uses an independent, local clock reference 
when transmitting or repeating data packets. Thc 
station must synchronize the receive data with its 
own reference clock prior to further processing. 
Although this distributed clock reference scheme 
simplifies many problems, it also can give rise to data 
integrity problems and packet loss rate issues that 
milst be solved for the sclieme to work effectively. 

Datii must be synchronized to tlic Local clock 
reference in a way that prevents cletectctl ant1 
undetected errors caused by metastability prob- 
lems. Further, interpacket gap shrinkage that can 

result in an unacceptable packet loss rate must be 
controlled. In the sections El;isticity Buffer and 
Smoother below, we describe how these problems 
are addressetl in the physical layer protocol. 

Elmticity Buffet- 
Each PHY port of a station must accept data packets 
from another station with a slightly clifferent clock 
frequency and bit transmission rate. I t  is tlie fiinc- 
tion of the elasticity buffer within the PHY port to 
synchronize the incoming data to tlie local clock 
reference. The buffer is ;~lso designecl to control 
synchronizer metastability, a source of i~~itletected 
data corruption. As a result of the elasticity buffer 
operation, the size of the gap between two data 
packets varies as tlie packets are repeated around 
the ring. 

The elasticity buffer is a collection of storage 
registers that are written to and read from at differ- 
ent rates. (See Figure 3.) The buffer forms a circular 
queue due to the movement of two independent 
pointers: the input pointer selects the register to 
be written to ancl ~liovcs at the recovered clock 
rate; the outj~ut pointer selects the register to read 
from and moves at the loc;~l clock rate. The location 
of the pointers is based on the gray code counters. 
.. . I he input pointer is controlled by the input state 
machine and the output pointer by the output 
state machine. 'l'hcse state machines position the 
pointcrs at a controlled distance from one another. 
Therefore pointer control p r e ~ ~ e n t s  data from 
being written while it  is being read from tlic same 
rcgistec evcn though the pointers are moving at 
different rates. 

During normal operation, the input ancl output 
pointers approach each other and must be pcriodi- 
cally repositioned. The repositioning occurs dur- 
ing tlie idle time between data packets, known as 
the interpacket gap. When a minimum interpacket 
gap time is detected by tlie input state m;ichine, 
;I resct control sign;il is sent to the output state 
machine. Thc reset signal is synchronizetl by the 
output state machine to avoitl metastability. Urlie~i 
;In input signril. to a register is changing at the time 
the register is clocked, its output may become inde- 
ternii~iant and assume multiple values over a time 
c;illed ;I pcriod of metastability.' The reset sign;il 
could be changing when it  is sampled by the output 
state machine, so  this signal is synchronized by 
\\laitins an interval after c;~ch sample for the sample 
vr~lue to settle before the sampled value is utilized, 
or co~lsidercd valid. The reset signal is delayed 
by this process. l 'hc circuitry guarantees that the 
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prcsent address of the input pointer hiis been in 
the holding register o n  the reset condition for a 
sufficient duration and thus its stability is ensured. 
'l'hc output state machine then loatls the address 
that the input state machine stored in the llolding 
registen The output pointer moves to that location 
plus an  offset in order to keep a minimum distance 
from the input pointer. 

?'his approach to repositioning pointers ensures 
that all d;~ta or signals are stable in their respective 
registers before being sampletl by the local clock. 
As ;I consequence. we were able to specify in the 
design that only one control line be synchronized 
in the elasticity buffer. The signal that crosses the 
clock boundaries is the reset signal, which is gener- 
ated by the remote clock ant1 sampled by the local 
clock. l'he reset signal triggers all events required 
for the elasticity buffer to correctly receive data. 
Sincc there is only one control line within the elas- 
ticity buffer that needs synchronization, the imple- 
mcntation is very robust. 

We also had to anticipate occurrences outside 
normal operation. 'I'hesefore wc tlesigoed circuitry 
that detects when the pointers point to the same 

register for more than a minimum ;imount of time.' 
This circuitry prevents the buffer from reading the 
register while its contents are changing; if the buf- 
fer were read, data corruption and consequelltly 
iintletected errors could result during abnormal 
operation. The input and output pointers are 3-bit, 
iisynchronous gray code counters. 'l'he pointers are 
compared to one another to determine whether 
they coincide, indicating that data in the buffer has 
overflowed or underrun. 

The input and outpi~t  pointer counters are com- 
pared using the local clock; that is, the input pointer 
counter bits can change with respect to the local 
clock, as shown in Figure 4 .  Gray code counters 
limit to one the number of bits that can change in 
the pointer counters at any sample interval. The 
comparator circuit is sampled twice using the local 
clock and the local clock shifted by 90 degrees. 
If one sample of the D flipflop notes a change, the 
changing bit settles down before the other sample 
happens; thus metastability problems are controlled. 
A logical AND of the sampled outputs signifies that 
the two pointers have had the same address for at 
least one quarter of the local clock interval. When 
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the addresses are the same for at lcast one quarter 
ofthe local clock time, the error flag is rnisetl. When 
the error flag is raised, an overflow or untlerrun is 
imminent. The cause is somewhere in the network. 
For instance, the clocks are out of specification, or 
a downstream station is sending larger data pack- 
ets than are permitted. In any case, the condition is 
cletectecl and prevented from increasing the risk of 
undetectecl data corruption. 

Another function in the physic;~l layer, called the 
smoother, prevents the loss of data packets that can 
result from shrinkage of the interpacket g ~ p .  Data 
packets can be lost, or discardetl, at two pl;lces. The 
clecision to discard can be made at tlie physical 
layer as the result of an elasticity buffer overflow 
or underflow. Also, packets can be tliscartled at the 
tneclia access control (MAC:) layer. The MA<: layer is 
not reqi~ired to copy a packet th;it has less than 6 
idle bytes of interpacket gap preceding the packet. 

The decision to implement the smoother came 
after simulations of the elasticity buffer revealed 
the then current draft ANSI I'HY protocol wol~ld 
result in an unacceptable packet loss late. In a series 
of nodes with a random distribution of clocks, some 
stations add to and others delete from the inter- 
packet gap. If nodes add or delete without regard 
to the size of the interpacket g;ip, we fountl that 
the interpacket gap could be tleletetl entirely or 
reduced to a minimum size. At this size, the MAC: is 
not required to copy a frame, and data packets are 
lost. Our simulation showed that an ~rn;icceptable 
10 percent packet loss would occur tluc to 6 or less 
bytes of interpacket gap under thcsc conditions: 

One hundred one elasticity buffers 

Maximum size data packet length 

Pseudor;lndom clock tlistribution 

The solution is to monitor the interpacket gap." 
If i t  falls below the 7-byte minimum size, the 
smoother adds to the interpacket gap. The addition 
of interpacket gap to the output stream causes the 
elasticity buffer to use ;I buffer to delay the output 
data and then send ;in interpacket gap byte. The 
amount of buffering within the elasticity buffer is 
finite so that the delay within a station is not long. 
The smoother also reclaims storage elements by 
deleting bytes of interpacket gap one byte at a time 
fro111 long pre;uubles. This reclamation occurs any 
time 8 bytes or more of interpacket gap appear at 
a station. 

'The smoother is a distributed algorithm that can- 
not be at1equ;rtely proven in simulation. We bi1il.t a 
gate array that contained the elasticity buffer with 
the added smoother fi~nction to prove in hardware 
that our new algorithm would operate properly. 
\Ve built a 200-node ring of elasticity buffers that 
coultl handle ;it least the test case (101 elasticity buf- 
fers) used in the simulation. Each elasticity buffer 
had a variable oscillator to allow control of the dis- 
tribution of clock frecluencies that we felt would 
incluce interp;~cket gap shrinkage. We also inclutled 
special test features in the chip to monitor the inter- 
packet gap at every node in the tester. 

During four weeks of ring operation, we observed 
the interpacket gap of 6.72 billion maximum size 
packets (4500 bytcs). The minimum interpacket gap 
observed was 7 bytes, which resulted in no packet 
loss. The experiment indicated a packet loss rate of 
less than 2E-10. Since no packet loss occurred, the 
actual loss rate is unknown; but this result gives us 
confidence that the loss rate predictions made by 
analysis are correct. 

The 200-node hartlwarr test bed demonstrated 
that our algorithm worked effectively. The smoother 
protocol was adopted as a mandatory part of the 
final ANSI FI)I)I PHY stanclard.' The standard allows 
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a variety of different designs, some having as little 
as one byte of smoothing, depending on the num- 
ber of preamble bytes requirecl by the MAC imple- 
mentation in the same station. All allowed designs 
have worst-case loss rates below 1 E-14 (by analysis) 
in a homogeneous ring. The worst-case packet loss 
ratc in a heterogeneous ring, one with multiple 
types of smoother designs, has a packet loss rate 
below 1E-10 (by analysis). Given the addition of 
the smoother to the PHY protocol, the FDDI dis- 
tributed clocking scheme does not significantly 
contribute to packet loss. 

FDDI Optical Link Design 
As noted in the earlier section, Operation of the 
Physical Layer, the physical connection is the basic 
element in the FDDI LAN topology. The physical 
connections between FDDI stations are full duplex, 
fiber-optic links that deliver a serial code bit 
stream from one station to another with a bit error 
rate (BER) less than 2.5E-10. Each station has a sep- 
arate transmit and receive link, and both links are 
cabled together to the same destination. The opti- 
cal link requirements are defined and measured at 
the MIC. Any set of conforming FDDI stations con- 
nected together with ;i compliant cable plant in 
a legal topology are guaranteed to provide the 
required transmission service. Conformance to the 
optical requirements can be rneasureci indepen- 
dently of both tlie interconnecting media and the 
attached station. Measurements can be taken from 
either end of a physical connection. 

'The technology choices we confronted and 
the design methods we used in the tlevelopment 
of the optical link are summarized in the follow- 
ing sections. These methods can be applied to any 
transmission system design problem with similar 
requiren~ents. The Physical Layer Medium Depen- 
dent (PMD) Working Group of the FDD1 committee 
aclopted these methods, and Digital played a leacl- 
ing role in the design of the PMD Standard. The 
Working Group developed the design in a manner 
that combined theoretical ;~nalysis with empirical 
modifications in an iterative process to arrive at 
the specifications for the system. The full detail 
of the models has been documented previously in 
the literature.:" 

Technology Choices 
The FDDI distance ancl bit rate requirements clearly 
mantlate the use of a fiber-optic transmission sys- 
tcm. However, the choices are not equally obvious 
between laser- or LED-based transmitters, between 
850-nanometer (nm) and 1300-nm operation, and 

between single-mode and multimode fiber opera- 
tion. FDDI development initially focused on the 
transmission distance requirements of LANs which 
serve as local office networks as well as network 
backbones. Accordingly the technology chosen for 
the optical link should be cost-effective and capa- 
ble of spanning approximately 2-km distances. For 
these applications, the superior bandwidth and 
Loss characteristics of 1300-nm ]..ED systems prevail 
over 850-nm LED technology; 125-megabaud trans- 
mission over 2 km is not possible with 850-nm 
IEDs. LEDs and multinlode fiber prevailed over lasers 
operating with single-mode fiber because at the 
design time the former was more reliable and had a 
better chance of achieving the cost goals required 
by short-distance office interconnection spans. The 
selection of appropriate technology was especially 
difficult because the technology was rapidly evolv- 
ing. The Working Group made the basic technology 
choices in the 1984-1986 time frame; the chosen tech- 
nology represented the best compromise between 
available technology and reasonable anticipated 
improvements. The FDDI committee later addressed 
the long-distance requirements Greater than 2 krn) 
of a campus WN with a single-motle fiber and laser 
transmitter PklD (SMF-PMD). That development effort 
is not addressed in this paper. 

Optical Link Overview 
The optical link is con~posed of three basic elements: 
a transmitter, a cable plant, ancl a receiver. The 
transmitter is provided with a serial 125-megabaud 
code bit stream and creates an amplitude modu- 
lated 1300-nm optical version of the bit stream. 
The code bit stream has previously been encoded 
with a 4-bit into 5-bit (4B/5B) non return to zero 
invert (NRZI) coding scheme that ensures that the 
serial sequence has sufficient transitions to allow 
recovery of the transmit station's timing clock at 
the distal end of the link. The cable plant uses a 
glass, graded-index, multimode optical wave guide 
to ferry the signal to the receiver; the cable has an 
arbitrary number of junctions (e.g., connectors). 
The cable plant is described by its optical loss and 
bandwidth. The receiver in turn converts the opti- 
cal signal back into a logic-level code bit stream. 
Wlien a station is not sending data, tlie transmitter 
is provided with special code bit sequences which 
ensure that there is always an optical signal on the 
~nedii~m between packet tr:insniissions. Thus, when- 
ever the link is a part of a ring, the optical system 
stays in its equilibrium operating conditions, and 
the clock recovery circuit is ;~lways synchronized 
with the incoming stream. 
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Design Methods 
l 'he design of any digital transniission system must 
provide sufficient end-to-entl b;rndwitltli and sig- 
nal power. Further, the design ~iiust tlcmonstr;lte 
bounded jitter c11ar;tcteristics in order to provicle 
the requirecl data transfer ; ~ t  the desiretl BER. The 
bandwidth allocation, jitter budget. ant1 loss bucl- 
get for the FDDI optical system are tlescribetl next. 

Ilarzdzi~irltl:, Alloccitiot~ ~ r ? d  ,Worlc.ls Nycluist com- 
~i i~~nicat ions theory requires ;I system bandwidth 
of at least one half the baud rate to prevent error 
rate clegr:ctI;ltion tluc to intersynibol interference. 
I'r;~ctical systems require a somewhat grc;iter band- 
witlth. We cletermined the I.El>-fiber b;uitlwitltli for 
I : I > I > I  by measuring the sensi tivit!. of conimerci;~l 
12S-megab;1ud optical receivers ;is ;I function of 
increasing input rise time (dccre;~sing hrndw-idth) 
;~ntl by observing when the channel bandwidth 
st;~sted to c;ltlse a peni~lty in the measurctl receiver 
IIEI< perform;lnce. The 0.5  decibel (dB) optic;~l power 
pcnalty point was k)uncl at 95 Ylllz. That point is 
the bantlwidth requi~-ement for the I.El> and fiber 
conibin;~tion in a worst-case ~ii;~ximuni length link: 
lower banclwidth c;iirses incrc:~singly I~jgher penal- 
ties in !.%EN perforn1;lncc ant1 must he prc\icnted. 

'The b;untl'i.vitlth of ;in ].ED ;ind multiniocle fiber 
optical system is mocleled with three components 
which ;iclcl in a root me;ln sc]u;lre (RJVIS) f;~sliion ;IS 

hhown in equation 1 in Figure 5. The design prob- 
lem confronted is :IS follows: how are the tliree tlit- 
ferent b:~ntlwidth coruponcnts r:~tionally ;illocatetl 
to meet the 95-MHz I.EL>-fiber requirement. and what 
is the masimt~m dist;ince that c:in be :4chicved ancl 
still mect this rcq~~ircment? Although the clectric:il 
ancl niotl;il banclwitltli 1irnit;itions are well linown 
(cqu;~tions 2 and 3 in 1:igure 5). the chro111;itic bantl- 
\vitlth liriiit;~tion c;~i~setl by the I.EU ;~nd fiber coni- 
bination w;~s 11ot well unclerstood. 

(:lironi;~tic bantlwidtli 1imit;ition is c;~usetl by 
the inter;~ction of the I.El> spectral witlth 'tvjth the 
w;~\~elength tlispersion of the gl;lss fiber. 'l'liirteen 
huntlretl-~im I.EDs are not monochrom;~tic: their 
emission sl,cctruni is t).pic;~ll). 17.-nni wirle at the 
h;ilf optical power point. The propagation velocity 
of light in gl;iss is ;I function of tlie wavelength of 
thc light: light of different \v;~velengtl~s cxperi- 
cnces tliffercntial tlelay or dispersion. Accordingl!. 
;I signal of appreci;rblc optical spcctral witlth expe- 
riences tlispcrsion that c;~uscs ;In incrc;lse in tlie 
signal tr;insition times :cntl limits the b;ind\vitlth. 
'I'lie amount of dispersion experiencetl I,y ;I pulse 
is a hlnction of the length of thc fiber: of tlic optic;~I 
spectral witlth, ant1 ofthe separation of the pulsc 

central wavelength from the zero dispersion wave- 
Icngth of tlic fiber. The wide spectral witlth of 
1300-nm LElIs is sufficient to cause systems based 
on their ilse to be dist;lnce limited by chromatic 
clispersion, even though tlie system is oper;~ting at 
1300 nm, which is the nominal zero dispersion 
window of fiber. A motlel was cleveloped and veri- 
fied for the chromatic b;~nclwitlth; the eql~at io~i  for 
the motlel is 4 in Figure 5. 

Equations I through 4 are the complete model 
for the bantlwiclth of the FI>L)I optical system. Thc 
inp i~ t s to  the motleJ are the transmitter spectral 
center wavelength, spectral width, transmitter rise 
ancl f;ill times, the fjber length, the fiber motlal 
bandwiclth, tlie fiber's zero dispersion waveletigth 
(A,,), ;~ncl the zero dispersion slope (S,,). These 
p;il-;lmeters completely define the constituents of 

Whcre: 

H W i , ,  = total optical system banclwidth (MHz) 
HWc,I, = electrical bantlwidth of I.ED (MHz) 
B W,,,,l,I = fiber modal b;~ntlwicltli (MHz) 

HW,.,,,. = chromatic lxuitlwidth of LED-fiber (MHz) 

MHz (2) 

M H z  (3) 

375 
I1 Wcl,,. = MHz 

D = .So , ((A c - 7 )  - ^" 3 1 
(A,- 7 ) -  

Where: 

TjI.  = LEI> rise or fall time (ns) 
,WHW = niod:~l lxindwitltli distance product of the 

f i l~c~-  (MHz. km) 
I = the fiber length (kni) 
Ah = 0.85. LED Full Width Half Maximum (mn) 
S,, = the fiber dispersion slope (ns/nni2. km) 

A,. = the 1.H) central wavelength (nm) 

A,, = the fibcr zero dispersion wavelength (nm) 
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the bantlwidth of a multiniode fiber-optic transmis- 
sion system. In an iterative sequence of calculations 
with the model, we evaluatecl a trade-off of fiber 
length, fiber modal bandwidth, LED chroniatic attri- 
butes, and LED rise ant1 fall tinies to arrive at a 2 - k ~ n  
maximum fiber length with transmitter chromatic 
and temporal requirements that could re;~sonably 
be met by vendors. The transmitter requirements 
were describetl by a series of curves that balanced 
transmitter rise and fall times and chromatic 
attributes. These requirenients guarantee the 95-MHz 
I.El)-fiber bandwidth requirement for a 2-km fiber. 
Thus transmitters are allowed slow rise times if they 
have narrow spectral widths or  central wavelengths 
that match the minimum clispersion wavelength of 
tlie fiber. Transmitters with wider spectral widths 
and central wavelengths displaced from the zero 
clispersion wavelength have fast rise time require- 
ments. The curves in ANSI FDDI PMD Figure 9 show 
the final allowed transmitter spectral and temporal 
trade-offs.' They were generated with a slight motlifi- 
cation to the basic model described above that usetl 
explicit fast Fourier transform (FFT) descriptions of 
the LED electrical bantlwidth component. The trans- 
mitter requirements depend on  the fiber meeting 
modal bandwidth and chromatic dispersion specifi- 
cations. We empirically established the 500 MHz. km 
minimum modal bandwidth distance protluct 
requirement and the allowed range of dispersion 
parameters shown in the ANSI PMD Figure 14.' 

i ~ d t  In most high-speed serial digital com- 
munications systems, the clock used to recover the 
received data must be extracted from the bit stream. 
The recovered clock is used to sample the data, ancl 
the sampling transition is nominally in the midclle 
of the bit interval. If the sampling clock location 
overlaps with the signal transition between bits, 
errors occur. Jitter is time dither of the bit stream 
signal transitions; the measured value is a f i~nction 
of the probability of its occurrence. Because jitter 
is the predominant source of comnlunications sys- 
ten1 error, it is measured at a probability equal to tlie 
HER requirement. 

A jitter budget tracks the accumulation of jitter in 
the bit stream edge position ancl allocates it to differ- 
ent components. l'he budget ensures there is a jitter- 
free opening, or window, for the placement of the 
sampling clock. Jitter consists of three basic types: 

Duty cycle distortion-l)<:l> 

Data dependent jitter-DDI 

DCD is static and is caused by switching tliresh- 
old variation ant1 mismatchecl rise ant1 fall times in 
driver circuits. [>I?) is caused by bantlwitlth litiii- 
tations in transmission components ant1 is also a 
f i~nc t ion  of the  transmitted code bit stream. We 
tleveloped ;i worst-case test pattern that evinces high- 
frequency Dl)] components  caused by Local run  
length variations in the transmitted hit stream and 
low-frequency Dl)J components causetl by varia- 
tions in the average power of the unbalancetl48/58 
code bit stream. is caused primarily Iy thermal 
noise corrupting the signal in receivers and is appar- 
ent  at low optical powers. R] adds in a root-mean- 
square fashion with other I<J components; I)lv ant1 
DCD add linearly to lu. 

The FDDl jitter budget tracks these three coni- 
ponents of jitter through the optical link. The bud- 
get ensures a sufficient allocation for tlie clock 
recovery implementation to place the clock cor- 
rectly in the jitter-free window to retime the data. 
The specific values of jitter allotted to each link 
element were  determined largely by empirical 
methods. The sum of all jitter allocations must not 
exceed the code bit width [8 nanoseconds (ns)] 
Table 1 sunlmarizes the jitter budget, showing the 
totals for each jitter component as i t  adds through 
the link. 

Only the jitter components visible at tlic 1 '1~1)  

PllC (PMD out 2nd FMD in) are enforceable parts of 
the standard. Note the sum of the jitter conipo- 
nents at P I f l  in (tlie exit of the receiver function) is 
5.87 ns, leaving a 2.15-ns jitter-free wintlow remain- 
ing in the 8-11s bit cel I .  This window is allocated to 
the static alignment error and lg of the clock recov- 
ery implementation, Digital developed specialized 
test equipment to generate and receive tlie I ) I ) l  test 
pattern and to signal receivecl bit errors; the error 
rate at the worst-case optical conclitions (minirnum 
power, maximum jitter) was measured as n function 
of clock sampling position to measure tlie jitter- 
free winclow at tlie receiver exit. ?'he 2.15-ns jitter- 
free window is tlie measured receiver component 
requirement. 

Table 1 FDDl Jitter Budget Example 
(Nanoseconds Peak to Peak) 

Measurement Point DCD DDJ RJ 

PHY out 0.4 0.0 0.32 

PMD out 1 .O 0.6 0.76 

PMD in 1 .O 1.2 0.76 

PHY in 1.4 2.2 2.27 
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Optical Loss Budget 'I'he optical loss budget for FI)I)1 
is the difference between the minimum optical power 
launched into the fiber and the minimum optical 
power required at the receiver. Decreased optical 
power in a receiver c;luses :I retluction in the signal- 
to-noise ratio and is evinced o n  tlie scrial tlata stre:lm 
as an increase in its l\l. The optical power require- 
ments are defined in terms of the performance mea- 
sured with 62.5-micron-core multimode fiber. The 
fiber core size is specified because the launch power 
ofa particular transmitter is a hlnction of the fiber 
type used. This fiber type is the prevalent standartl 
for fiber-optic 1ANs and with it an Il-tIB loss butlget 
is provided for the optic;ll link. 

The 11-dB loss budget is ;cpportionecl by a user 
between bulk fiber losses (1.5 dB/km typical, 2.5 
dB/km worst case), connector losses (0.6 dB typical. 
1.0 tlB worst case) and splice losses (0.2 dB t!lpic;~l. 
0.5 dB worst case).Witb this loss budget. users can 
construct cable plants of up to 2 kni in length with 
any number of connectors and splices, provided 
the total loss is less than I I dB. There is no minirntlm 
loss required because the maximum launch power 
is equal to the maximum input power; stations may 
be operated back to back without saturating the 
receiver function. 

In summary, the design rnethotls we used guar- 
anteed the bit error rate of thc serial data stream 
transmission between stations. The optical band- 
width was allocatetl and gilaranteetl by design to 
prevent BER clegradntion doe to intersymbol inter- 
ference; the jitter accumul;~tion fro111 different link 
elements was budgeted to prevent BER degradatio~i 
clue to received data sampling errors, and an optical 
power budget was defined to control BER degrada- 
tion due to inadequate receiver signal-to-noise ratio. 

Physical Link Error Process 
An important part of the physical 1:lycr development 
was the analysis of the metlia bit error processes. In 
the previous section, we presented the design of the 
optical link to control the bit error rate. This section 
considers the effect of the error process and the 
isolation of certain types of k~ults that cause errors. 

To evaluate the error process, we had to know 
the source of the errors ant1 study their effect on 
the protocols for the FD1,r. The error process  nus st 
be considered in light of two metrics: 

Correctness of the protocol. Error events may lead 
to undetected corruption of user data. Detected 
errors reduce perfc)rm;~nce, but an undetectetl 
error may have nearly ~~nbol~ntled bad effects for 
the user. Therefore the undetected error rate 
must be very low. 

= Isolation of error source to ;I component of tlie 
network when the error rate is too high. Error 
rates may exceed acceptable lcvels as tlie result of 
;I misconfigured network or a Fault. Isolation of 
the problem is the first step i n  a repair process. 

A tliscussion of protocol correctness and fault 
isolation must consider more sources of errors 
than the normal bit error process discussed in the 
~xevious section. To provitle correctness and k~ult 
iso1:ltion. the design must account for misconfig- 
llrecl links ant1 common faillts. A misconfigured I.AN 

may provide poor performance, but i t  is always 
i~n;~cceptable for a data packet to bc delivered with 
undetected errors. 

<;ood examples of misconfigured links include 
those with cables that are too long and that use too 
many connectors ill the cable plant. Common faults 
in the system include trans~iiittcrs t11;lt ;Ire too dim. 
clirt! or partially pluggetl connectors, and cables 
t11:lt are kinked (for example, by a misplaced chair 
leg). Onc can write an entlless list of possible faults 
and can posit a fault with an arbitrarily complex 
symptom. The Faults listed :lbove ;ire important 
t>ec:~use they are likely to occur tlilring normal use 
o f  tlic components. Many of' these k~ults can be 
traced to a careless or u~~informcd user. A design 
must ensure that these cxtcrnal causes of abnorrlial 
error rate do no lasting tlamage and that they can 
be detected arid isolated. 

The error process resulting from important faults 
is simi1:lr to the error process of ;I correctly operat- 
ing optical link. As discussetl c:trlier for the desig~i 
of an optical link, bit errors are caused by transi- 
tion jitter resulting from b;uldwidth and power 
butlget limits. The important ~ I L I I ~ S  and misconfigu- 
rations reduce the channel b:~ntlwidth or increase 
tlie optic;~l loss beyond the clcsign limits. The error 
rate may exceed the design limit but tlie physics of 
the error process remains thc same. 

\Ve analyzed the impact of this error process given 
the FI)I)I encoding/decoding and error-detecting 
protocols. An example of ;in error event is shown 
in Figure 6 to illustrate tlie effect of media noise on 
the FI)1)1 encoding schemes. 'T'he code bits on the 
mcclia are encotletl as NRZI,  where a signal transi- 
tion represents a code bit 1 ;lntl a lack of transition 
(for a bit time) represents :I code bit 0. With this 
encoding. a single noise event results in two code 
bit errors where the resulting pair of bits are the 
complement of the origin;~l bits. In Figure 6, tlie 
p:~ir of code bits 0.1 arc changed to 1,0. There are four 
possible pairs of code bits-00. 10, 01. 11-that 
change to 11, 01. 10, 00, respectively, by an error 
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event. The FL)DI PHY uses a block code in which 5 
cock bits represent a synlbol, and :I symbol contains 
4 tl;lt;l bits. In the example, the single error event 
changes 2 code bits, which results in a decoded 
symbol with 4 incorrect data bits. The number of 
tl;~ta bits affected by a n  error event is multipliecl by 
the decoding process. 

DATA 
TRANSMITTED 

SYMBOLS: F 
DATA BITS: 0000 

CODE BITS: 

DATA 
RECEIVED 

TRANSITIONS: 

\ 
NOISE EVENT 

Fi,r~ire 6 E x l ~ n z p l e  (fa Sirzgle Noise Euent 

Error detection is provitlecl by reclundancy in the 
clrita packet. Errors are clctcctetl by the MAC proto- 
col basecl on a frame check sequence (FCS). 'The 
probilbility of an undetected error is related to the 
number of error events in the packet and to the 
specific symbols created. Our ;inalysis, based 011 a 
clrnft of the FDDl &LA<: protocol, indicated that 
undetected data corruption could occur with high 
probability" In the important case, a new frame was 
created when a noise event changed a data symbol 
into an ending delimiter and created a smaller 
frame. This truncation process resulted in an unde- 
tected packet error rate of 3E-14 for large rings 
(500 stations)."' Our design requirements include 
the much more strict limit of IE-21 on this rate. 
For this reason, an enhancement to strengthen the 
ending delimiter was proposed and accepted by 
ANSI X3T9.5 for the MAC protocol!' In accord with 
this enhancement, a frame is valid only if its ending 
delimiter is followed by a symbol that cannot be 
crcntetl by the noise event that created the ending 
tleJ.imiter. Thereby, undetectetl corruption was 
grc;~tly reduced in the final, standard iMAC proto- 
col." 'This enhancement results in ;I undetected 
error rate of 5E-24 for the protocols, allowing sig- 
nificant margin for acti~al implementations!" 

To isolate a faulty physical link, we need to know 
which of many links exceeds the design-specified 
error rate. Each error event must be detected and 
counted at one point in the topology. Using a tradi- 
tional method, we would isolate faults based on the 
information provided by the ,MAC FCS error counters. 

Although this method works reasonably well for 
:I bus topology, it is more difficult to use with 
Fu11r topologies. The quantity of physical links may 
greatly outnumber the ;W:s in tlie topology. The 
errors from more than a single physical link may 
be counted by one MAC, thus masking wliich links 
cxceetl the error rate. For example, in a wrapped 
dual ring of single-MAC, tlual ;~ttachment stations, 
dat ;~ errors occurring in only Ilalf the physical 
links in the network woulrl be countecl by a single 
event coiinter. A similar situation occurs in an FDDI 
tree topology. The MAC error counters are not asso- 
ciated with a particular physical link. 

Fault isolation must be based on facilities present 
for each physical link. For this purpose, we devel- 
oped a protocol called link error monitor (LEM). 
LEA1 takes advantage of the requirement in the PH\i 

standard that a set of code bit groups representing 
violation symbols and certain sequences of control 
symbols not be transmitted (repeated) onto a phys- 
ical link. Our study of the error process indicated 
that rougllly 30 percent of the error events could 
be detected by the physical layer decoder.'" This 
accuracy is acceptable as DER variations of many 
orders of magnitude are often the most important. 
I.EM counts the decode violations that are received 
only at one point in the LAN immediately after the 
error event occurs. Errors not counted by LEM are 
those in which the created symbol may be repeated 
by a PHY port, such as when a data symbol is changed 
to another data symbol. An instance of LEM proto- 
col may observe each PHY port and detect events 
associated with a particular physical link. 

The accuracy of a LEM UEK estimate is compara- 
ble to other methods and has the advantage of pro- 
viding better fault isolation. The accuracy ofa LEM 
estimate is affected by the statistics given above for 
tlie error process and the length of packet trans- 
mitted on the ring. Generally we only assign signif- 
icance to the order of magnitude of the estimate, 
i t . ,  the exponent of the BEK written in scientific 
notation. 'This type of accuracy problem is shared 
by UEli  estimates based on IW FCS error counters 
as well. For instance, the FCSbased estimate of BER 
also depends on packet length and additionally on 
ring utilization. The FCS error counters count 
errors in valid packets only, so estimates of error 
rate are strongly affected by ring utilization. The 
LEiM estiniate includes error events in tokens, 
stripped frames, and those that occur during the 
idle period between packets. 

The 1.EM protocol counts errors and provides a 
BER estimate for each link in the FDDI LAN. Network 
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management applications may collect this data and 
identify marginal links within the IAN. In addition, 
LEM provides a mechanism to  automatically elimi- 
nate faults from the network. This fault-recovery 
procedure preserves the integrity of the ring when  
physical links would otherwise prevent ring opera- 
tion. The LEM protocol was proposetl ant1 included 
in the draft FDDI Station ~Managernent (SM'T') pro- 
posed standard!' 

The analysis of the physical .layer error process 
resulted in two important changes that reduce the 
impact of errors. A change proposed ancl adopted 
in the FDDI MAC protocol greatly reduced the  rate 
of undetected corruption. The isolation of compo- 
nents contributing to a high error rate is facilitated 
by [.EM, now a part of the draft FDDI Station 
Management standard. These tlevelopments have 
improved the  correctness and maintainability of 
the FDDI LAN. 

Summary 
Our clevelopment work on  the F1)I)I physical layer 
provided physical layer components, specifications 
and new protocols. This paper has described the 
operation of the FDDI physical layer ancl the h ~ n c -  
tional partitioning of the chip set. 'The fi~nctional  
partitioning resulted in greater integration and 
lower cost for the chip set. Much of the work on the 
physical layer centered on the nced to  control the  
error characteristics of both the constituent links 
and interplay of many asynchronous links as a sys- 
tem. Three important design problelns were solved 
during the  development effort. First, the elasticity 
buffer and smoother protocols, which were devel- 
oped for the distributed clocking scheme, resolve 
data integrity and data loss problems. Second, the 
design of the fiber-optic link for FDDI required 
methods to allocate system bandwidth and power 
margins. The bandwidth, jitter, and loss budgets pro- 
vided a means to allocate channel margin between 
individual components and can be applied to  the  
design of many transmission systems. Finally, the 
analysis of the physical link error process resulted 
in increased correctness through a reduction of 
the undetected error rate and enhanced f a ~ ~ l t  isola- 
tion provided by the  link error monitor, I.EM. 
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FDDI Data Link Development 

The fiber distributed dcfta interface (FDDI) data link is based on the AI\'SI X3T9.5 
FDDI standards zilith Digital's e~zhance~nents to providegreater performance, relia- 
bility, and ro6usfness. The FDDI project team enco~intered significcrnt challenges, 
inclziding the evolving ANSI X3T9.5 FDDI standards and the deuelopment of the 
technology to irrlplement the data link, coupled with time-to-market pressure. 
Appropriate considerations and design trade-oSfs were made to design complexity, 
perJor~nance, risk, cost, and schedule, tohen deciding functional partitioning and 
semiconductor technolog)! Exte~zsiue silnulations and a nor~el test approaclg were 
used to ueriJj, the crlgorithrns, the fzinctional models comprising the chips, and the 
physical chips themselues. 

The proliferation and importance of tlistributed 
system applications place special requirements on 
networks in terms of topological flexibility, per- 
formance, reliability, scalability, robustness, and 
efficiency. The advent of fiber optics, large-scale 
integrated circuits, and related technologies makes 
it  possible to provide a relatively low-cost, hig11- 
speed local area network (LAN) with large physi- 
cal extent and connectivity. One IAN standard is 
the fiber distributed data interface (FDDI), a 100- 
megabit-per-second token ring that uses an optical 
fiber tnetlium. 

The scope of FDDI spans the data link layer and 
the pl~ysical layer. The FDDI data link provides its 
users with communication services on a multi- 
access IAN for transmitting and receiving frames 
with best-effort delivery service (also calleti the 
datagram service). The development of the FDDJ data 
link encountered several significant challenges, 
including the instability of the standard, unproven 
technology and protocols, and an order of magni- 
tude increase in speed from the International 
Stanrlards Organization (ISO) 8802-3 carrier sense 
multiple access with collision detection (<:SMA/CD) 
IAN. The design of the FDDI data link involved 
performance considerations such as throughput, 
latency, data integrity, and reliability.I2 

In this paper we discuss the development of 
Iligital's FDDI data link and present some of the key 
algorithms developed by Digital. We then describe 
the design and development of the FDDI data link 
technology and its implementation in the FDDI, 
focusing on the FDDI data link's very large-scale 
integration (VL.1) chip set. Finally, we describe the 

development methodology used in simulation, ver- 
ification, and testing. 

FDDI Data Link Overview 
The FDDI data link provides an upward multi- 
plexing, datagram service to support multiple data 
link users concurrently within the same computer 
system. The FDDI data link incorporates the 
IS0 8802-2 logical link control (LLC) and FDDI stan- 
dards. Also, the FDDI data link provides a mapped 
Ethernet service, defined by the Intcrnet IWC 1103 
standard, to map an Ethernet frame onto an ISO 

8802-2 LLC frame for transport over the FDDI LAN.' 

The FDDI data link consists of an LLC sublayer, a 
media access control (MAC) sublayer, and their man- 
agement. The LLC sublayer provides LLC services, 
the mapped Ethernet service, and multiplexing/ 
demultiplexing services for multiple users. The key 
functions provided by the IMAC sublayer include 
the FDDl token ring protocol, frame transmission 
and reception, initialization and error recovery for 
the token ring, address recognition and filtering 
on receive, and frame error detection. Figure 1 is 
an example of the FDDI architecture model, show- 
ing a dual attachment station (DAS) or dual attach- 
ment concentrator (DAC) with a single data link 
entity. A DAS or DAC may have zero, one, or two 
link entities; two or more physical (PHY) port enti- 
ties; and control of their management. A link entity 
is an instance of data link that contains an LLC and a 
hUC entity. A data link user accesses the data link 
services through the port entity. As shown in 
Figure 1, multiple data link users may use the same 
link entity. 
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DATA 
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STATION 
MANAGEMENT 
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----+ DATA LINK SERVICE INTERFACE DAS DUAL ATTACHMENT STATION 

DAC DUAL ATTACHMENT CONCENTRATOR + DATA LlNK MANAGEMENT INTERFACE LLC LOGICAL LINK CONTROL 
- - - - - - FIBER-OPTIC INTERFACE MAC MEDIA ACCESS CONTROL 

PHY PHYSICAL ENTITY 
------  + INTERNAL INTERFACE PMD PHYSICAL MEDIUM DEPENDENT ENTITY 

Figure 1 A17 E.x~znzyle of the FDDIArchitecture Model 

The FDDI data link uses the FDDI MAC protocols 
to provide fair access to a multiaccess channel, 
which is built of individual point-to-point physical 
links.' A token ring consists of an ordered, cyclic 
set of MAC protocol entities called iMCs. It oper- 
ates by passing a token sequentially from to 
IWC around the ring. Only the MAC with the token 
may transmit frames onto the ring, and only one 
token can be present on the ring at any instant. At 
the end of transmitting its frames, the MAC trans- 
mits the token onto the ring. Frames circumnavi- 
gate the entire ring and are subsequently removed 
(stripped) by the originating MAC after one and 
only one rotation. The FDDI MAC protocol is differ- 
ent from the IS0  8802-5 token ring protocol.' 

The FDDI MAC protocol uses a timed token proto- 
col, whereby INKS on the token ring cooperatively 
attempt to maintain a specified token rotation time 
by using the observed network load to regulate the 

amount of time a MAC may transmit."he speci- 
fied token rotation time is called the target token 
rotation time (TTItT). The TTRT is negotiated using 
a distributed algorithm called the claim token 
algorithm, which is invoked each time the ring is 
initialized. The FDDI MAC protocol also includes 
fault detection and recovery functions to aid in the 
restoration of ring operation in the presence of 
transient faults. 

As shown in Figure 1, each instance of a station 
(e.g., DAS or DAC) contains a set of station man- 
agement functions. Some of the key station man- 
agement functions included are initialization, 
observation and control of link and PHt' port enti- 
ties, control of the insertion and removal of the 
station from the ring, topology control, fault detec- 
tion and recovery, and a set of frame-based proto- 
cols. The set of frame-based protocols for station 
management includes duplicate address detection, 
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KEY - TOKEN 

-I-- FRAME STRIPPING 

STATION B IS USING THE FClS ALGORITHM 

NOTE THIS FIGURE IS NOT TO SCALE 

The combin;~rion of the count ant1 thc voitl frame 
provides rohust fr;inie srrip1,ing th;it is intlcl,endent 
of the content of the tr;insmiftctl framc. 'l'he FClS 

;iIgorithm ;ilso h;is the clesirctl property of operat- 
ing transp;ircntly with other ;blA(:s which are not 
implementing the algorithm I~nplemenring thc FClS 

;ilgorithrn in tlic hL\C chip grc;itl>. r e t l ~ ~ c c s  the cost 
;inti coml~lcxity of protl~lcts, which otIier\visc 
need adtlition;~l 11:lrclware components to perform 
si~nilar  h~nct ions .  

Kirzg P L I I ~ ~ I I S  Algor-itbm 
One of the well-known prol,lcrns o n  ;I token ring is 
the circulation of frames or  long fragments th;lt are 
not strippccl by rlie transmitter. The fr;imc o r  long 
fr:lgment not strippet1 b! the transmitter is c;illed ;I 

no-o\vner fr;lme (NOF). o n  ;In itlle rjng, NOrs can 

circulate ;lroilntl the ring, ;11ong with the token, 
continuoilsly at the speed of the ring. NOFs map 
be receivetl I I ~  one  or  more systems on the ring 
repeatecll)f at ;in extremely high rate, which can leacl 
to severe congestion and waste of system resources. 
For examl~le. ;I single N o l :  o n  an idle ring can create 
;I frame ;~rriv;ll rate of 2,700 frames pe r  second (for 
maximum size frame) to about 290,000 frames per  
second (for minirnum s i x  fr:lme). In the best case, 
the NOFs ;ire removeti when they arrive at a >I,\(: 

th;it is transmitting (i.e., holding the token). 
Digital clevelopetl an algorithm c;illed the  ring 

purging Agorithm to remove NOFs, l 'he  ring purg- 
ing ~ lgor i thm ensures th;it NOFs do not traverse the 
ring more th;in twice. The implen1ent:ition of ring 
pt~rging consists of two related, but clifferent, algo- 
rithms. The first one  is the purger election algo- 
rithni, which is a distributetl election algorithm to 
select a clesignated MA(: to be the purger for the 
ring. l 'he second algoritlin~ is the purging algorithm. 
which is exectrtecl by the tlesignatetl ~\lt\<: to clean 
the ring of NOFs. We tlescril,e the purging algorithm 
in this section. 

The purging ;ilgorithm atloptetl for I>igit;~l's FDDl 

tlat;~ link purges the ring tr;insparently e;icIi time ;I 

tokcn is receivetl by the pilrger. \Vhen the purger 
receives ;I token, it begins ;I purge c!,cle by trans- 
mitting t\vo special fr;lmes. calletl voitl frames. If 
the purger Ii;is frames to tr;insmit, i t  completes the 
tr;~nsmission of its f r ;~mcs before starting the purge 
cycle. Once the purge cycle has startetl, the purger 
uncontlition;~lly removes all frames or  fr:rgments 
recei\:ccl. 'l'he purge cycle is termin:ltecl when the 
lxlrger receives one  of its error-free void frames, 
:I token, o r  :I ring initi;iliz:~tion fr;imc. In order to 
incre:~se tlie probabilit), of correctl), terminating 
tlie purge c!.cle, the  purger transmits two voitl 
frames: but i t  tcrrllin;ites its purge cycle basetl o n  
recei~.ing o n l ~ .  one error-free voitl. 

Figure 3 shows the oper;itions of the ring purger 
in removing :in NOF, tluring an  itlle ring and dur- 
ing a bus!, ring Each time station S3 ( the purger) 
receives the token, it ma!, transmit its fr:imes, fol- 
lowetl by two void frames ;incl then the token. I t  

p ~ ~ r g e s  tlie ring until it rcceives one of its error-free 
\.oitl fr;rnics. As show11 in the example, the NOF w:is 
~xirgecl by stxtion S3 o n  its second tr;iversal around 
tlie ring. Also. the ex;irnl>le sho\vs that the purging 
of the ring is transparent (i.e., there is n o  tlisruption 
to the ring). 

7'hc imp;ict of ring purging on  ring perforn1;rnce 
is negligible, because the ring purger onl). initiates 
the purge c>zcle when i t  Ih;ls the right to L I S ~  a token. 



STATION S1 STATION S2 STATION S3 

KEY - TOKEN 

--I, VOID FRAME FROM STATION 53 ----- RING IS BEING PURGED 

NOF NO-OWNER FRAME 

NOTE: THIS FIGURE IS NOT TO SCALE. 

Figure .J Kirz~'  YLI rging Ex61 rnple 

In tlie worst case, the ring purger's effect on usable 
bantlwidtli is less than 0.22 percent. For implemen- 
tations compliant to the ANSI E'IIDI MAC standard, 
thcsc voicl frames have no cffect since the standard 
prohibits copying void fr;imcs. 

Thc ring purging algorithm removes NOFs, inclutl- 
ing long fragments. without clisr~~pting the operation 
o f  the ring, ancl it removes NOFs within two traver- 
sals of the frame. In ;~tldition, it lias an important 
property that permits  more than o n e  purger t o  
operate in tlie same ring at ;~ny  time. This property 

allows the pilrger electiorl ;~Igoritlim to be more 
optimistic (i.e., when in doubt (luring election, one 
can start purging) during the transition pcriod when 
the distributetl election algorithm is stabilizing. 
The purger election algorithm is implemented in 
the <:ommon Node Software (<;NS). ancl the purg- 
ing algoritli~n is implenie~~tetl in the ,K\C:  chip. 

FDDI Data Link Chips 
TIic FI)I)I 1Lli5.C sublayer hrnctions arc iniple~netitetl 
by tlic three FDDI data link chips: the ring mem- 
ory controller (RMC). media access control (,MAC), 
ant1 content addressable memory (<:AM). The RMC 
interfaces between the frame buffer memory on the 
system side and the h l ~ C  chip on thc network side. 
It consists of a direct memory access (Dim) engine 
tlesigned to supply the ,&I<: chip with frames to send 
and to store frames received from the 3hC chip. 
The interface on the system side provides gathered 
rcntls o n  transrnit ant1 scattered writes on receive. 
Although the FbVC's interface to the MAC chip was 
custom tlesig~ied for FDDl operation, the hMC can, 
in principle, be used for other data links that run 
at 100 megabits per secontl or less. The MAC and 
CAM chips implement the Fl>I)l MA<: protocol hinc- 
tions. The functions implemented by the M C  chip 
include the token access protocols, frame delin- 
eation, frame parsing, address recognition. frame 
check sequence generation ant1 verification, frame 
insertion, frame repetition, frame removal, token 
generation, and error detection ant1 recovery algo- 
rithms (e.g., the beacon and claim algorithms). 
The <:AM cliip provicles the destin;~tion address 
filtering, which determines if a received frame is 
to be received or discarcled, and the setting of tlie 
A-indicator, which is part of the Cramc status field. 

RMC Chip 
The RMC: chip is a high-performance coprocessor 
intended for full-duplex data transfer between the 
buffer memory and the im<: chip. It uses a pair of 
circi~lar buffer queues for transmit and receive to 
manage D I M  data transfers to and from the buffer 
memory. Two independent on-chip. first in, first 
out (FIFO) buffers, for receive anrl transmit, are pro- 
vided to decouple the buffer memory from the real- 
time nature of tlie m<: interk~ce. A fragment and 
fr;ime filter is provided to reduce ~lnnecessary mem- 
ory accesses caused by the reception of fragments 
o r  frames not addressetl to this station. As shown 
in Figilre 4, the h i C  chip lias three interfaces: the 
processor interface, the ~ I A ( ;  chip interface, and the 
buffer melnory interface. The processor interface 
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;illows tlic initialization, co~~ t ro l .  ;~ntl observ;ition 
of the fL>l(:. The MA(: cliip interface consists of high- 
speed tr;lnsniit ancl receive tlat;~ p:rths for tr;~nsfer 
of tlat;~ and control information I~etween tlie MAC 

cliip ant1 tlic ICVC's FII :o  buffers. 'l'he buffer mcmory 
interface provides rl Ix~rst mode IIMA for read/ 
write froni/to the buffer memory on a single bus 
firbitration cycle, where the burst size can be up 
t o  four or eight longworcls. l'hc 1b\l<: can provitle a 
niaximum data transfer rate of  bout 44 mega- 
bytes per second. 

'The JL,l(: is implemented using a 1.5-micron- 
drawn. two-tnetal-l:iyer custom complement;try 
metal oxiclc ~ ~ ~ I l i c O n d i l ~ t o r  (<:M<)s) technology. It 
uses roughly 87,000 tr;insistors, a large number of 
which are used for the two FIFO brrffers. wlicrc the 
receive I:ll:O buffer is 250 bytes ;~ntl the transmit 
I:IFO buffer is 128 bytes. The lZM<: uses 102 sign;il 
pins and is  ailable able in a 132-pin cerquad p;ick;~gc. 

I 
I 

I t  is also a hilly synchronous design lsome self-timed 
logic is iisecl in the l:Il;O random access memory 
(RAM) devices] using ;I 12.5-megahertz (MHz) pri- 
mary clock and 25-MHz clock for sampling incom- 
ing signals. 'l'he FIFO l b l h l  was inlplemented using 
;I full custom methodology, and the remainder 
was implemented using an automated standard 
eel l methodology. 

The k\lC interfaces to buffer memory using a data 
ant1 address ~nultiplexetl bus, which is a 32-bit-wide 
1311s plus the four parity signals and additional con- 
trol signals. A bus transaction consists of an address 
cycle driven by the 1LM: followed by a burst of data 
cycles, either driven by the KMC on receive or driven 
by the buffer memory on transmit. One of tlie 
u l~ iq i~e  festures of this chip is that it  is able to iise 21 

32-bit-wide buffer memory composed of low-cost 
1 100-nanosecond (ns) access time1 dynamic rantlom- 
;iccess memory ( D h u )  chips, whereas many of the 
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othcr FDD1 memory controllers available on the 
market require a 64-bit buffer memory or require 
very filst D&M or Static random ;lccess Inemor)/ 
( S I ~ M )  chips. To achieve these reduced menlory 
nntl chip requirements, the IliLI<:'s buffer memory 
accesses were done in bursts of between one and 
eight longwords. Then, by making use of the DR&M's 
fast page mode, in which subsequent, sequential 
reads/writes are faster than the first one, the needed 
buffer memory bandwidth is attainable. 

The lLMC directly accesses a transmit ring and 
a receive ring, each consisting of a circular queue 
ofdescriptors. Each tlescriptor supplies the buffer 
memory address of a transmit buffer or a receive 
buffer. An OWN bit mechanism is used in each 
tlescriptor to determine if the descriptor and its 
buffer is owned by the k V C  or not. It supports gath- 
ered read and scattered write in which frames to 
be received or transmitted can use one or multiple 

buffers (and hence multiple descriptors), but a speci- 
fic buffer/descriptor can only be used by one frame. 
Each receive buffer is reqi~irecl to be 512 bytes 
long. The ~ \ I C  rewrites each descriptor in the 
receive ring to indicate the number of bytes actu- 
;~lly used; and if the buffer is the last one for the 
frame, then the RHC writes the receive status and the 
frame byte count into the descriptor. Transmit buf- 
fers are also 512 bytes long ancl the ILMC reads the 
size (in bytes) from the first descriptor for the frame. 

MAC Cbip 
The I\W<: chip implements the Fl>IlI MAC protocols, 
ant1 it  interfaces between the I<ki(: or equivalent 
chip ancl the FDDI physical l.ayer chip." As shown in 
Figure 5, the IMAC has four interfaces: the processor 
interface, the liMC interface, the physical layer 
chip interface, and the CM4 interface. The proces- 
sor interface allows the initialization, control, ancl 
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RMC INTERFACE INTERFACE 

4 
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observation of the ,MA<:. The RklC interface is cus- 
tom designed for !:1)1>1 operation ancl allows the 
MAC to interface to either the RM<: or to equivalent 
cliips implementing the k11C interface. The physi- 
cal laycr chip illterface allows the MAC to receive 
and transmit on the F1)1)1 ring. 

The MAC chip is imp~emellted  sing a 1.5-micron- 
drawn, channelless, two-metal-layer <:MOS gate-array 
technology and uses roughly 49,000 transistors 
(12,000 used gates). The N h C  chip uses 86 signal 
pins and is available in either a 120-pin pin grid 
array (['<;A) package or ;I 120-pin plastic quad flat 
pack (I'QFP) package. This fully synchronous design 
uses primarily a single 12.5-MHz clock (80-ns cycle 
time); this operation is applied to the microproces- 
sor bus ;is well. An ;~cltlitional double-speed clock is 
used in some of the peripheral interface logic to 
sample iricoming signals ancl prevent holcl time 
problems associated with clock skew between dif- 
ferent chips. 

The internal structure of the MAC chip has a hill- 
duplex architecture. No logic is shared between the 
receive and transmit portions of the chip. Hence 
this chip can receive and transmit simultaneously 
for an indefinite periocl. This capability complies 
with the ANSI F1)1)1 MAC standard that implemen- 
rations be able to receive, parse. and validate cer- 
tain fr:~nies (e.g., claim frames ancl he;~con frames) 
even while transmitting. Two separate frame check 
sequence (FCS) checker/generators are requiretl 
for transmit and receive functions. The , L M ~  cliil) 
calcul;~tes the FCS, wl~icli is specifietl ;IS a specific 
32-bit c)vAic redundsncy check. eight hits at a tirnc. 
A one-bit imple~neri t :~t io~ is niuc11 smaller, but 
requires a 100-MHz clock. Even with such a clock, it 
is not easy to implement one bit at that speed. A byte- 
wide implementation requires considerably more 
exclusive OK (XOR) gates, but exploits more of the 
inherent parallelism of the algorithm and hence 
can be implementeel ilsing slower clock speetl. 

One of the important features provitled by the 
h\(: chip is the support of a 3-bytc p;~cker recluest 
header for transmission. The use of the p ; ~ c k e ~  
request header construct allows simple, pipelined 
processing of the transmit clescriptor along with 
the transmit data at high spectl. This constri~ct 
;tllows a software device driver to build a tr:lns- 
mit clescriptor to precede ant1 identitj. the framc. 
which is then passed through the system bus and 
DMA data movers for delivery to the ,MAC chip. 
Every frame transmitted by the MA<; chip must first 
contain the packet request heatlcr, which is used 
as tlie transmit tlescriptor and is not transmittctl 

as part of tlie frame. The packet request header is 
used to i~istruct the 1\1.+\~\(: chip on how and when to 
transmit the frame. For example, it instructs tlie 
I M K  chip on whether to append the FCS to the 
frame or not, or on the type of token to use when 
transmitting the frame. 

CAM Chip 
'The CAM chip provides a 64-entry content acldress- 
able memory where each entry is a 48-bit address. 
'Typically, the entrics in the CAW consist of multi- 
cast addresses used by upper layer protocols and 
the data link management protocols. The C&&l is 
used to parse the destination address field of each 
frame rcceived to decide whether the destination 
address received matches one of tlie entries in the 
CAM. The result of the :~dtlress match is then pro- 
vided in real time as input to the MA<: chip, which 
decicles whetl~er to receive or to discard the frame. 
In the worst case, the MA(: protocol I-equires that the 
destin;~tion-address-m;~tch tlecision be completetl 
in less than 10 bytes of time (i.e.. 800 ns), starting 
from the end of the destination address field. 

The CAM chip is implemented using a 1.5-micron- 
clrawn, two-metal-layer custom CMOS technology 
and uses roughly 44,000 transistors -34,000 of 
which ;Ire used for the core array of 64 words of 
48 bits (plus a valid bit). The CAI\$ chip uses 37 signal 
pins and is available in a 44-pi11 cerquad package. It 
also is a fully synchronous design i~sing the same 
12.5-MHz primary clock (plus the 25-hlHz clock for 
sampling incoming signals). 

As shown in Figure 6,  the ci\iM consists of three 
interkiccs: the processor interface, tlie MAC chip 
interface. :~ntl the physical layer chip interface. The 
physical layer chip interpace consists of an 8-bit 
bus which transfers data bytes from the physical 
I;lyer chip to the %N<: chip. Every 80 ns, one byte is 
loaded into the appropriate position in the 6-byte 
internal compare register. Once the last byte of a 
48-bit address has been clocked into the <:&v chip's 
comp;lrc register, ;I match/no match indication is 
given to the , U C  chip within 120 ns by the MA<: 

chip interhlce. 
The other interface to the ChII is tlie processor 

interface, which is used by the processor to load 
ant1 cbangc the CAM entries. The processor does not 
directly reacl or write the CAV arrsq: but instead 
reads :~nd writes (I6 bits at a time) to three 16-bit 
data registcrs ancl one 16-bit command register. By 
clearing the ;~ppropriate bit in the con~mantl regis- 
ter. the processor reqilcsts a read, write, or compare 
from tlic <:AM array. The arbiter ensures that the 
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<:AM array is idle (i.e., not used by the compare 
operation) before allowing the processor's request 
to complete. In order to ensure atomicity for read, 
write, and compare, this arbitration is required 
because the actual CAM array can only perform one 
transfer or compare at a time. The arbitration mech- 
anism gi~arantees that the compare register access 
is never delayed, since the IWC chip requires the 
match indication to be valid during a specific clock 
c).cle. The CAM is also designed to allow entries to 
be atlded ancl removed at an)? time (even while the 
1:1)1)1 ring is running). 

FDDI Simulation and Verification 
Digital's FL>I)J technology development method 
was :I top-down approach, starting with high-level 
system models of FDDI behavior and progressing to 
more detailed behavioral and structural models as 
confidence in ti~nctionality increased. Several simu- 
lation models ;md analytical models were developed 
to stutly and model the FDDl at the architccture and 
system levels. llsing these models, stuclies were 
done on the error characteristics and robustness 
of FI)I)I. stability of the ring topology performance 
ant1 operationnl behaviors, ant1 correctness of the 
protocols.' 

Every chip was p;~rtitioned into logical subblocks 
and a DECSIM (Digital's simulation tools and lan- 
guage) block-behavioral model was developed for 
each subblock. The external interfaces and internal 
structure of the model accurately represented some 
unit or subunit of a chip. When the model inter- 
faced to some nonexistent model (e.g. unwritten 
behavioral model or external interface to another 
chip), a transactor was provided. The transactors 
provided accur;~te models of interfaces (timing, 
control, and data signals), hut lacked the internal 
detail of a behavioral modcl. The use of the trans- 
actors was particularly important when modeling 
the buffer memory interface, since the design of the 
interface is implementation dependent (designetl 
according to product needs by the development 
group using the FDDI chip set). 

Each block-behavioral model was tested in isola- 
tion; then all were combined to produce a behav- 
ioral model of the target chip. When the chip model 
was successfully tested, each behavioral subblock 
was replaced by a corresponding structural model 
representing gate/transistor logic. The new chip 
model was then retested until the structural model 
behaved identically to its behavioral counterpart. 
As the model of each chip was completed, the trans- 
actors driving its external interfaces were replaced 
with the model for the next adjacent chip. The 
resulting combination was then tested together 
using the remaining transactors and test vectors. 
This process tested interoperability between chips 
and was repeated until all chips in the chip set had 
been tested together as a system. 

After chip layout was completed, the structural 
models were enhanced to reflect the more accurate 
timing data. The test vectors were again applied 
using a checker model, which consisted of one 
block-behavioral motlel ancl one structural motlel 
of the same chip. l'he test vectors were applied to 
each model sirnultaneo~~sly, and external and inter- 
nal signals of both models were compared for con- 
sistency. Any tliscrepancy between the monitored 
signals was thoroughly investigated and corrected 
as necessary. 

For test and debug, we planned to develop a dedi- 
cated hardware testcr to test the physical FDDI chips. 
Unfortunately bugs found by using such a tester occur 
too late in the process-the chips are already built. 
In order to meet our time-to-market goal, we needed 
to maximize activity in the simulation environment. 
Rather than waiting for the hardware. we decided 
to develop and apply as many of the tester-based 
tests as possible in the simulation environment. 
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Si~nulatiolz Test Bed 
.l'he \:ersion of DE(:Sl.M me were using provided ;I <; 
1;ingu;ige interface capability. Hy writing the tcsts 
in <: I;~ngi~age ant1 making use of ;I coliinlon b i ~ t  
small cn\iironmc~it-specific intcrk~cc libr;~r): i t  
was possii>lc to si1ni11;1te the system beh;lvior ~lsilig 
the chip motlels. By rewriting the intcrf;lce libr;~ry, 
the same tests wel-c run i~nch:~ngetl o n  the tester 
;11id were usetl in regression testing of the chips 
during tlic fabric;~tion process. The tcsts, interk~ce 
library, ancl chip models bec;cmc kno\vn ;IS the s i~n-  
ul;~tion tcst betl. 71'1iis was the first :~ttcnij,t to i ~ s c  
this I)I:(:Slbl capability a5 ;I cornerstone of a clevcl- 
opment StKItegy. 

All the chip motlels were combinetl to construct 
:In entity resembling a single ;~ttachrnent st;~tiotl 
(SAS) wliicli was then testctl ;IS a full system, thi~t 
is, a si~iglc oper;~tional FI>I)I notle (in loopb;~ck). 
Extensive use of niisecl rnotlc sim11J;ltion (mixing 
transiictors :11it1 bcl~;l\rior;~I :itid s t r i ~ c t ~ ~ r ; ~ l  ~iioclels) 
;iided tcst bed performance bccause the level of 
rnotlel tlet;~il coi~ltl be v;~ried, depentling upon the 
;Ire;! being tcstctl. 'l'ime \\?;IS saved b\. substituting 
higlicr level motlels in ;crc;is peril>hcr;~l to those 
under test. 

'The s ini~~l;~t ion cluster W:IS :I cluster of four Vi\S 

8840 systems. c;~cli system h;~ving four processors. 
Some ide:~ of the extent of the effort expended c;ln 
be con\:eyetl by the following st;ctistics: 

Tlie tot;~l numher of (:I'll hours ~~sec l  for the 
design ;~nd verific;~tion cl'hrt was 30.2-10 (196,560 
VAX 11-780 (:I1[ I hours eqi~iv;~lent). 

For the single-node test betl. there were 827 
Mr\<: ; I I I ~ I  384 KW; tests. Ilsing the 8840 clustcl: 
the tcst suites rcquiretl 5.36 (2.184 \ T A X  11-'80 
C1'1' hours) ;~nrl I92 hours (1.248 \;,\X 11-30 (:I1( 

hours), respectively for completion. 

- - I lie intli\.idu:ll tests \,arictl in co,ml)lesit! from 
those rccluiring :I fc\v (:1-'I. ~ninutes to lhose rccluir- 
ing tl:iys to rim. I;or example. one M i l < :  test which 
loops 1>;1ck ten 512-byte p;ickcts within the single- 
nodc tcst bet1 rcqi~irctl 36 (:111: hoi~rs to complctc. 

The i~nport ;~ncc o f  the tcst bed cannot be o\,cr- 
stressed, ;IS i t  is the niajor innoviition in Digit;~l's 
dc\.elol,~nelit methotlolog!: So~ne (:NS firni\\.;~rc \V;IS 

;~lso clevelopetl in this environment. 'l'he benefits 
provided include: 

1 .  Tlie tcsts ;~ssistctl the chip designer3 to tlisco\.cr 
bugs in tlie chip design> ; ~ t  tlie correct stage of 
dc\,clol>n~ct~t-in tlesign r;~ther than ;~tter silicon. 

2. It \ms k ~ r  e;tsier to debug the tcsts in the simula- 
tion environtnent rather t11;1n on the physical 
li;~rdwarc. 1)uring simulation we could observe 
;lntl control chip bch;nrioc Ikst results were easy 
to determine with clear pass or fail indications, 
and no hunlan interpretation of large strings of 
1's ant1 0's was required. 

5. Since ;dl test code was develol>ctl in C. no speci;~l- 
izetl test 1angil;ige was required, and standard 
support tools were reatlily ;lv;~ilable. Libraries of 
reus:~blc (tlebi~ggetl) test-s~lpport fi~nctions were 
:~\.:~il:~l?lc, provitling such functions ;IS create 
t'r:~rne, compare franle, write control/status reg- 
ister, ant1 rc;~d control/status register. 

4. Easy transition back ant1 forth between the phys- 
ical ;inti si~ui~lation environnicnts was important. 
Any bugs foi11it1 in tlie physic;rl environment hat1 
to be rcprotlucetl in tlie sirnuliltion environment 
in ortlcr to test bug fixes. 

MIDI Tester 
In p:~r;illel with chip tlcsign, another tlevelopnlent 
groc11, was ;13signetl to test the ellip set in ;I proto- 
type FI)I>I s)lsteni. Their appro:ich was to tlesign an 
1:I)I ) l  tester t l l i ~ t  ~lsetl the FDDl chip set. We also 
\v:~nted to mike this tester configural~lc ;IS various 
I:I)I>I entities, e.g., ;In SAS, a wiring concentrator, or 
:In Izthernct-to-FDIII bridge. so th;lt we could iise 
the I:1)1)1 tester to built1 ;In FI)I>I ring to investigate 
t l ~ c  I~ehavior of tlie ring. 

'l'lie milin \i;ilue of tlie tester was its capability to 
perform long-term. ste:icly-st;rte testing, using bil- 
lions of fr:~rncs. It \V;IS ;iIso 1-ec1uired to test complex 
topologies using multiple testers (21s FI)1)1 stations) 
in large rings. These activities are proliibitetl in the 
simulation cnvironment because of the excessive 
;Imount of conlp~~tc  time requirccl. 'T'hc testcr had to 
be c;~pabJe of driving the dat:~ at full 1:I)I)I bantl- 
\\iitltli. introtlucing controlletl error conclitions on 
tile fiber, ;uicl  accur;itel!. nionitoring activity on the 
ring at h~l l  I:I)I)I bantlwicltli. The tester itself was con- 
structed so tb;it it coi~ld be control led via an exter- 
n;~l Ethernet link :4ntl multiple testers could be 
s).ncli~-onizctl via external clock and co~itrol lines. 

Tcstilzg 1-he First Chips 
'I'lic first pass of cliips tcsted free of major tlefects. 
Most tests ;ipplied in the test bed passed the first 
time; the few exceptions were due to i~nrealistic 
timing expcct;~tions of the tester environment. 

'l'lie next stage of testing involved combining 
testers into multinotlc FL)I>I configur;ltions and 
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exchanging data at h~l l  speetl over extended periods. 
This stage was also successful; no  additional bugs 
were tliscovered, ;~ntl the data link performance 
and ring stability exceedetl the expectations. The 
ste;~dy-state testing was then ;il~gnientecl by intro- 
ducing pathological contlitions into the ring such 
as stations with duplicate atldresses and noise on 
the fiber. The promiscuo~rs c;rptilre modes ant1 
fr;ime/event time stamping proved invaluable in 
;in;rlyzing subsequent beIi;i\lior in these cases as the 
effects were often cornplex. Station management 
implenientation WAS liiglily stressed and performed 
without en-or. 

Finally, the same testers were configured as 
bridges, and prototype Ethernet-to-FDDI bridging 
firmware was introduceti. At this stage sever;il 
minor tleficiencies with tlie control algorithms 
recluired for bridging were detected. These deficien- 
cies were due mainly to insufficient analjrsis of FDDI 
bridging reqi~irements by tlie test team; therefore. 
the test cases were correspondingly inadequate. 
Al l  problems were repeatable o n  the simulation 
test becl, and bug fixes with new tests were devel- 
opetl. No tleficiency was severe enough to pre- 
vent testing the prototype Fl>l>l bridges and the 
tleveloprnent of more efficient algorithms for the 
FI)l>I bridge products. 

Conclusion 
7'he development of tlie 1:l)lIr d;ita link and the chip 
set represents a major :iccomplishrnent and techni- 
c;il breakthrough in the high-speed L\N area. Signifi- 
cant contributions were m;ide by Digital in the area 
of Fl> l> l  LMAC algorithnis ;~nd protocols to improve 
the performance alltl robustness of the FIIDI IAN. 
The E'I>J>I data link chips tlescribetl in this paper 
are usetl in all menibers of 1)igital's FDJII protluct 
line, inclucling bridges, wiring concentrators, ;ind 
ad;rpters. These proclucts have Oenefited trenien- 
dollsly from the verific;ition ~und test method 
;idoptetl. Digital h;~s built on its knowledge ant1 
experience in systems, networks, computer-aided 
tlesign/simulatiori, ;inti semicontluctors to provicle 
FI)III design, development, ;rnd methodology. Again, 
Digital has shown intlustry 1e;itlel-ship by procluc- 
ing tlie I'DIII chip set ;~nd protlucts. 
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David S. Sau~yer 

An Overview of the Common 
Node Sof  twaar 

To rrddr-ess (111 rlgglqessioe Ji'Oer distribll led dot(/ ir?terf/ce (FDDI) ~ I - O ~ ~ C ~ I P Z  sched~lle 
ntzd redrlce the coi~?ple.ri[]~ of the mncLrrret?t ~le~~elopnient of multipke FIIDl yrod- 
ucts. Digital dellelnl,ed a con?!rzor? ir?zf~leirrei?tdtiori oj" the FDDI stcrtiotz rnarlnge- 
rnent slnnd~~rd. This inzfder rient(rtiot~, cnllccl the Colrzlr~o~z Node Softzvnre, rnarlnges 
the pkysiccrl rrnd logical cotzl?rctiorzs lo  the 100-1nega6it$er-seco1zdfi6er-(qtic rin'y 
for Dicyitnl's FDlIIpr'odrlct set. Ir~cludii~g l11e C ~ I I Z I ) ~ ~ ) ?  A1o(Ie ,50J'tti1ar.e i l l  e~!chpro~l-  
rrct .~liekds consisterrt Dehnrlior at the IDUI dcrtcr liilk arzd pl?~sicnl Iqlers. Direct 
 use of the sof1~1'are r.edrrces the dei le lop~~~e~rt  a17d teslirlg ejfor.ts 611 plw~idirig a 
pmllen inzplenzentrrtior?. 

The fiber tlistributetl d;~ta intcrfacc (I:1)1)1) data link 
provides clients with ;I connectionless data trnns- 
mission and reception service. An essential element 
of this service is reliable connection to the physical 
network, allowing clients to tr;lnsfer information 
;icross the network. 

7'lie Common Node Software ((3s) implements 
thc part of the FD1)l st:~tion that controls ancl rnoni- 
tors connections within the 1'l)DI network. l b  pro- 
vide this service, C N S  ini~plcmcnts the protocols 
defined by the FDIII station m:in;lgement (SMI') stan- 
dard plus 1>igita13s value-atldccl enlwncements and, 
in ;~tltlition. manages the services provitlecl by the 
FDOI chip set. These services inclucle the ring mem- 
ory controller (IWC), metlia ;iccess control (VX:), 

and elasticity buffer and link m;ln;rgernent (E1.M) 

chil>s."' C:NS cloes not provitle Internation;~l St;i~l- 
clartls 0rganiz:rtion (ISO) 8802-2 logic;il link control 
(1.r.c:) support. which defines how clxta i s  reliably 
exchangetl bctwccn two con1munic:iting systems. 
rilthough not proviclecl by <:NS, 1.I.C: .supporr i s  
inclutlccl in e;icli member of Iligital's FI)I)I product 
set. Figurc I illustr;~tes the fu~1ction;tl recluircments 
fi~lt'illccl by the Common Node Softw;ire. 

In this paper, we begin with a tliscussion of  
c\,cnts leacling to the tlcvelopment of (:%s. Next, we 
present a det:~iled fi~nction;il dcscription of the 
I : I > I ) I  stiltion management ;incl chip In;inagement 
serviccs and specifics of the core and external 
libs;~sics of thc coninlon cocle. We then tlcscribe 
rhc (INS clevclopmcnt effort. A summary of the test- 
ing process h)llows. incluclinp clet;iils of the design 
verific;ltion test (1)V'I') monitor. cle\~clopecl Iy the 

team, ;lntl interoper;ibilit). testing anlong FIIDI ven- 
tlors. I:in;~lI!: the benefits of common code realized 
by the project team are discussetl. 

Background oftbe CNS Development 
ESfort 
When tlevelopment efforts for the DE<:bridge 500 and 
DE(:conccntr;itor 500 firmware began, the American 
National Stantlartis Institiite (AKSI) F1)DI MAC:, pllys- 
ical lajeer (PHY). and pl~!~sic:il medium depenclent 
layer (I'MI)) stantl;irds were complete, but thc sta- 
tion management specification was not. The SM1' 

dr;~ft w:is frecluently changing; new protocols were 
defineel and motlifications to existing protocols 
were tnaclc with each meeting of the X31'9.5 SPlT 

working group, which is responsible for clevelop- 
ing the st;intl;~rd. 

'I'hese ch;~ngcs cornplic;~ted the concurrent 
tlevc1ol)ment schedules of  the 1)ECbridgc 500 ancl 
I>E(:conccntrator 500 data link software. If  tufa 

inclependeut firmware teams designed their own 
f l > I ) I  tl;~t:l link softw;~re, both teams woulcl need to 
follow the development of the S w r  draft. These 
efforts coi~ld result in different interpretations of 
the SMT protocols, of how 1)igital's FDIII chip set 
works, ant1 of the functions data link softw:~rc 
should and should not perform. Producing multi- 
plc, intlependent SM'I' implementations could leatl 
to incompatible products that exhibit inconsistent 
behavior ;ind are unal~le to communicate. 

Iluring the evolution of the SMT draft, the physi- 
cal connection m;unagement (I'CM) protocol pseutlo- 
cotle clefinetl by the clr:ift changed often; some 
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changes c;~used previous versions to be incorn- 
patible. I'<:M is responsible for the management of 
full-tluplex physical connections between two 
FI>I>I I'HY entities. The PCM pseutlocode defines 
;I synchronized bit-signaling communication pro- 
cess between two connecting notles to exchange 
connection information. If two nodes attempting 
to connect to one  another execute incompatible 
versions o f  the PCbl pseudocode, these nodes will 
not connect. 

Ti) ;~voitl this scenario, and possibly others,  a 
tlecision was matle to produce a common. reusable 
implementation of the S I W  protocols ant1 Fnor 
chip ni;inagement. l'lie initial goal o f  the <:NS j~ ro -  
ject tr;ini was to constrain tlie tlomain of possible 
SMT-relatetl problems which coultl appear (luring 
the development of the f 9 D 1  protluct set. 

Another important goal of the <:NS project was 
compliance with both the sM'r s t ;~nd;~rd  and the 
Digital Network Architecture (DNA) FI>DI data 
link functional specification. Compliance with 

COMPLIANCE TO 
THE DIGITAL 
NETWORK 
ARCHITECTURE 
SPECIFICATION 

tlie SMI' stand;~rd co i~ ld  increase the  prolxrbility 
that Iligital's FDDl products wo i~ ld  interoperate 
with those of other venclors. Cornpli;ince wit11 the 
I>NI\ : ~ r c h i t c c t ~ ~ r e  would guarantee interoperabil- 
ity ;inlong Digital's current ancl f i~ture protlucts. 

SOFTWARE 
REUSABILITY 
AND LICENSING 

The <:NS t e ;~m \vorkcd closely with Digitill's relj- 
resentatives in the ANSI X3T9.5 FI)DI SAll' working 
group to develop the functional requirements of t l ~ c  
software. As the SIM'l' s~xcification evolvecl, tlie h11ic- 
tional requirements were completed ancl the de\.el- 
opment of the softw;~re began. The entl result is ;I 

set of reus;tble software lilxaries which pro\  ide 
the functions necessary to implement the S.\l-r pro- 
tocols ancl to manage the I:I)DI chip set on each F I ) I ) I  

product.  This reusable cocle, called tlie Common  
Node Software, is slii~retl by the DECbridge -500 ; ~ n d  
DECconcentrator 500 ~ ~ r o t l u c t s  ant1 also b! more 
recentl!. introclucetl F1)J)l products. such ;is the 
DECcontroller 700 :~tlapter. 

As the CNS tlesign matured, the ad\.;lntage ;tntl 
benefits of a common code implernent;~tion 
became more apparent to the F ~ > D I  program tc;Im. 
Originally, the design constrained (;NS to oper i~re  
under the same operating system used in the 
DECconcentrator 500 ; ~ n d  I>E<;bridge 500 protlucts 
CNS was extended to support  microprocessor iincl 
operating system indepentlence to accom~iiotl ;~te 
future FDDl products, thus hcil i t ;~ting the  port;^- 

bility of CNS to other environments. 
This extentletl <:NS support  allows a \.asiet!- o f  

impIement;~tions, including host-based net\\.ork 
controllers and firmware-resitlent drivers. Conse- 
quently, Digital is benefiting by clistributing the 
software externally through thirtl-party licenses to 
promote rapid introcluction of qualit!, FDDl j~rocl- 
ucts to the expanding m;irketpl;~ce. 

Functional Description 
This section presents tletails of the station rn:ui;igc-- 
ment stantlard services ; ~ n d  tlie management of ser- 
vices provitletl by the FI>I>I chip set .  A h ~ n c r ~ o n : ~ l  
block tliagrnni of tlie <:ommon Node Soft\\-;i~.t. i s  
shown in Figure 2. 

The station man;lgemcnt stand;~rtl clefines thc wr-  
vices useti by e\.er) stzition in an FJIDI ring to ~non i -  
tor and control both tlie station itself a~icl tlie st:~tc. 
of the ring. 'I'lie functionality defined b!. tlie stan- 
dard inclucles connection management (< ;~ I I ' ) ,  ring 
management (K!\4'1'), and SM'l' fr;~nie-based her\ ice\ 

Cot7t1ectiorz , I l m ~ z r ~ g ~ t r ~ o ~ t  (;X1'1' is primirril! respon- 
sible for the n1aintcn;lncc of pIi!.sic;~l connections 

to the FI)I>I ring. ?'his in\,ol\.cs initi;rliz~ng ;inti 

establishing connections hetn,ecn ph!-sic:~l I:I>cI. 
port (PI-11' 11ort) entities :11itI configuring thc. i11lc.1.- 
n;~l da t ;~  pat11 of ;I s t ;~ t ion.  < : \ I T  is tli\.itletl into tlic 
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fbllowing three areas: entity coordin;~tion nlanagc- 
ment, which coordinates the trace process ;lntl 
miin;iges the optional optical bypass f~~nction;  con- 
figi~ration m;in;lgement, which manages the con- 
figt~r;ition of the I'HY ;lnd MA(: entities \vithin :I 

stat ion; and I'(:kI, which manages the physical con- 
nection between ;I station's I'm and the I V f i  of the 
;~tljacent station. Table I lists thc h~nctions and 
divisions of (:MT ant1 summarizes the v;~luc addetl 
by I>igital. 

<:k1'1' provitles a link confidence tcsr and a link 
error monitor to check the quality of the physical 
link. When ;I connection is formed, the link con- 
fitlcnce test invoketl by I"(:.\l is performctl to deter- 
mine if the ( ] i~ ; i l i t !~  of thc' connection is ; i t leq~~;~tr  
for proper ring operation. If the test fails, the con- 
nection is n o t  ;~llowecl to form. 

l'he link crror monitor checks the qu;~lit!z of the 
connection after i t  forms b). computing ant1 moni- 
torjng thc link error ratc to tletermine if this rate 
is :~cceytablc. If the ratc k~lls outsicle the accepr- 
;~hle range, the connection will be terminatetl. A 
v;~lue-:~ddetl fc.;~ti~rc of the link error monitor is 
error detection cxceecling that requil-cd by the 
SMT standard.' 

(:M'I' is also responsible for topology control on 
new connections. Topology control, implemented 
by (:NS as part of the I'CM pseutlocode processing, 
enfosccs a set of connection rules defined to pre- 
vent the formation of illegal ring topologies. The 
topology rules utilized by CNS are more strict than 
the tlcfault rules sirggested by the SMT stantlard. 
Connections that are clearly misconfigurations are 
not allowed to form. 
<:MT iilso provides support for the trace function, 

which is :I recovery mechanism for the loss of logi- 
cal continuity of the ring. The trace filnction is ini- 
tiatetl by the station downstream from the logical 
break ant1 is prop;ig;~ted upstrcan~ toward the break. 
Stations that receive the trace notification leave 
the ring :ind perform a diagnostic fault rest in  ;in 
attempt to locate ;I hulty IMAC or data path. The sta- 
tion causing the break should fail its test and not 
rejoin the ring. Another value-added function in 
(INS is the enhancement of the trace algorithms to 
ensure proper termination of a trace even in the 
presence of simult;~neous network reconfigi~ration. 

Connection management is implemented in both 
hartlwarc ant1 software. CNS provides the CM'r ser- 
vices that must be implementetl in software but 
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Table 1 Connection Management Functionality 

Name 
ANSI SMT Value 
Standard Added Description 

Connection management Yes 

Yes 
Entity coordination 
management 

Yes 

Yes 

Configuration management Yes 

Yes 
Physical connection 
management 

Link error monitor 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Manages physical connections and station configuration. 
Contains entity coordination management, configuration 
management, physical connection management, and link 
error monitor. 
Enhances topology management. 
Coordinates the trace process and manages the optional 
optical bypass function. 
Enhances trace function to be insensitive to network 
reconf igurations. 
Manages the configuration of the PHY and MAC entities 
within the station. 
Function is integrated within hardware. 
Manages the physical connection between connected 
PHY entities. 
PCM is implemented in hardware. 
Monitors active physical connection quality. 
Additional errors are recognized above those required 
by the standard. 

are not pcrformetl by tlie ELM chip. For example, 
the PCM state machine, implemented in the E1.M 
chip, specifies the timing, stictc, and physical bit- 
signal ing usctl in the connect ion process. The P<:M 
pseudococlc, on the other hand, is impletiietited 
in CNS. This pseudocode is used to communicate 
connection information between neighboring PHY 
ports. Coordinating the P<:M state macllifie ancl 
pseudocode provides full I'<;Ml fiinctioliality as 
defined in the SMT standard. 

Another example of GAIT services provitletl by 
CNS is the linkerror monitor. ?The ELM chip provitles 
facilitics to detect and signill the occurrence of bit 
errors on the link. CNS computes the link error rate 
based upon the data from the E1.M and determines 
whether to sustain or to break marginal connections. 

Ring ,M~)?~rgurzent RMT, also implemented in CNS, 
monitors tlic state of tlie logical link by using logi- 
cal link status information received from the MAC 
sublayec Thc information is then passed on to net- 
work managenlent, such ;IS Digital's extendctl LAN 
management software (DECelms), or to the L1.C sub- 
layer, for ex;~rnple, to report that the link is avail- 
able for transmission service. 

This >It\<: information is also used by lbMT to 
detect and to resolve fai~lts such as duplicate 
addresses and stuck beacon conclitions. A sti~ck 
beacon condition occurs on tlie ring when a sta- 
tion's &I<: continuously transmits iLlAC beacon 

frames due to a fault condition on its data path. 
The logical ring does not form because tlie lMAC is 
not able to receive its own beacons. Detecting the 
stuck beacon contlition, &MT sends special MA<: 

frames, called directed beacons, onto the ring to 
notify other stations of the contlition. After sentl- 
ing these directed beacons for approximately 370 
milliseconds, KMT tells CMT to initiate the trace 
function. When the trace function successfully 
completes, the data path fault is detected and the 
logical ring is formed. 

If two or more stations have idelltical MA<; 
addresses, the IMAC protocols are adversely affected. 
If the ring becomes operational, these stations 
with duplicate addresses strip each other's frames 
from the ring, causing ring instability and increased 
packet loss. If the duplicate stations are perform- 
ing ring initialization, however, successful ring 
initialization may be prevented and the ring will 
not become operational. 

The k \ l T  state machine can detect only the tlupli- 
cate condition of its own ,MA(: address. When this 
condition is detected, liMT has the option of 
removing thc MAC from the ring, changing its 
address to a unique address, or forcing its MAC to 
lose the claim process and allow the ring to 
become operational. With the first option, a special 
control frame, called a jam beacon, is sent directly 
to the duplicate address to inform all stations with 
the dup1ic;cte ;iddress of the condition. LLC service 
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associ;ited with the MA(: is tlisablcd while the tlupli- 
c;ttc condition is present. 

I<.\1'1' duplicate address detection is complenientcd 
b!- the neighbor ~iotific;~tion protocol. 'I'liis proto- 
col :~llows ;I station to learn both its downstrc;~m 
i~nc l  upstream neighbors' ;iddresscs. fiy tr;~nsniitting 
a pcriotlic neighborhood inforn1;ition recluest frame 
(Ylf-)  to its tloulnstream neighbor. the protocol is 
:tblc to detect from the rcccivctl NII: responses that 
its \lh<: acldress is duplic;lted on the ring. I.l.<: scr- 
I-icc ;~ssociatetl with the &Ii-\(: is dis;iblecl until the 
condition is re~novetl. 

.Sltrtiorl .Ilor7tr~,errzerzl F~:,nrrrc-baser/ .Ser.r~iccs Stilt ion 
m;ln;lgement frame-based scrvices inclutle both 
rnand;~tory ant1 option;tl functionality. The m;~nd;~- 
tory h~nctionalit>.inclutlcs the NIF, st;~tus  inform;^- 

tion frames, eclio fs;imes. request tlcnicd fr;~mes, 
cstcndctl scrvicc frames. st;rtus reporting friunes, 
ant1 the as yet unclefinetl resorlrcc alloc;~tion 
fr;~mes. 1';lrameter n1an:tgenlcnt frames nrc tlcfincd 
as optional tunction;~l it!: 

The set of S,\;rT frame-basetl services supports 
Iiiglicr-le\.el network management functions wliich 
;ire not  1x11-t of SMT. Tlic inform:~tion provitled 1)). 
the sert-ices helps network rll;tn;rgcmcnt to clctcr- 
mine the topolog). ant1 state of the ring ;~ntl to con- 
trol tlie network. Tlic st;rtus report fr;irnc scrvicc 
announces status information to network m;magc- 
Inent. 'l'lie option;~l p;ir;lmctcr m;rn;lgcment fr;lme 
hcr\.icc k~ciIit;~tcs remotc m;cn;igcmcnt of F1>1>1 st:i- 
tions. 'l'lie starils information frame service provitlcs 
st:~tion configi~ration ;ind operation p;ir;lmetcrs. 
l'hc echo frame servicc provitlcs st:~lion-to-st;ction\ 
loopback testing using SM.1' frames. Requcst tlenictl 
Fr;lmes :ire sent by a st;ition in response to recciv- 
ins ser\:ice reclilests that arc not understootl 01- arc 
not implenientecl. Estcndecl scrvicc fr;imcs allow 

the use of ventlor-clefinetl frames. This service pro- 
vitles the c;ipability for exercising new SMT frame- 
I>;tscd services. 

These services ;Ire also useful for certain func- 
tions c~nl>ctldctl within Digital's stations. These 
cmbctlded functions ~ ~ t i l i z c  the SMT frarue-based 
services ;mtl :Ire sr~mmarizcd in Table 2. 

(:NS m;ikes use of the estended frame service by 
iniplenicnting tlie ring purgcr election protocol, 
which supports tlie ring purger hu~ction. The ring 
purger is one of several functions defined by 
I>igit;~l's FI)1>1 ;~scbitect~rre that add value to the 
SM'I' stantl;trtl.' 

The ring purger election protocol is ;in algorithm 
i~liplen~entccl \vithin ( 3 s ;  the purging function 
is implemented in the SfiC; chip. This distributed 
:~lgorithn~ elects one station on the FDDl ring to be 
tlie ring pi1 rger. Cantlitl;ite ring purgers, using the 
SMI' cxtcncled frame service, send ring purger elec- 
tion frames to ;I ~nulticnst ;4tltlress knowri only to 
st;~tions p;rrticipating in the algorithm in order to 
cornrnutiic;~te with each other. The station that 
either wins the claim process or Ii;ls the highest 
:~tlclress becomes the ring purger. Once elected, a 
ring purger en;~blcs the purging in the ,n\c chip ancl 
scntls o ~ l t  periotlic "hello" messages to the ring. If  
t l~cse nirss;iges arc not receivetl after a period of 
tirnc, the election process is repeated. Other error 
control :~ntl recovery procetlures are built into the 
;~lgorithni to incre;~sc robustness. 

Another vali~c-atlded feature of CNS is tlie SMT 
g;ltcw:iy protocol This protocol helps builtl rjng 
~ I ; I J ~ ~ I I  network m;in;igcment consoles. A ring 
niap is a d;itab;~sc that can be used to build a graph- 
ical reprcsent;ction of the network topology. The 
ni;il> not onl!, presents a visual image of the network, 
I>irt ;~lso disl>l;lys cli;tl.;~cteristics about each node 
on the ring such ;IS its type and number of ports. 

Table 2 Embedded Functions Supported by SMT Frame-based Services 

ANSl SMT Value 
Name Standard Added Description 

Duplicate address Yes 
test 

Ring purger 
election 

SMT gateway 

Yes 

Yes 

Periodic NIF requests inform neighbor of station's 
existence, get neighbor's address, and test for duplicate 
of this station. 
Sending another NIF request to our own address improves 
coverage over ANSl required test. 
Digital's ring purger rids the ring of no-owner frames 
and fragments. Ring purger election is controlled by 
a distributed algorithm. 

N o Yes Management may use any station as an agent to query 
other stations for SMT information. 
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The SkIT g;iteway within <:NS uses status infornia- 
tion and neighbor intbrmation request fr;~~iies to 
solicit inform:ltion about other stations o n  the 
network. Responses received inclucle inform;ition 
about ;I st;ltion's configilr;ition, its network adtlrcss, 
current counter values, ;lnd I:[,I>I timer values. 'l'hc 
gatew;iy collccts these responses and returns them. 
using tlie management protocol within thc product, 
to the host n1;inagement st;ition building the m;ip. 

By pu)vicling a well-dcfinctl and protocol-indc- 
pentlent intcrklce to its clients, the SM'I' g;rtc\vay 
can be L I S C ~  with any network management proto- 
col. 'I'he first product to utilize the SMT g;itew;iy is 
DE<:elms software.' 

FDDI Chip M~~~zagement  
<:NS m;ln;iges the services provicled by the F1)I)I 
chi13 set, inclutli~lg the initi;iliz;ltion of aIL config- 
urablc chip p;irarneters such ;IS timer values and 
interrupt masks. Special chjp mocles, such ;is vari- 
ous f~ rn i e  I-cception modes supplied by tlic MA<:, 

multiple loopback mocles in the ELM, and parity 
detection in the RMC, are also controlled by CNS. 
Software control of these rnotles is supplietl by a 
set of interfilcc functions within CNS. Many of the 
SMT-rel;itctl protocols, such ;is <:blT ant1 the ring 
purger algorithm, are implemented in both the I;'l)l)l 
chips and <INS. CXS controls the operation of these 
algorithms through its man;~gement of the chip set. 

<INS also provitles consistent FI,DI chip fault man- 
agement for all products using CNS. Compile time 
and system initialization options allow the prod- 
uct clcsigncrs to specify, for each fault, whether i t  
sliould bc consiclerecl fatal or nonfdtal to tlic system. 
Also. for each event, ;I threshold is set indicating 
the maximum number of times the event is to occur 
over ;I predefined period before any action is taken. 
When the threshold is reachetl and a fault is classi- 
fied as btal, <:NS removes the station from the ring 
ant1 notifies the firmware kernel. The kernel is then 
respo~~sihle for further action, such as rebooting 
the hardw;~re or running a di;~gnostic test. I f  a f;iult 
is considered lionfatal, (:NS notifies the kernel of the 
event, but the station cloes 110t exit from the ring. 

In addition, the algorithm can disable a recurring 
event for up to one secontl. This provides flow con- 
trol of f;luIt  events and allows other processing to con- 
tinue. Iluring lab testing of the DECconcentr;itor 
500 prototype, bro;~tlcast packet storms c;rused 
receiver overrun conclitions in the RiiC memory 
controller. An interrupt event is associatecl with 
the overrun, so the event occurred continuously, 
using up all av;iilable processor time. This situ;~tion 

effecti~cl!~ disabled the procluct until tlie storm 
endetl. 'l'he flow control method was cle\:isccl to 
throttle events in such ;I situ;ition Once the occi~r- 
rence r;itc of the event slows down, the throt- 
tling stops. 

Implementation Specifics 
When the <.:NS development beg~n .  some inipor- 
tant cluestions arose. ,tlany of the questions werc 
about 1:l)l)I itself. Most o f  the cluestions tle;ilt with 
issi~es concerning tlie strilctilre of the r c ~ ~ s ; ~ b l c  
software, for example, 

What defines common cotle'! 

What functionality woultl be common across all 
products? 

How do  we handle common function;ility that 
must be impJ.cmented o n  tlifferent hardw:~rc p1;it- 
forms with tl~fferent interfaces? 

What requirements, such as consistent interfaces. 
need to be placed upon external h;~rtlware :ind 
softwarc? 

Corn ~ n o n  Code 
CNS is codc written entirely in the C langi~;ige, 
which can be executed on different harclw;irc plat- 
forms without modifying tlie source cocle. 'l'liis 
common code includes a library of core h~nctions. 
which are completely port;~blc. 2nd a set of ester- 
nal functions to provide services that cannot be 
implemented in the same way on all products. 'l'lie 
CNS core ;ind external libr;iry interfaces \vith tlie 
remaining system firmware are shown in Figure 3. 

The (:NS project team developed a coding stnn- 
darcl to facilitate a high degree of portability. I'hc 
stanclard provides, for example, a portable set of 
type definitions to ensure tli;~t a long integcr is 
always 32-bits wide and ;I short integer is always 
16-bits wide. Other type clefinitions specify tlie size 
of control/status registers, wJ1icti ma). be either 16 
or 32 bits, tlepending upon the pl;itform. 

But implementations of i~nions and bit-field dcfi- 
nitions among C compilers is inconsistent. The Ian- 
guage allows the assignnie~lt of variable names to 
indivitlual or strings of bits. <;ontrol/status register 
bit ~llanipi~lation is easy to perform   sing the corn- 
bination of structure and bit-fiel(1 definitions. H i l t  

the orclering of bit assignments can change from 
compiler to compiler. Wliile one compiler assigns 
bit 0 to a bit-field declaration, another may assign 
bit 31. Correctly mapping bit clefinitions in software 
to their corresponding definitions in a hardware 
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figure -3 Co~nrnon Node Software Interji-~ces 
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register cannot be guaranteed. Thus, the use of 
unions ancl bit-fielcl definitions was elimin~tetl. 

EXTERNAL LIBRARY 
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COMMON TO ! PRODUCT-SPECIFIC ; 
DIGITAL'S I FUNCTIONS 

I 

The Core Library 

I PRODUCTSET 
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The software is partitioned into two libraries con- 
taining core and external h~nctions The core library 
consists of a set of completely reusable functions. 
N o  source code changes are necessary to execute 
this software on different products and hardware 
platforms. 

The core library provides the major fi~nctions of 
CNS, but relies on the external library to provide 
operating system and hardware support. The core 
provides a set of interface functions that manage 
the physical and logical connections to thc FDDI 
data link. 

The core implements many of the SMT protocols 
such as any CivlT not performed by hardware, dupli- 
cate address detection, the SklT frame protocols, and 
Digital's ring purger election protocol. The core 

I 
I 
I 
I 

library also provides interrupt processing func- 
tions for the IMA<: and ELM chips. The external 
library provides the interrupt service routlnes (ISR), 
and these core functions are called from within 
the 1SII. Built within these interrupt processing 
functions are hcilities to manage chip faults, such 
as parity errors or overrun conditions signaled by 
the FDDI chips. 

The External Library 

I 
I 

-------------------------------J 

COMMON NODE SOFTWARE 

The external libri~ry is based on a well-defined set 
of functions such as allocating a transmit buffcr, 
starting a software timer, or enabling the FDDI data 
path scrub hlnction used to clear frame fragments 
from the ring. l'his library provides the direct 
interface to the product's operating system, buffer 
managenlent services, and hardware configuration. 

Digital's implementation of the external library 
is further divided into two sublibraries. The first sub- 
library consists of functions specific, but common, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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to Digital's FDDI product set and is completely por- 
table througliout the set. The other sublibrary of 
frrnctions is specific to each FI)I)I product and is not 
portable among them. These functions deal mainly 
with special hardware access and configuration 
management, such as inserting the W C  onto the 
physical data path internal to the 1)ECconcentrator 
500 product. The interfaces to these hlnctions are 
the same for all products, but different hardware 
designs or the limited fi~nctionality in a product 
may require distinct implementations. For exam- 
ple, the DECconcentrator 500 device has an inter- 
nal data path that interconnects the h.2ilC and PHY 
entities within the product. Logic surrounding the 
MA<: chip can be used to insert and remove tlie MAC 
from the data path or to bypass the MAC. The exter- 
n;~l library for the 1)EC:concentr:ltor 500 firmware 
contains two functions to insert and bypass the 
~WI<:. In contrast, the DE<:bridge 500 product's IW(: 

is always on the data path and does not need to 
bypass or insert the M C ;  therefore, the firmware 
does not contain bypass or insertion functions. 

To facilitate consistent memory access, low-level 
packet memory functions enforce network byte 
order in SMT frames. Network byte order defines 
the order in which bytes arc transmitted and 
received. These hlnctions perform 16- and 32-bit 
read and write operations when builtling and pars- 
ing frames. Other product-specific h~nctions pro- 
vicle access to designated packet memory locations 
for generating special ,Lli\C:-level control frames 
c:~lled directed beacons, which ;ire usecl by ring 
management in special P ~ i ~ l t  situations. 

Data Structures 
Supporting both libraries is a set of three data struc- 
tures, Phy, Link, and Station, that store state, configu- 
ration, and counter attributes inh)rmation pertaining 
to <:NS. The Phy data structure contains information 
about a single PHI'  port. The Link data structure 
reflects the state of the logical link associated with 
the imc, while the Station tlata structure main- 
tains information about the general state of CNS. 

All information about the statc of CNS and SMT is 
contained within these dat21 structures. Other firm- 
ware agents residing within the products, such as 
extended LPcN management software responders, 
need only to look in a central location for manage- 
ment information pertaining to SMT. Global variables 
definetl by CNS for its sole use are kept to a minimum. 

The structilres arc linked to reflect the actual 
configuration ancl data path of tlie ,MAC and PHI' 

entities within the station. This linking provides easy 

support for various configi~rations and for the exe- 
cution of configuration-based protocols. For exam- 
ple, in thc DECbridge 500 product, the CNS data 
structures consist of one Stat~on, one Link, and one 
I'hy connected to reflect the single attachment sta- 
tion (SAS) architecture. The I>ECconcentrator 500 
firmware has one Station, one Link, and 12 Phy data 
structures connected to form the configuration of 
the station. A six-port concentrator with a manage- 
ment board is represented by one Station, one Link, 
and six I'hy data structures An eight-port concen- 
trator without a management board does not con- 
tain a MAC, and, thus, is configured as one Station 
and eight Phy data structures. 

The CNS Development Effort 
The actual design and development cycle for CNS 

covered a six-month period. During this time the 
SMT draft standard went through many revisions; 
the concept of licensing the <:NS code was intro- 
duced; and Digital's FDDl chip set underwent a 
second-pass design cycle. 

The licerlsing effort required rethinking and 
making atljustments to the partitioning and struc- 
ture of the design to accommodate several layers 
of interf~ces and support functions in CNS. These 
requirements resulted in an adclitional four to six 
weeks of effort, but yielded the benefits of a code that 
coulcl be used outside Digital and a more generic 
design to accommodate future procluct designs. 

Of all Digital's FDDl chips ilndergoing second- 
pass design, the ELM chip reqi~iretl tlie greatest num- 
ber of changes. The majority of these changes were 
due to the major redefinition of the physical con- 
nection management portion of the ANSI SMT draft." 
To minimize risk to the chip development effort, 
simulation of the connection m:lnagement portion 
of the CNS code was performed on Digital's logic 
simulation system (DECSIM) test becl. This testing 
utilized one of tlie same test beds constructecl 
by the ELM chip designers configured with two 
ELMS connected together.' This test bet1 irtilized the 
behavioral chip models in orcler to speed execu- 
tion. Additional routines were written to emulate 
resources normally provided by the operating sys- 
tern (e.g., timer services). Roughly one week was 
spent in simulation, two days of which focused on 
developing and debugging the environment. Testing 
included the initialization of a good connection as 
well as connections that resultetl in topology rejects, 
link confidence test failure, anrl link error monitor 
failure. No bugs were found in the E1.M design, 
liowever several coding bugs were cliscovcred. 
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l.ater, when the first DECconcentrator 500 harcl- 
ware was available it1 tlie lab, and the operating 
system services wcrc debugged ant1 available, <;Ns 

1'HY code required only one-half day to debug 
before becoming operational. Thus, prior simula- 
tion of the code was clearly beneficial. 

The first product that utilized CNS was the 
IIE(:concentrator 500 firmware. I l ie  integration, 
debug, and design verification process spanned an 
eight-week period. For subseqtlent products, the 
duration of this phase was greatly reclucecl: two 
weeks for the DECbridge 500 firmware and one week 
for the DECcontroller 700 adapter. This reduction 
in time was, of course, due to the reuse of the core 
and external libraries. Only a small subset of (:Ns 
was unique for each product; hence, debug time 
was minimal. Also, as experience was gained in ver- 
ification testing, ancl the rclatccl tools improvctl. 
the test process became more efficient. 

Testing the Common Node Software 
One fortuitous advantage to the structure of CNs  is 
that the core hlnctionality only needs to be testecl 
exhaustively on a single platform. The partitioning 
of core and external fi~nctionality ancl the extern;~l 
requirements to which each protluct environment 
must adhere yield this advantage. Thus, the only 
testing necessary on an individual product is the 
initialization of <:Ns and the external interface 
between CNS and the system firmware. These prod- 
uct dependencies include SblT frame transmission 
and reception, status and error message passing, 
and some functions unique to the product. 

The task of test and verification of the CNS core 
presented some interesting challenges. 'The com- 
plexity and distributed nature of many of the algo- 
rithms made testing difficult. The complexity causes 
automation of the test process to be an extremely 
involved task. Some functions, such as RMT, call be 
tested only in a multiple-station configuration clue 
to the clistributed nature of the :~lgoritlms. 

Another clifficulty in performing the initial test- 
ing of CNS was the lack of visibility into the cxecut- 
ing software. The DECelms product reports some 
information maintained by CNS, but most of the 
data i~sed during testing is not visible to network 
tnilnagement. Also, the DECeIms product was being 
cleveloped at the same time as <:NS and was not 
ready for use. In acldition, there M';IS no glob:~l visi- 
bility into the ring. At the time, commercially ;iv;til- 
able FDDl datascopes or analyzers that would have 
been used to view symbol streams on the fiber 
were not available. 

To fi~cilitate testing, the CNS team developecl a 
tool referred to as the design verific;~tion test (UW) 

monitor. This tool provides a detailed view into 
the operation of CNS as well as automated tests for 
CNS interf~ce hlnctions. The tool also has the capa- 
bility to insert faults into the ring and exercise 
many of the SMT protocols. 

The IIVT monitor has two components: a con- 
nection to a universal asynchronous receiver/ 
transmitter (UART), which provides serial comniu- 
nication between the product and a display termi- 
nal; ant1 monitor software, which is layered on top 
of CNS. Thus, the monitoring and managing of CNS 
is achievecl by out-of-band access via the 1JART. This 
access is necessary to perform testing of ring fault 
conditions. The monitor software is run at a lower 
priority than all other system components to leave 
the system timing or operation ~~naffected. This 
software provides both nonintrusive or "peek" and 
invasive or "poke" management capabilities. Pass- 
word protection on a login screen prevents unau- 
thorized users from clisrupting the network. To 
usc the tool, one must log on to an FDDI product 
running the test software. 

As a nonintrusive tool, the DVT monitor provides 
passive monitoring of the network status and related 
events. The tool provides real-time monitoring of 
all physical (or port) and logical (or IW) connec- 
tions in the product. Status windows continuously 
display the state of all physical and logical connec- 
tions to the ring. 

As an invasive tool, the monitor can be used to 
insert faults ancl to exercise the ring. The tool can 
be i~sccl to easily change station parameters, such 
as the station's address. Configuration hardware 
within each product can also be changed to affect 
tlie operational state of the ring. Changing this harcl- 
ware is especially helpful for introtlucing duplicate 
addressed stations, stl~ck beacon conditions, beacon/ 
claim ring oscillations, and other anomalies into an 
oper:~tional ring in order to exercise KMT and the 
tracc function. To ;ln;llyze SMT frames, an SMT frame 
agent exists in the tool to generate :und receive any 
SMT frame type, including frames not defined by 
the standard. 

Prior to the development of the I>vT monitor, the 
FDlII tester was utilized to generate and receive 
SMT frames to test the proper operation of the SMT 
frame-b:~sed protocols.? In later testing, the FDDI 
tester was indispens:tble in creating a variety of tra.f- 
fic loads on the ring to test the products' responses 
to traffic loads. The tester allowed an arbitrary mix 
of frames sent at a programmable rate over the 
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FI>DI ring and made it simple to  characterize the  
responses of the  products to  a wide range of net- 
work traffic conditions. 

FDDI Interoperability Testing 
Interoperability testing among the FDDI vendors is 
important for many reasons. Comprehensive inter- 
operability testing among the vendors both rein- 
forces the correct interpretations of the standard 
ant1 performs the more immediate goal of verifying 
the correctness of the implementations. ?'he proper 
operation of all stations o n  the network both in 
normal operation and in response to fault condi- 
tions is necessary if the commercial marketplace is 
to f i~ l ly  accept FDDI. 

The nature of a ring topology requires the active 
participation of each station up to the IMAC sublayer. 
Each FDDI station must establish and maintain 
physical connections and repeat frames without 
error. If a single station does  no t  repeat frames, 
ring connectivity is lost. The X3T9.5 standards com- 
mittee anticipated faults that prevent normal ring 
oper;~tion and devised algorithms to  deterministi- 
cally resolve such conditions. The addition of fault 
recovery schemes devised for the FDDI system, 
while necessary to gu;~r;intee proper operation of 
the network, made the  standard more  complex. 
Correct implementation of these complex protocols 
and distributed algorithms is essential to ensure 
that one  vendor's implementation will operate cor- 
rectly on  the  same ring with other vendors' imple- 
mentations-especially in the  presence of fault 
conditions. 

Every vendor must make certain that its imple- 
mentation adheres to  the filnctionality as defined 
by the SIMT standard. Digital encouraged coopera- 
tive testing among the vendors and participated 
in testing with many vendors at Digital's FDDI 
development center in Littleton, Massachusetts, at 
customer sites, and at other vendors' locations. 

Z~zteropernbility Test Methodology 
A test plan was developed origin;illy for design ver- 
ificiition and, later, for interoperability testing 
tx twecn Digital's FI)I>I product set and products 
from other vendors. The test plan concentrates 
mainly on the interoperability of the FDDI data 
link, defined by the FDIX PHY, MAC, and proposed 
PMD and SMT standards. 

The plan covers connection management, ring 
management, and SMT frame-based services and func- 
tions defined i n  the SMT draft stanclard. The intent 
of the plan is t o  verify plug-and-play capability as 

well as to correct operation under both normal and 
aberrant network conditions. 

Connection management testing covers t h e  
physical connection management and configura- 
tion management processes. PCM testing covers 
the  bit-signaling and connection initialization 
algorithms, the link confidence test and link error 
monitor, and verification of the connection matrix 
tlefinetl in the  SMT draft. CFIM testing verifies the 
correct operation of the reconfiguration scrub ant1 
LMAC insertion filnctions. 

Ring management testing covers duplicate 
acldress detection, inclutling stuck beacon detec- 
tion and recovery, directed and jam beacon initia- 
tion and reception, and the trace function. Other 
miscellaneous testing monitors the abusive use of 
restricted tokens and extended service frames. 

Frame-based testing covers all required SMT frame 
protocols. These protocols are  tested extensively 
for compliance to the SMT draft. Parameters within 
the frames are examined for consistency and cor- 
rectness. For example, all timer values presented in 
SMT frames are verified to  be in two's complement 
form, and all canonical addresses are correctly con- 
verted to FDDI most significant bit order. 

Rm~llts of Interoperability Testing 
The interoperability testing uncovered proble~ns  
in many vendors' implement;~tions, i~ lc luding 
1)igital's.' Many of these problems resulted from 
inconsistent interpretations of the SMT draft; others 
were due to incomplete implementations that did 
not support  some functions defined in the SMT 
draft; and still other problems coilld be attributed 
to  changes in  the  SMT draft overlooked by some 
implementations. As a result of the testing, many of 
these problems have been fixed, and the number of 
interoperability problems within FDDT networks 
has been reduced. 

Conclusion 
'I'he Common Node Softw;ire provides the FDDl 
project with a very flexible and stable implementa- 
tion of a major portion of the FDDI data link. The 
initial investment in time spent on development 
was longer than that expected for independent soft- 
ware development efforts but is justified by the 
long-term benefits of common code. Independent 
development efforts for the DECconcentrator 500 
and DECbridge 500 products, for example, proba- 
bly would have taken less time. Each design would 
be based upon the hardware design and system 
requirements of each product. Independent designs 
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woultl reduce the amount of softwarc clcvelol>etl 
for each product because the designers woultl not 
have to address portability isslrcs, sucl~ as generic 
intestices to the operating system or 11;irdw;ire. 

But these two products were the first of ;I new 
network architecture, and the station m:lnagement 
tlraft was not complete during protluct tlevelop- 
ment. Thus, independent implementations would 
have I-esulted in a higher bug rate, witli each prod- 
uct exhibiting its own set of behavior ;it the S;MT 
Icvcl. Firture upclates and revisions to the SIMT stan- 
d;~rd woi~ltl have resultecl in intlepcndcnt revi:,ions 
of each product's firmware ;ilid. possibly, a new set 
of psoblems. With CNS, only one soilrce neecls to 
be changed and tested. 

The FDDI standard promotes multivendor inter- 
oper;~bi lit): so that indepenclent protlucts can com- 
munic;rte effectively in a hctcrogcneo~ra FDDI 
network. 'l'he development o f  CNS significantly 
increased interoperability bctwcen Iligital's prod- 
ucts and those of other vendors. 

The atl\rant;~ges of reusable softwarc that were 
realized by the project teani can be sunimarized as 
follows: 

'I'hc major design of tlie 5oftw;lre nccds to be 
clone onl!. once. A core libr;~~.), iuntl ;I well-clcfined 
external interface are providctl. When a new 
protluct is developetl. only the slxcific iniplc- 
n1ent;rtion of the external intcrk~cc neecls to be 
supplied. 

Test ant1 verification time i:, signific;lntly retluced. 
Only the interfaces to <:NS and the systcl~i tlepen- 
tlences niilst be rigorously tcstcd witli the tlesign 
o f  e;~ch new product. 

T'he bug rate is reduced significantly. E;~ch new 
product uses the pretestetl and proven core 
I,ibr;~ry. 

'I'l~e software recluircs little maintcn;incc. Since 
tlie core library is stable. tlevclopnicnt only neetls 
to be perh)rrned on the extcrnal library 

l'he <;NS clevelopment PI-ojcct w:~s tlie design 
team's introduction to reus:rblc softwarc. We have 
prob;lbl y not done everything in the best possible 
wily, but the success of the project ;incl the time ant1 
effort savetl llavc convincetl us of the I~cnefit:, of 
reusability 
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Development of the 
DECbridge 500 Product 

The DECbridge 500prodz~ct connects Ethemet/802.3 local area ~zetz~~orks (IAlVs) to 
fiber distributed data interface (FDDI) 1ANs and is, thereJore, a fun~lainental element 
of an extended LAN. Developers of this product encountered manjt technical hurdles. 
The higher data rate and token ring topology inherent in the FDDI technology 
impose several demands on an)) bridging prodzict connected to an FDDI LAN. The 
differences in formats and size of fraines on the tulo types of UNs introdircefirrtl~er 
requirements. The development team met these reqtlirenzents and delivered u high- 
performance product thcrt proi~ides seunzless integration of both IAAi tj pes. 

Bridges are essential to the creation of extended 
local area networks (IhNs) because they provide 
transparent forwarding of traffic between adjacent 
LANs.' Traffic may be forwardetl to or from individ- 
ual destinations, to groups of destinations (multi- 
cast), or to :111 destinations (broaclcast). Bridges only 
forward traffic destined for other IANs; local traffic 
is confined to its horne LAN. 

One important function of bridges is the ability 
under network management control, to block traf- 
fic of selected protocol types or traffic from specific 
sources. Restricting unnecessary traffic, especially 
multicast or broadcast, significantly improves the 
utilization of LAN bandwidth. 

In this paper we first discuss the role of the 
DECbridge 500 product in an FI)1)1 and Ethernet/ 
802.3 extended LAN and outline the design of the 
britige. We then describe the operation of the bridge 
by tracing the flow of LAN traffic through it. This 
description gives insight into many of the complex 
tasks that a bridge must perform to connect two 
dissimilar IANs. Key points of the development 
methodology are also presented. 

Throughout this paper, the expression Ethernet/ 
802.3 is usecl to identify s~ lch  IANs and to distill- 
guish them from 100-Mb-per-seconcl FDDI IANs. 
'The terms Ethernet, 802.3, and FI)1)1 are usecl when 
discussing the specific IU(: frame formats. 

Two typical extended LAN applications involving 
DECbridge 500 tlevices are shown in Figure 1. l'hc 
backbone application employs an FDDI LAN to pro- 
vide a high-bandwidth interconnect of multiplc 
Ethernet/802.5 1.ANs. The I)E(:bridge 500 device is 
the point o f  connection between the Ethernet/ 
802.3 LAN and the FDDl backbone IAN. In the work 
group application, FIIDI lANs provide localizetl 
connectivity of users, such as 1)K:station 5000 
workstations, that have high throughput require- 
ments. File servers ant1 other common resources 
may also be part of the local FT>l)l IAN. Here, thc 
role of the DECbridge 500 product is to yrovitle ;I 

path from the local work group to other parts of 
the extendecl IAN via Ethernet/XO2.3 UNs. 

In either application, the bridge niust perform 
the following functions: 

DECbridge 500 Design Considerations 
The 1)ECbritlge 500 device serves as the point of . Forw;ircl traffic between notles residing on two 

connection between a new family of LAN prod- different lANs 
ucts based on the fiber distributed data illterfdce , Prevent ( i ,e , ,  f i l ter  or not fOrw;lrtl) traBic 
(FDDI) technology and a large installed base o f  nodes on thc same side of the bridge from gct- 
Ethernet/802.3 IANs. The DECbridge 500 product ting to the IAN on the other sicle of the bridge 
must meet the requirements of both UNs to pro- 
vide a smooth migration path for Digital's cus- Be responsive to host-based network rn;tn;lge- 
tomers. Note that Ethernet ancl 802.3 have media ment, provided by, for example, Digital's extended 
access control (MAC) frame formats that may be LAN management software (IIE(:elms) and Digital's 
used on the same lomegabit (Mb>per-second IAN.  management control center (I)E(:rncc) product 
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BACKBONE APPLICATION 

WORK GROUP APPLICATION 

DECCONCENTRATOR 
500 

ETHERNET1802.3 LAN 

FDDl RING TO 
OTHER EQUIPMENT 

I 

DECBRIDGE 500 DECCONCENTRATOR DECBRIDGE 500 

ETHERNETl802.3 LAN 

DECBRIDGE 500 

ETHERNET1802.3 LAN 

DECBRIDGE 500 

ETHERNETl802.3 LAN 

DECBRIDGE 500 

DECSTATION DECSTATION DECSTATION 
5000 5000 5000 

WORK GROUP A 

DECSTATION DECSTATION DECSTATION 
5000 5000 5000 

WORK GROUP B 

Figure I Extended LANAp)~lic~~tions of the DECbridge 500 Product 

Be ;I proper participant as an end station on 
both LWs to which i t  is connected 

Interact with other bridges in the topology of 
the extentletl LAN to prevent redundant paths 
Or I00p5' 

Hardware Description 
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the IIECbridge 
500 Iiardware design. The applications processor 
(AP), a subsystem based on a 68020 microprocessor, 
performs initi;~lization ant1 maintenance of the 
bridge hardware as well as some steps involved in 
processing frames. The AP also acts as the manage- 
ment entity for the bridge. 

The operating programs for the AP as well as two 
other processors, the queue manager and the trans- 
lation processor, are stored in a nonvolatile elec- 
trically erasable programmable read-only memory 
(EEPROM). At initialization, the AP clistributes thc 
programs to random access memory (RAM) in the 

other two processors' subsystems. The i\P executes 
much of  its own program directly from the non- 
volatile memory, although some high-performance 
operations are executed from static RAR.1. 

Thc DECbridge 500 device may have an entire 
new operating program downloaded over the 
network and stored in the nonvolatile memory. 
This allows rapid uptlates of functionality without 
the need to perform a hardware upgrade on-site. 
Program updates are received via either of the 
attached L4Ns and stored in an area of RAM referred 
to as the "landing pad." The AP then transfers the 
new program into the nonvolatile memory and 
initiates a firmware reset. 

The FI>DI and Etherneth302.3 chip sets and some 
analog interface circuitry provide connection to 
the two JANs. The bridge represents a single 
attachment station (SAS) on the FDDI ring. On 
the Ethernet/802.3 side of the bridge, switch- 
selectable Thinwire and attachment unit interface 
(AUI) connections arc providec-i. 
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APPLICATION PROCESSOR CONTROUDATA BUS 

APPLICATION 
PROCESSOR 1 

QUEUE 

! ! 

ETHERNETl802.3 ETHERNET1802 3 
DIRECT MEMORY PACKET MEMORY 

TO FDDl 
NETWORK 

KEY: 

TO 
ETHERNETl802.3 
NETWORK 

---- 
- DATA FLOW 

CONTROLS 

Figure 2 Block Diugrunl of the DECbridge 500 Hardzclm-e Design 

Each chip set checks every incoming frame for 
integrity. Also, some rudimentary itlcntity, or  
address, tests are applied. Frames that meet the 
i~itegrity and identity requirements are then placed 
in a packet memory. The bridge maintains a table of 
learned MAC addresses. The table contains data for 
each address that is used to  decide if a frame should 
be forwarded o r  filtered. The queue manager is a 
sub-system tledicated to  checking each frame 
received in FI)I)I packet memory against tlie infor- 
mation contained in the learned acldress table. 

wide by 14 inches deep and may be  rack-mounted 
or installed on a tabletop. It operates over the range 
of 100 to 240 voltage I-\<: (VA(:) at 50 or  60 hertz (Hz). 

hi exploded view of the  bridge is shown in 
Figure 4. The electronics is iml>lemented by the fol- 
lowing four logic modules: 

AP, the  applications processor 

QM,  the queue manager subsystem inclucling the 
learned atltlress table 

F1, tlie FDDl chip set and the FDDl packet memory 
Based on this information, the queue m;inager , NI, the Etllernet,802,3 chip set packet mem- 
decides whether to filter the frame, forward the ory and the transl;ltion processor 
frame to the Ethernet/802.3, o r  deliver the frame to 
the bridge entity for action. 

l ' he  FI)I)I and Ethernet/802.3 LANs employ dif- 
ferent data link protocols. The translation proces- 
sor, a second 68020 subsystem, examines frames to 
be forw;irdetl from one  side of the bridge to the 
other. E;icIi frame is reformatted to the appropriate 
outbound protocol and moved from tlie incoming 
packet memory to  the  outbound packet memory. 
The two chip sets examine their respective packet 
memories for outbound frames ancl transmit them 
onto  their LANs. 

Physical Description 
The 1)K:bridge 500 product is shon~n in Figure 3. "I'he 
hardware is approximately 7 inches high by 17 inches Figure -3 DECbrirlge 500 Prodclct 
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BRIDGE 
ENCLOSURE' 

BACKPLANE 

POWER SUPPLY MODULE 
H7875-A (30-32524-01) 

FAN ASSEMBLY 
70-27394-01 

AP MODULE 
54-19375-01 

NI MODULE ' 
54-1 9373-01 

FI MODULE ' 
54-1 9369-01 1 

QM-MODULE ' 
54-19371-01 

'NOT A FIELD-REPLACEABLE UNIT 

Figure 4 DECbrirlge 500 Assernbl3~ 

External signal connectors are locatetl on the 
front edge of the two network interface cards, FI and 
NI. Each module has light-emitting diodes (LEDs) 
for various status fi~nctions ant1 also diagnostics. In 
adtlition, tlie AP has a bank of switches for setting 
certain bridge operating functions. 

'T'he power and packaging were designctl to sini- 
plify the swap out of field-replaceable units (FRUs). 
'l'l~e four logic module FRrJs can be replacetl through 
the front of the box, without opening it. By taking 
out only two screws, the outer shell of the case can 
be removed. This gives access to the thrcc other FRUs, 
namely, the power supply, the passive backplane, 
and a fan assembly. The five-sided design of the 
outer shell results in a product that is mechanically 
strong ancl provides shieltling from electromag- 
netic and radio frequency interference (EMI/IwI). 

Operation 
As mentioned previously, the I>E<:bridge 500 (levice 
forwards traffic between two different IAN types. 
C:onsequent l y, tlie product development team faced 

several challenges beyoncl those encountered in 
previous bridges that connnect similar Ethernet/ 
802.3 IANs. T'he principal sources of these new 
challenges were: 

Higher data ratcs on the PDDI LAN.  Ethernet/ 
802 3 operates at IOMb per second and has a 
minimum MA<: frame size of 6 4  bytes. The max- 
imum frame arrival rate is 14,880 frames p e r  
second (fps). FIIJI1 operates at a rate of 100Mb 
per second ancl has a minimum MAC frame size 
of 17 bytes. The maximum frame arrival rate is 
446,429 fps, a rate 30 times greater than that of 
Etliernet/802.3. 

DiFferent frame formats. Ethernet, 802.3, and FDDI 
have different MA(: frame formats. Traffic enter- 
ing an FDIII IAN from an Ethernet/802.3 IAN 
must bc properly translatecl to an FDDI frame 
format. This translation must be performed in 
such a way that passage through a second bridge 
back to a different Ethernet/802.3 wlN results in 
a frame that recovers its original frame format. 
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Different frame sizes. Ethernet and 802.3 differ 
from FDDI in both maximum and minimum 
frame sizes. FDDl frames shorter than the Ethernet 
and 802.3 minimum must  be padded. FDDl 
frames longer than the Ethernet and 802.3 maxi- 
mum cannot be forwartled, with the exception 
of special protocol types, which must be broken 
into multiple, smaller frames. 

Objectives 
The bridge can only forward frames from the FDDI 
IAN to the Ethernet/802.3 IAN at the maximum rate 
accepted by that LAN, i.e., 14,880 fps. Yet the arrival 
rate of frames from the FDDI IAN may be in excess 
of 440,000 fps. The incoming frames consist of an 
unknown mixture of frames that need t o  be  for- 
warded, frames directed to the bridge itself, and 
frames to be discarded. 

To comply with Digital's bridge architecture spec- 
ification and the lEEE standard 802.ld for bridges, 
the bridge must examine all incoming frames.' 
It must ident~fy, se t  aside, and process frames of 
each protocol type directed to  itself, in the  order 
received. To meet p rodr~c t  performance require- 
ments, the bridge must be able to forward frames 
at the full Ethernet/802.3 rate. A best effort must be 
made to buffer frames received in bursts exceeding 
that rate. Frames should not be erroneously dis- 
carded. Results of this compliance visible to the  
network user are: 

Transparency. Nodes across the extended LkV oper- 
ate as if they were connected to the same LAN. 

Stability. The paths in the IAN remain constant 
yet can reconfigure around equipment changes 
with a minimum loss of connectivity. Frames 
are not duplicated; nor  are they received out 
of order. 

Manageability. Network management can always 
observe and control  the components  of the  
extended LAN. 

The operation of the  I>E<:bridge 500 device is 
best described by examining the  progress made 
through the bridge by frames received from the 
FDDI LAN. Tracing this Flow of traffic also gives 
insight into many of the challenges faced by the 
product's development team. The subsystems that 
process these frames and the flow of frames through 
logical queues in these subsystems are shown in 
Figure 5. The operation of the subsystems as the 
frames progress through them is described sequen- 
tially in the following sectiotis. 

Receiving FDDI Frames 
The FDDI chip set  in the bridge places all received 
frames in the  FDDl packet memory on  the  receive 
queue. Frames in the FI)I)I packet memory can be 
accessed by subsystems in the bridge by using a vir- 
tual address method. A page t;lble memory is usecl 
to assign a physical 512-byte buffer to each of 16K 
virtual buffers. Queues conta in  sequential sets  of 
v i r t ~ ~ a l  buffers. Data frames are "moved" from one  
queue to another by moving the  virtual address 
buffer pointers from one  tlueue to another. 

Frames received from the r;I)I)I MN may be as 
long as 4500 bytes. Frames longer than 512 bytes are 
chained, that is, stored in multil>le buffers. Each 
buffer has an associated descriptor longword con- 
taining status information about the frame such as 
error conditions, frame length, and flags indicating 
the start and end of multibuffer frames. The ability 
of the bridge to chain small buffers to handle frames 
of various sizes increases the efficiency of the packet 
memory by minimizing the  amount of unused buf- 
fer space. (Statistically, IAN traffic has a higher con- 
tent of shorter frames.) Thus, more buffers are made 
available to handle bursts of traffic. Atltlitional 
information about buffer status is contained in the 
page table memory. This information is generated 
and used by the queue manager and the translation 
processor subsystems. 

Queue Manager Process 
l 'he queue manager subsystem operates on all 
frames in the receive queue to determine i f  they 
should be discarded, forwarclecl to the Ethernet/ 
802.3 M N ,  o r  received and processed by the bridge 
management entity. Discarded frames are returned 
t o  the  receive queue; the  remaining frames are 
placed on the forward or britlge clucues. The queue 
manager constantly makes updates to the  table 
of learned addresses basecl on source addresses 
observeel on the FDD1 LAN. 

The queue manager's oper;~tional decisions are 
based on  the following data: 

The frame descriptor containing 21ssorted status 
information such as tr;unsmission errors and 
frame length 

The frame control fielcl specifying the type of 
frame 

The type and quantity of frames previously 
received (used to prevent a flood of any one 
type of frame from blocking out other types) 
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QUEUE 
MANAGER 
ENGINE 

A learned database containing atldrcsses incli- 
cating on which side of the bridge each MAC is 
located and special filtering status information 
assigned to each address by network management 

GAB 

The gate array burster (CAR) allows the queue 
manager to access the FDDl packet memory. This 
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC:) is a 
specialized direct memory access (IIMA) device. It 
is capable of moving selected fieltls o r  1:irge sec- 
tions of frames into or out of FDDr packet memory. 
'l'he objects may be moved citlier into internal 
holding registers for examination by the queue 
manager engine or directly to destinations such as 
registers in the table lookup engine (1'1,lI). Notc 
that the <;m used in the queue tnanager si~bsystem 
is the same device used in the translation psoces- 
sor, which is discussed later in this paper. 'T'hese 
two s~~bsystems have many similar requirenients. 
but each also has unique requirements. (king one 
<;At3 design for both subsystems retli~cecl the over- 
all development effort. 

The table atldrcss R J ~ M  ant1 the TLlJ are kcy com- 
ponents of the queue m;inager. 'l'he h11 contains a 
table of u p  to 1bK 48-bit adclresses. Each address 
also has status bits tli;~t determine what action the 
bridge shoi~ltl take when a frame's source or desti- 
nation address ni;~tches a p:irtici~Iar address. 'Tllc 
TLU is an ASl(': \vith ;I port th;it is a slave to the 
queue nlanagcr cnginc. The queue manager engine 
inputs an address to thc TLli which scans the 
1&\1 for th;~t a<ldrcss. I f  tlie a<ltlress is found, the 
TLU presents that status to the queue manager pro- 
cessor. Othcrwisc, tlie TLll gives tlie queue man- 
ager processor a programmable status indicating 
whether to forward or to discard the frame. A sec- 
ond TLll port allows tlie Tl.ll and the table address 
RAM to serve as slaves to the AP. Thus, destination 
address filtering for traffic received from the 
Ethernet/X02.3 I.AN ant1 t:~ble niainrenance can be 
performed. 

To keep up with the packet arrival rate, the 
qileue manager subsystem makes extensive use 
of pipelining. 'I'lie qilcue manager engine operates 
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concurrently on six packets. The TLU unit per- 
forms three searches concurrently: one each for 
the source and destination addresses on FDDI 
packets and one source or destination search on 
Ethernet/802.3 packets. 

Discarding and Keeping 1:rumes The decision to 
discard a frame is based principally on the frame's 
address or its contents. The following are typical of 
frames that are discarded: 

Frames destined for nodes that the bridge rec- 
ognizes as not on the Ethernet/802.3 side of the 
LAN. Also, network management may specify 
addresses to be discarded regardless of location 
in the topology. 

Frames of either a reserved or undefined frame 
control type. 

Frames that are either too long or too short. 

When a frame is discarded, its buffers are returned 
to the end of the receive queue by reassigning them 
in the page table. 

Frames that are kept are placed on either the for- 
ward or bridge queues. Frames ultimately destined 
for the Ethernet/802.3 LAN are placed on the for- 
ward queue. Frames placed on the bridge queue, to 
be processed internally by the bridge, are of the 
following types: 

FDDI station management (SMT) frames 

Digital's extended LAN management software 
(DECelms) frames or maintenance operation 
protocol (MOP) frames 

Spanning tree frames, containing liiessages used 
to determine the network topology and turn incli- 
vidual bridge ports on or off to eliminate path 
redundancy 

Frames containing errors 

Frames placed on the bridge queue not forwarded 
to the Ethernet/802.3 LAN. However, after receiving 
and processing these frames, the bridge may gener- 
ate one or more frames on either or both LANs. For 
example, received SMT frames are never forwarded, 
but a given SMT frame may cause the bridge to 
transmit additional SMT frames on the FI>DI LAN. 

Co~inters Each frame type is guaranteed a mini- 
mum amount of processing time by the bridge. If at 
any time the bridge holds too many of any one frame 
type, it discards further frames of that type. The 
queue manager uses allocation counters to keep 

track of the number of forwarded, FDDI SMT, bridge 
management, spanning tree, and error frames. 

The queue manager also has counters that sum- 
marize its activity. These counters are periodically 
dumped to the AP and are used to calculate MN uti- 
lization statistics required by network management. 

Translation 
Bridges operate at and bclow the data link level in 
the seven-layer International Standards Organiza- 
tion (ISO)/Open System Interconnection (OSI) ref- 
erence model shown in Figure 6. The data link 
layer is divided into a lower iMAC sublayer and an 
upper logical link control (LLC) sub1a)lec The L1.C 
protocol is specified in ANSI/IEEE standard 802.2.' 

Figure 6 ISO/OSI Sez~erz-layer Reference ~Mo~lel 

When forwarding frames from one IAN to 
another, the DECbridge 500 device converts the 
outgoing frame to the ,WC frame format of that 
LAN. This process is called translation. Also, when 
a frame is generated by the DECbridge 500 product 
on either LAN, the data link frame format of that 
IW is employed. 

By performing translation, the DECbridge 500 
product complies with the JEEE 802.ld require- 
ments for transparent bridging. This enables end 
nodes to communicate across the extended LAN as 
if the nodes are directly connected to the same 
LAN. An alternative to translation, called encapsu- 
lation, is possible, but it does not comply with the 
IEEE 802.ld requirements. Further, using encap- 
sulation puts restrictions on the configuration of 
the network. 

The Process Ethernet, 802.3, and FDDI have dif- 
ferent )MAC frame formats. When Ethernet or 802.3 
frames are bridged to an FDDI LAN, they are refor- 
matted to the FDDI MAC frame format. The original 
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MAC type (Ethernet or 802.3) is indicated by setting 
information in the LLC header. If the frame passes 
through a second FDDI-to-Ethernet/802.3 transla- 
tion at another bridge, the LLC information is used 
to determine if the bridge should translate the frame 
into Ethernet or 802.3 MAC protocol. IEEE standard 
802.1 defines a mechanism for translating Ethernet 
frames into an IEEE 802.2 format (as is used on FDDI 
LANs). Figure 7 illustrates how Ethernet frames and 
two types of 802.3 1.LC frames are translated into 
three different types of FDDl data link frames. 

Maximum and minimum frame sizes of the LANs 
also impose requirements on the translation pro- 
cess. Ethernet and 802.3 MAC protocols require a 
minimum data field length of 46 bytes. The FDDI 
MnC protocol supports zero-length data fields. 
When a bridge forwards frames that originated at 
nodes on an FDDI LAN to an Ethernet/802.3 LAN, 

the translation process must add padding (null 
bytes) to any short data fields to bring them up to 
the 46-byte minimum size. 

FDDI has a maximum frame size of 4500 bytes. 
The Ethernet/802.3 maximum frame size is 1518 

bytes. Frames received from the FDDI ring that are 
longer than 1518 bytes after translation are dis- 
carded with the exception of frames discussed in 
the text that follows. 

The internet protocol (IP) is a widely used, 
network-layer protocol. Nodes on FDDl rings may 
generate IP frames longer than the Ethernet/802.3 
maximum size. The DECbridge 500 product per- 
forms one function beyond the process of trans- 
parent bridging. The bridge breaks up large IP 

packets into smaller ones. This function is sup- 
ported by IP and is called fragmentation. Without 
fragmentation, the queue manager would discard 
thesc long 11' frames, preventing communication 
between nodes on separate FDDI rings that are 
linked by Ethernet/802.3 M s .  

Since the translation process alters frames, the 
original cyclic redundancy check (CRc) field is no 
longer valid. In the DECbridg 500 device, the trans- 
lation process concurrently verifies the received 
CRC, translates the frame, and generates a new 
CKC. This concurrent processing results in a high 
degree of data integrity. 

ETHERNETl802.3 FRAME FORMAT FDDl FRAME FORMAT yyqq 0 
ETHERNET V2.0 FDDl SNAPISAP 

802.2 LLC SNAPlSAP FDDl SNAPISAP 

802.2 LLC DSAPlSSAP FDDl LLC 

DATA 

KEY: 

DA, DA' DESTINATION ADDRESS ( ' = BIT REVERSED FORMAT) 
SA. SA' SOURCE ADDRESS ( ' = BIT REVERSED FORMAT) 
TYPEILEN TYPE FIELD FOR ETHERNET, LENGTH FIELDS FOR 802.3 
FC FRAME CONTROL 
ED END DELIMITER 
CRC CYCLIC REDUNDANCY CHECK 
OU I ORGANIZATIONAL (VENDOR) UNIQUE IDENTITY CODE 
DATA DATA FIELD 

FOR DSAP. SSAP. SNAP. SAP. CTRL. PID. AA. AND TYPE. REFER TO 802.2 STANDARD? 

= AA = AA = 03 = 00,00,00 

- 
DSAP 

- -  - - 

Figure 7 Trclnsl~~tio?~ of Etbernet/802..? Fra?nes to FDDI Frumes 

SNAP 
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- 
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Address Bit-ordering The bits of the destination 
and source addresses are transmitted in the reverse 
order on l:I>Dl from that on Ethernet/802.3 data 
links. Digital's FDDl chip set performs a bit-revers:~l 
operation on receive and transmit for only the MA<: 

frames' clestination and source address fields. Since 
these MA<: fielcls are stored insitle the bridge in IEEE 
802.1, canonical bit-ordering, only one version of 
each address needs to be kept in the forwarding tlata- 
base. Also, when generating management messages, 
this method of frame storage allows the bridge to 
move an acltlress from the source or tlestination field 
of a received frame into the data field of the manage- 
ment message without modification. When calcu- 
lating the (:RC on incoming packets, or generating 
a new (:R<: on forwarded packets, the translation 
process milst take into account the bit-ordering. 

Implernentution The translation processor con- 
sists of principally a GAB and a translation engine 
(based on a 68020 subsystem). The GAB and transla- 
tion engine interactively copy frames from FDI>I 

frame memory to Ethernet/802.3 frame memory. 
Concurrently, tlie translation engine makes changes 
to the frame format, and the G A B  calculates both 
the CRC of the incoming frame, using olcl bit-order- 
ing, and generates tlie CRC of the translated frame, 
using both new bit-ordering ant1 new frame format. 

Frames from the forward queue in FDDI frame 
memory are, thus, translated and moved to the for- 
ward queue in Ethernet frame memory. Frames 
from the bridge queue are sep;~ratecl into manage- 
ment and spanning tree queues in Ethernet/802.3 
frame memory. ?'he translation processor returns 
buffers from the forwartl ant1 bridge queues to the 
free queue in FDDl frame memory. The queue man- 
ager returns buffers from the free queue to the 
receive queue, making them available to store 
newly received frames. 

NI-side Processing 
Frames placed in output queues by the translation 
processor are processed next by the AP. Frames in 
the spanning tree and management queues are tles- 
tined for the briclge as a manageable entity on the 
extended I.AN. The AP processes thcsc frames ancl 
may generate response traffic on either the F D ~ I I  or 
the Ethernct/802.3 IAN. 

Frames in the forward qucue are subjected to 
additional match or nonmatch filtering by the AP. 
These frames are checked against a list of protocol 
types loaded by nelwork management (e.g., TCP/IP 
and AppleTal k protocols). Protocol filtering is often 

a usefill mechanism to prevent all frames of one or 
more protocol types from propagating across the 
extended IAN. The M also uses the table lookup 
engine to check frames against a list of source 
addresses loaded in the atldress table M for filter/ 
forward requirements. Source address filtering may 
be used to contain traffic from nodes with an 
unusually high transmit rate. In addition, this filter- 
ing may be used as a form of security to deny access 
to nodes that are masquerading, that is, transmit- 
ting by using another notle's address. 

The bridge checks frames agai~lst protocol and 
source address lists after the frames have been f i l -  
tered by destination address in the queue manager. 
The rate of frames here is lower, not exceeding the 
Etliernet/802.3 WN rate. Performing such checking 
on all incoming traffic from the FDDI LAN would 
require significant additional computational work 
by the queue manager subsystem. 

The frames in the forward queue that pass the 
protocol and source address filters are placed on the 
transmit clueue of the Ethernet/802.3 chip set. The 
AP must merge these frames into the transmit queue 
with management traffic that tlie AP has generated 
for the Ethernet/802.3 LAN. 

NI-to-FDDI Forwarding 
The bridge processes traffic received from the 
EtherneV802.3 IAN in much the same way as FDDI 
LAN traffic processing was tlescribed in the preced- 
ing material. It is essentially a mirror-image process, 
but a few significant differences exist. 

The lower arrival rate of frames from the 
Ethernet/802.3 W N  does not require a declicatetl 
frame-processing engine such as the queue manager. 
Thus, destination address filtering is performed 
by the AP, which shares the TI.IJ engine and table 
address KAM with the queue manager. 

Also, allocation counters are not used on 
Ethernet/802.3 traffic. The AP directs all incoming 
traffic into different queues at full rate. Unusually 
high bursts of a particular frame type could over- 
flow a given queue. 

Another tlifference is a requirement for stations 
placing traffic on the FDDI ring. On token ring net- 
works, the transmitting stiltion is responsible for 
removing its own frames from the ring. A typical 
station knows which frames to strip by recogniz- 
ing its own acldress as the source address. When a 
bridge transmits a frame, the source address is that 
of the originating node. In the I,E(:bridge 500 prod- 
uct, the stripping function is handled in the F I > I > ~  

chip set. A bridge strip algorithm is implemented 
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that generates frames marking the end of a block of 
transmitted frames and also makes use of counters 
for sent and stripped frames. 

Development Methodology 
I t  was important to get the DECbridge 500 product 
to market in as short a time as possible. The solidi- 
fication of the ANSl FDDI specifications, coupled 
with the appearance of products from different 
vendors, created a f i n~ te  wintlow of opportunity. 
At the same time, the recliiirements to be met were 
significant. The next three sections present brief 
descriptions of some elements of the development 
methodology that were employed to meet the 
design requirements while optimizing the devel- 
opment schedule. 

Utilization of Existing Technology 
The DECbridge 500 developers combined technology 
from existing products with their own new tech- 
nology in the following design arcas: system level, 
electrical, firmware, and mechanical and power. 

System-level Design The AP and the Ethernet/ 
802.3 packet memory of the I>E(:bridge 500 product 
correspond approximately to the processor and 
memory of its most recent predecessor, the LAN 
Bridge 200. The high FDDI packet rate required 
the use of a separate processor to filter incoming 
FDDI traffic. Also, another dedicated processor was 
necessary to perform the translation filnction. 
(Ethernet-to-Ethernet bridges do not require a trans- 
lation li~nction.) The resulting increase in the rate 
at which a processor accesses frame data requiretl 
the development of a separate packet memory for 
the FDDI LAN. 

Electrical Design The Ethernet interface and 
packet memory designs again were borrowed from 
the I J W  Bridge 200 protluct, but several extensions 
were needed. The At' design is very similar to the 
design of the processor in the IAN Bridgc 200, but 
it  has several new features, namely, a clown-line, 
loatlable program memory, a bus system for comrnu- 
nicating over the backplane with other modules, 
and a distributed interrupt system. The queue man- 
ager, the translation processor, and thc FDDI chip 
set with packet memory are new clesigns. The addi- 
tional circuitry resulted in a multimodule system 
with a backplane. 

Firmware Design 'The DECbridge 500 product 
uses the same operating system as other Telecom- 
munications and Network proclucts. Much of the 

firmware associated with the bridge entity and 
with Ethernet-side processing was modified from 
the IAN Bridge 200 product. The queue manager 
and translation processor required all new code. 

Mechnnicnl ond Pouler Designs Previou5 products 
typically consisted of a single n~oclule mounted in a 
box. The DECbridge 500 device required develop- 
ing a multimodule system with a backplane. The 
~nitial goals were to ~nstall two, or at most three, 
logic modules. 'lb minimize the risk to the module 
development schedule, a four-board approach was 
adopted, which closely follows the block diagram 
shown in F~gure 2 The box, the backplane, and the 
power supply are all new designs. 

Integration ofFDDI Products and Chip Set 
Development 
A strategy was adopted to maximize the common- 
ality of effort in the development of the JlECbridge 
500 and the IIECconcentrator 500 products, and in 
the evaluation of the FDDl chip set. When a prod- 
uct set was defined, plans were in place to develop 
a hardware test bed for the FDDI chip set. The test 
becl design was expantletl midstream so that sepa- 
rate modules could be added, turning it into a 
breadboard for either a DECconcentrator or a 
DECbridge device. The two DECbridge modules con- 
taincd the cjileue manager, the translation proces- 
sor, and the Ethernet/S02.3 chip set and packet 
memory. The test bed provided the FDDI interface, 
an 1WDI packet memory, and an application proces- 
sor, as well as a power/packaging platform. \Vlhile 
evaluation of the breadboards was still taking place, 
activities were accelerated to develop the products. 

Technical Risk Analysis 
Different approaches were adopted for various 
parts of the bridge design based on technical risk. 
Completely new technology, e.g., the queue man- 
ager and the translation processor, were simulated, 
breadboarded, and tested. Areas that were under- 
stootl but still new, e.g., packet menlory designs, 
were evaluated largely by gate-level simulation. 
High-confidence areas, such as designs taken from 
previous products, were evaluated in the proto- 
type products. 

The DECbridge 500 product employs three p r o  
cessors. Thus. a lot of the bridge h~nctionality was 
in firmware, and changes could be made with rela- 
tively little impact on the schedule. Aso, in several 
instances, deficiencies found in the system-level 
design could be corrected in the firmware. 



Use of Parallel Activities 
Several parts of the usual development process 
were overlapped to minimize time. A combined 
functional and design specification was generated 
instead of going through two serial stages to 
procluce separate specifications. In the hardware 
design, module layout started once a confidence 
factor was achieved through simu.lation. Design 
reviews were held concurrently with modulc lay- 
out, antl performance siini~lation continued through- 
out the process. There was a close interaction of 
the printed circuit board layout group and tlie elec- 
trical designers. 

In product qualification, a pipelined system of 
reliability qualification testing (RQT), process qual- 
ification testing (PQT), and internal/external field 
test was set up to accommodate a phased-release of 
firmware. RQT and PQT started with a h~nctional, 
subset release of the firmware. Hardware confidence 
grew. After electrical design verification testing, 
firmware with the minimal h~nctionaljt)/ for field 
test was tested briefly in RQT and PQT and then 
shipped to the field. New firmware releases were 
developed with increased h~nctionality as well as 
corrections to recognized problems. A process was 
developed whereby new releases were tested for a 
few days each in RQT and at internal field test sites 
and then released to external field test sites. The 
down-line-upgrade ability was instrumental in 
allowing us to use this process. 

Conclusions 
Differences in frame format, frame length, and trans- 
mission speed place requirements on an Ethernet/ 
802.3-to-FDI>I bridge that are not encountered in 
bridges between like data links. The DECbridge 500 
product met these requirements by dedicating one 
processor subsystem to the translation process 
and another to the process of filtering and sorting 
incoming FDDI frames. By adhering to tlie require- 
ments of the IEEE standard for transparent bridging, 
tlie 1)ECbridge 500 device allows the problem-free 
interconnection of FDDI LANs to the large existing 
base of Ethernet/802.3 LANs. 

The development team concluded that by perforrn- 
ing risk analysis and having backup plans in place, 
several parts of the standard design process could 
be compressed or overlapped. Fundamental to the 
design was the ability to make remote, nonvolatile 
upgrades to the product's operating firmware. 
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The DECconcentrator 500 
Product 

Digital's decision to inzplenze~it the fiber dzstribiited data interface (FDDI) physical 
topology with a dual ring of trees, as opposed to a dual ring on114 resulted in the 
development of the DECconcentrator 500product. The dual ring of trees topology 
provides high avc~ilnbility, manc~~qeability, and support for building zviring stan- 
dards The Jzinction of the concentrator demanded that the product be reliablq 
provide for remote management and control, and allow a low cost per connection. 
The use ofco?nnzon FDDI hardulare and softzvcrre components developed @ Digital 
helped the product team to meet these goals 

Concentrators in the ANSI FDDI 
WD.5 Standard 
In the initial stages of its development, the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard for the 
fiber distributed data interface (FDDI) technology 
was intended for a compilter room system inter- 
connect, similar to Digital's Computer Interconnect 
(CI) bus. All stations were to be dual attachment 
stations (DASs) and the interconnections between 
the stations were to be wired directly, without 
patch panels or similar structured wiring schen~es. 

Using this dual ring topology is feasible for a small 
number of stations in a single, tightly controlled 
room. However, soon the emphasis of FDDI shifted 
primarily to local area networks (IANs). A IAN con- 
sists of many nodes, spread over a large area and 
with potentially many individuals able to connect 
and disconnect stations. 

To accommodate LAN topology requirements, 
ANSI chose to add the concept of concentrators 
midway in the development of the FDDl standard.' 
In the simplest case, a concentrator is a device that 
attaches to a dual ring (via A and B ports) and pro- 
vides additional ports (M ports) to which stations 
can be connectetl by means of radially wired cables. 
These additional stations can be single attachment 
stations (SASS) with a single port (S port) rather than 
the pair of ports required by a IIAS. This simple topol- 
ogy was soon generalized, allowing concentrators 
to be nested to any depth in a dual ring of trees. 
Concentrators may be singly attached (by using an 
S port plus M ports rather than A and B ports plus 
M ports), and DASs may be connected to concentra- 
tors. Figure 1 illustrates the basic FDDI topologies. 

FDDI concentrators are more than wiring hubs, 
~ ~ n l i k e  certain other LAN technologies. They also 
perform two functions that are key to network 
integrity. When a station's connection to a concen- 
trator is activated, a multistep initialization proce- 
dure called physical connection management (PCM) 
takes place, using physical layer (PHY) signaling. In 
this procedure, the station and the concentrator 
exchange some topology information, ant1 a link 
confidence test is performed to ver* that the data 
integrity on the link is acceptable. Once the PCM 
initialization is complete, the connection becomes 
part of the ring. 

Also, concentrators cont in i~o~~sly  perform link 
error monitoring (LEM). Each active link is moni- 
tored for data errors, ant1 a link found to have 
excessive data errors is disabled. In this way con- 
centrators ensure that the ring error rate, and there- 
h ~ r e  the packet loss rate, remains acceptably low. 

Given the many choices for concentrator inter- 
connection allowed by the ANSI stantlartl, it is 
possible to construct highly complex topologies, 
including many that have "bad" properties. Wien a 
station is physically plugged in and that connec- 
tion is operating properly, the station should be able 
to communicate with all other stations in its ow11 
network. This property is often stated as "Physical 
connectivity equals logical connectivity," or, in 
other words, "Being plugged in implies being able 
to con~municate." In bad topologies, this property 
tloes not hold. Such topologies are very confusing 
to network managers and are therefore undesirable. 

The ANSI stantlard specifies some topology rules 
to reduce this problem. However, the decision to 
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DUAL RING TOPOLOGY 

DUAL RING OF TREES TOPOLOGY 
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KEY: 

A PHY-A PORT 
B PHY-B PORT 
M PHY-M PORT 
S PHY-S PORT 

B I DUAL ATTACHMENT STATION A 

CONCENTRATOR 

SINGLE ATTACHMENT STATION 

Figure I Basic FDDI Topologies 

accept or reject offered connections is based only 
on local knowledge (i.e., information held locally 
in each station or concentrator), and it is not possi- 
ble to detect all the bad topologies. FDDI therefore 
depends to some extent on the competence of the 
network manager to avoid bad topologies. 

One special case allowed by the topology rules 
is called dual homing, as shown in Figure 2. With a 
dual homing configuration, the A and B ports of a 
concentrator or a DAS are connected to M ports, 
usually of two different concentrators. In this case, 

the B to M connection becomes active, and the A 
to M connection remains in a "standby" state. The 
standby connection is not part of the ring, but it 
can quickly change to the active state if the B to 
M connection breaks. In this wax connectivity is 
maintained when failures occur. 

We next present the reasons Digital chose the 
dual ring of trees topology over the dual ring topol- 
ogy and examine the resultant need for a concen- 
trator. A detailed discussion of the development of 
the DECconcentrator 500 product follows. 

CON CON CON CON 

Figure 2 Dual Homing Tree 
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Digital's Choice of the Dual Ring of 
Trees Topology 
A dual ring topology consisting of dual attachment 
stations may be appropriate in very small networks 
that do not use structured and permanent cable 
plants. But a dual ring of trees topology, using single 
attachment stations as the end-user devices and con- 
centrators as hubs, provides the optimal solution 
for a highly flexible, reliable, available, maintain- 
able, and robust FDDI LAN. As described in the pre- 
ceding section, the concentrator is the cornerstone 
of an FDDI network. Its significance in building 
large, robust, and most importantly manageable 
FDDI networks has been recognized by many of our 
key customers. Digital chose the tree/dual ring of 
trees architecture implemented with concentra- 
tors over a purely dual ring approach because this 
architecture offers: 

Support for industry standard radial wiring 
practices 

Manageability 

Configuration flexibility 

A definable demarcation point between the end 
user and the backbone 

Scalability 

Although the specific behavior of an FDDI con- 
centrator is relatively new, the concept is not. Most 
system vendors and users of large systems have 
adopted the use of manageable hubs (multipart 
repeaters) for Ethernet networks and media access 
units (a type of passive concentrator composed of 
bypass relays) in token ring networks. 

Initially, cost was a major concern in the decision 
to implement a tree-type architecture. Some users 
saw the addition of the concentrator as an added 
cost burden. However, the cost increase, which can 
be amortized over the entire network, is greatly 
outweighed by the added advantages. With a con- 
centrator, stations can be separated into two cate- 
gories, end-user devices and backbone devices. This 
is especially important in large networks where 
the functions of network administration and users 
of the LAN are totally disparate. The concentrator 
becomes a tool of the network managers that sim- 
plifies their role. As a demarcation point between 
end-user devices and the backbone, the concentra- 
tor protects the backbone from inadvertent clisrup- 
tion caused by the end user. 

As shown in Figure 3, the actual number of coni- 
ponents that are required to connect eight FDDI 
stations, whether into the dual ring or in the tree, 
is approximately the same; only the distribution of 
these components is different. 

In both topologies we have eight physical con- 
nections. A physical connection, whether in the tree 
or in the dual ring, is a point-to-point, filll-duplex 
path between adjacent physical layers. The initial 
reasoning for a dual, counter rotating ring was to 
create a bidirectional data path between adjacent 
stations in which the secondary path's main pur- 
pose is to assist in startup, initialization, and recon- 
figuration of the primary ring. 

Either topology requires roughly the same num- 
ber of components, i.e., PHY entities, optical trans- 
ceivers, cables, etc. With the tree, the PHYs are 
rearranged so that conceptually we have taken a 

DAS DAS DAS DAS 

pis1 PIS 5 4 1  ?3 p12 )~11  ~ 1 0 1 ~ 9  

A1 I U I  I U I  I U I  IIL 

DUAL RING TOPOLOGY 

KEY: 

DAS DUAL ATTACHMENT STATION 
SAS SINGLE ATTACHMENT STATION 
P PHYSICAL LAYER PORT TREE TOPOLOGY 

Figure 3 Components of Two FDDI Physical Topologies 
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PHY entity from each DAS, in conjunction with a 
data path switch, to create the concentrator. This 
approach does incur the additional cost of the 
power and packaging. However, from the perspec- 
tive of the network administrator, this small incre- 
mental cost is offset by the increased ability to 
manage and control the network, made possible by 
the concentrator. 

A large network of many stations has a high 
probability of disruptions. Although a DAS and a 
concentrator are fundamentally different, they have 
in common the role of controlling the network 
topology through PHY-level signaling. In the case 
of a disruption, whether an operator-initiated func- 
tion (i.e., a station powered down, installed, or 
removed) or a failure of the station or cable, the 
token path is modified according to the station 
management/connection management (SMT/CMT) 
algorithm to maintain a continuous logical ring. 

The main difference between the two approaches 
to solving the disruption problem is in the way a 
station is bypassed. With the dual ring approach 
shown in Figure 4, when a disruption occurs, the 
stations adjacent to the disruption bypass the 
offending station(s) and reconfigure the ring by 
wrapping the secondary and primary rings to form 
a new single continuous ring. 'This provides a degree 
of fault tolerance but is limited to only a single 
disruption. 

In the case of multiple failures or disruptions, 
all dual attachment stations adjacent to the faults 
reconfigure, thereby creating multiple disjoint rings. 
Even though the majority of the stations in the net- 
work might be operational, they would operate 
over several disjoint networks. The potential loss 
of the service access point would effectively leave 
the network nonoperational from the client/server 
perspective. Management of such a situation would 

also be an ordeal, since access to fault information 
would be limited to the stations remaining on the 
portion of the ring to which the management sta- 
tion was directly attached. 

An FDDI concentrator provides fault tolerance in 
a different way, as illustrated in Figure 5. When a 
station connected to a concentrator is removed or 
powered off, the failure is bypassed through the 
concentrator data path switch at the PHY level. Any 
one or all of the stations can be effectively bypassed 
through the concentrator without affecting the 
connectivity of the other stations or the global 
topology of the FDDI network. 

Structured Wiring 
To fully appreciate the benefits of the concentra- 
tor, let us consider an FDDI network implemented 
in an office building environment in conjunction 
with structured wiring. 

A typical building environment includes wiring 
between offices and equipment rooms on the same 
floor and in between floors. The wiring is permanent 
and involves a relatively large number of end-user 
devices as well as backbone devices over moderate 
distances. Moreover, frequent adds/moves/changes 
occur in this environment, and the ability to move 
from one location to another without manual inter- 
vention or network disruption is desirable. A clear 
demarcation between end-user devices and back- 
bone is required to maintain the integrity of the 
backbone and to minimize disruption to, or rnanip- 
ulation of, the backbone cabling. 

The Telecommunication Industries Association 
(TLA), together with the Electronics Industries 
Association (ELA), is defining a commercial building 
wiring standard; draft ELA/TLA 568 has the frame- 
work as designated in Figure 6.> According to this 
standard, end-user devices in offices should be 

RING 1 I I I I RING 2 

DAS C DAS 

KEY 

I \ 

DAS =7 DAS = 

DAS DUAL ATTACHMENT STATION 

DAS C 

DISRUPTION 

Figure 4 Disruptions in a Dual Ring Topology 
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CONCENTRATOR I 

KEY: 

SAS SINGLE ATTACHMENT STATION 

DISRUPTION 

Figure 5 Disruptions in  a Tree Topology 

wired from a telecommunications closet (TC). All  
closets in each building then connect to the inter- 
mediate cross connect (IC) or to the building hub 
for that building. In turn, all building hubs connect 
to a single main cross connect (MC) or to the campus 
hub in the campus. 

Single Attachment Stations 
The tree topology, as illustrated in Figure 7, facili- 
tates structured (or radial) wiring as prescribed 
by the draft E W I A  568 standard. The end-user 
devices, implemented as SASS or DASS, connect to 

the concentrators located in telecommunications 
closets, which are maintained and controlled by the 
network administrator. When concentrators are 
used, the most cost-effective user stations are SASS. 
Connection to concentrators keeps the end-user 
devices separate from the backbone so that a dis- 
ruption in an end-user device, such as disconnect- 
ing a station, does not affect the operation of the 
network. The concentrators in the various closets 
connect to root concentrators in the building hubs. 
If other backbone devices are present in the build- 
ing hubs or communication closets, such as bridges, 

IC 1 IC 2 

TC 2-1 TC 2-2 

HORIZONTAL 
DISTRIBUTION 

-.. OFFICE 

KEY: 

MC MAIN CROSS CONNECT - (CAMPUS HUB) 
IC INTERMEDIATE CROSS CONNECT - (BUILDING HUB) 
TC TELECOMMUNICATIONS CLOSET 
TC 2-1 TELECOMMUNICATIONS CLOSET (BUILDING 2, FLOOR 1) 

Figure 6 Drclft E W T L 4  Building Wiring Standard 
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they can also be connected to concentrators in the 
building hubs or the campus hub, as appropriate. 
The tree topology offers the fault tolerance as well 
as configuration flexibility required in a structured 
wiring system. Also, it allows for adds/moves/ 
changes without disrupting or  manipulating the 
backbone cabling. 

Dual Attachment Stations 
End-user devices directly attached to the dual ring, 
however, are not easy to isolate from the backbone 
LAN. Both the end-user devices and the backbone 
devices are part of the same physical loop, as 
shown in Figure 8. To a network administrator, 
management and control of the backbone becomes 
an ever increasing ordeal because each end-user 
station is now considered part of the backbone. 
Even though rules for the end-user behavior can be 
established, they cannot easily be enforced. 

The availability of the backbone is increased by 
the use of concentrators, since these are the only 
devices that form the dual ring backbone. This ben- 
efit is very important for a large network. For exam- 
ple, in a network supporting 200 end-user stations 
on a dual ring of trees topology, if 8-port concen- 
trators are used to connect them to the dual ring 
backbone, only 25 concentrators reside on the dual 
ring backbone. The reconfiguration of the backbone 
is dependent on only 25 devices. Also, the network 
administrator needs to control only 25 devices. In 
contrast, if the same 200 stations are DASS directly 
attached to the dual ring, the reconfiguration of the 
backbone is dependent on 200 devices. The proba- 
bility of having two or more disjoint rings is much 

Figure 7 Implementation of a Tree Topology 
in  Structured Wiring 

Figure 8 Implementation of a Dual Ring 
Topology in  Structured Wiring 

higher in the latter case. Also, with DAS stations, 
the network administrator is faced with the 
impractical task of directly controlling 200 devices. 

Fault-tolerant Configuration Options 
Tho fault-tolerant configuration options are avail- 
able: bypass relays and dual homing. Bypass relays 
may be used with DASs directly attached to the dual 
ring to provide fault tolerance in addition to the 
single fault protection provided by wrapping to 
the secondary ring. Dual homing is an alternative 
mechanism which allows dual attachment devices 
to have a redundant connection to a concentrator 
when installed in a tree topology. These two alter- 
natives are examined in this section. 

Bypass Relays 
To avoid the aforementioned reconfiguration prob- 
lems with DAS implementations, the FDDI standard 
offers an option of using an optical bypass relay. 
While such relays are envisioned to alleviate some of 
the reconfiguration problems, they may induce more 
problems than they solve. The inclusion of relays 
in the network means added cost of components, 
cables, and connectors, loss of optical power, reduc- 
tion in interstation distance, and an additional fail- 
ure mechanism. These factors limit the use of such 
relays to possibly very small, physically collocated 
work group LANs and make the relay an unattrac- 
tive solution for a large network environment. 

As shown in Figure 9, the end-user stations A, B, 
and C are dual attachment with bypass relays, and 
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station B has failed. With B bypassed, stations A homing topology, shown in Figure 2 and described 
and C become adjacent. The total link loss between earlier in the paper, has none of the limitations or 
these two stations, using a fiber-optic cable of 62.5- problems that can be imposed by the dual ring. 
micron core diameter and 125-micron cladding This topology is beneficial in a large campus to 
diameter, must not exceed 11 decibels (dB) to com- connect remote buildings into the FDDI backbone. 
ply with the Fol l l  standard. I t  allows standard radial wiring practices, with up 

Let us assume that the fiber-ontic cable has a loss to 2 km between the camDus hub and anv given 
of 1.5 dB per kilometer (according to the EJr\/T1~-492), 
and the distance between the communication closet 
and each station is 50 meters.' Since the cable length 
between stations A and C is 200 ni, the power loss 
is 0.3 dB. A comector has a loss of 0.7 dB (according 
to the EIA). Since there are eight connectors 
(labeled I through 8 in Figure 9) between A and C, 
the power loss is 5.6 dB. A bypass relay has a loss of 
2.5 dB. Since there are three relays between A and 
C, the power loss is 7.5 dB. The total link loss between 
stations A and C, therefore, is 13.4 dB, which is in 
excess of the maximum allowed by the FDDI stan- 
dard. Note that with the use of optical bypass 
relays. the effective distance is limited to less than 
200 m, which is far below the maximum of 2 km 
allowed by the standard. 

Dual Homing 
For some applications a tree or dual ring of trees 
may not meet the customer's requirements The dual 

, - 
building through multimode fiber (MMF) links. The 
dual homing topology is especially useful with long 
distance links utilizing single mode fiber (SMF), 
which span distances of up to 40 km. With the dual 
ring topology each span has to be counted four 
times towards the fiber-optic path length maximum 
of 200 km allowed by the standard, in the event 
that a wrap occurs. For a link of 40 km, 160 krn has 
to be subtracted from the maximum of 200 km, 
thus leaving only 40 krn for the rest of the network. 
Using a tree topology, the span is counted twice as 
it has only one active fiber pair. 

Product Development 
The following sections examine the DECconcentrator 
500 product development process from beginning 
to end, elaborating on details of the product fi~nc- 
tionality as they were refined along the way. 

Several key factors provided a smooth product 
development process First, the architecture for 
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the DECconcentrator 500 product was chosen as a 
subset of the generality allowed by the ANSI FDDI 
standard. Several features which would have signif- 
icantly complicated the product without greatly 
enhancing functionality were not included. 
Examples of these are "roving ,blAC" and the ability 
to allow stations to select the ring (primary or 
secondary) to which to attach. Second, product 
management established a clear list of priorities, 
requirements, and goals that allowed the develop- 
ment team members to focus their efforts. The 
absence of significant changes in architecture or 
product requirements during the development 
helped the team stay on schedule. The priorities 
selected were to design for low cost and high relia- 
bility, provide for ease of firmware upgrades, and 
strive for quick time to market. The emphasis on 
simplicity and reliability enabled us to keep prod- 
uct transfer cost to a minimum and to nearly meet 
the time-to-market goal. And finally, the relatively 
small and tightly knit development team stayed 
together from conception through field test and 
first product shipment. 

Hardware Partitioning 
As the hardware block diagrams were developed, 
several concepts for partitioning the hardware into 
modules were evaluated. The electrical, mechan- 
ical, and power supply designers worked closely 
together to choose a suitable partitioning. 

The initial high cost of the FDDI fiber-optic trans- 
ceivers led the designers to select modular hard- 
ware partitioning. A modular design allows ports to 
be added according to the customer's needs, thereby 
minimizing both the initial cost and the number of 
unused ports. Since Digital's networking products 
have traditionally used side-to-side airflow for 
cooling, a card cage that supported horizontal mod- 
ules was chosen. Four ports per  module was con- 
sidered to be a reasonable number by which a 
customer could increment a system. This module, 
referred to as the port module, contains four sets 
of the FDDl physical layer chip sets, one status 
light-emitting diode (LED) per port, one module 
field-replaceable unit (FRIJ) fault LED, and a small 
amount of support logic. 

One function of the DECconcentrator 500 prod- 
uct is to provide support for network management; 
this requires data link layer hardware. In addition, 
the DECconcentrator 500 device must connect to 
the FDDl dual ring; this requires the A and B port 
types. The DECconcentrator 500 management mod- 
ule was designed to meet these needs. By combin- 

ing the data link and A and B PHY port hardware, 
we ensured that any DECconcentrator 500 device 
installed in a dual ring of trees would be manageable. 

The DECconcentrator 500 product also includes 
a microprocessor to execute diagnostic and opera- 
tional firmware. To minimize the number of mod- 
ules, we specified that the microprocessor and its 
support logic fit on the backplane. The use of an 
active backplane eliminates the need for a separate 
control module in the card cage, thereby reducing 
both cost and the vertical height of the box. The 
backplane also provides the token ring data path 
function which interconnects any allowable config- 
uration of port and management modules. The num- 
ber of modules supported by the backplane is based 
on our evaluation of customer need. We decided 
that 8 to 12 ports per concentrator is sufficient for 
most end-user configurations. Two basic configu- 
rations are supported in the DECconcentrator 500 
product. A concentrator configured with one to 
three port modules (4 to 12 ports) can support a 
standalone work group but cannot connect in 
the dual ring of trees topology. A concentrator 
configured with a management module and one or 
two port modules supports the dual ring of trees 
topology and is remotely manageable. 

Another goal of the hardware team was to elimi- 
nate the use of cables within the box. This goal was 
consistent with minimizing cost and maximizing 
reliability. The use of modular port and manage- 
ment cards led the team to believe that the power 
supply could also be modular and plug into the 
backplane in a similar manner. To avoid potential 
safety hazards, the power supply module is not 
accessible without opening up the box; however, 
the interconnection of the supply with the back- 
plane is achieved with the same type of connector 
used on the logic option modules. The only cable 
used in the DECconcentrator 500 device provides 
power to the fans. 

Figure 10 is a diagram of the various modules 
that compose the DECconcentrator 500 hardware. 

Power and Packaging Trade-offs 
Once we decided that three modules could support 
8 to 12 end users, we focused on the selection of 
packaging. Two basic proposals were examined. 
The first was to mod@ the Digital's NAC common 
box which has been used in many of Digital's 
products. The second proposal was for a new box 
design, which allowed improved serviceability via 
quick access to all FRUs (field-replaceable units). 
The existing common box design was chosen to 
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minimize risk to the product development sched- 
ule. The necessary modifications were the addition 
of a card cage for the port and management modules, 
provision for mounting the power supply and fans, 
and improvement of the airflow characteristics. 

Cooling was also seen as a potential problem in 
product development. The bipolar logic used in the 
FDDl physical medium dependent layer (PMD) clissi- 
pates a considerable amount of power in a small 
area. Evaluation of the  NAC common box showed 
that the grill area in each side had approximately 
35 percent open area. Analysis showed that signifi- 
cant improvements in airflow could be achieved by 
increasing this percentage. Mechanical rigidity was 
traded off against airflow improvement to reach a 
compromise of 50 percent open area in each side 
of the box. When prototypes were tested, w e  
found the improvements in cooling followed pre- 
dictions. The modification also yielded consider- 
able reduction in acoustic noise levels, which 
allowed the use of off-the-shelf ball bearing fans 
with good reliability. 

 mechanical and electrical requirements could not 
be met by any of Digital's existing power supplies. 
The power  supply height was limited; a unique 
connector was required to interface to the back- 
plane; and the available area was determined by 
the size of the card cage on top of which the supply 
was mounted. Electrically, the supply had to pro- 
vide a relatively large amount of -5.2-volt power to 

DUAL FANS 

support the emitter-coupled logic (ECL) in the FDDI 
PMD. Fortunately the total power requirement was 
similar to  that of Digital's Ethernet-to-Ethernet 
bridge product,  the  LAN Bridge 200. The power  
supply group agreed to modlfy this existing high- 
volume supply to meet the  requirements of the  
DECconcentrator 500 product. The use of an exist- 
ing design was expected to result in fewer bugs, 
and this proved to  be the case. Only one  bug was 
found in system stress testing, and it was easily 
corrected with a minor design change. 

Card Handles 
The module handle design was probably the single 
most complex part of the mechanical design, and it 
had the potential to impact the cost of the product. 
The mechanical design team reconlnlended modi- 
fying a handle design from an existing Digital prod- 
uct. This essentially meant stretching the handle and 
making openings ;is required for 1/0 connectors and 
LEI> displays. Handles for both DECbridge 500 and 
DECconcentrator 500 products are processed from 
the same mold since only 1/0  connector and switch/ 
indicator openings are different for the two products. 

Traditionally, these handles have been made from 
a plated cast alloy. Plastic offered the potential of 
significant cost savings and weight reduction. How- 
ever, there was concern aboi~t  the quality of plating 
with plastic, as well ;IS about the structural strength. 
The decision was made to start the development 
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effort for plastic handles while using machined 
metal parts for the interim. When the final plastic 
product was available, it met all requirements. 

Another critical factor in handle design was elec- 
tromagnetic interference (EMI). Each FDDI duplex 
connector required a large, 1.4 cm by 3.8 cm, open- 
ing in the handle which posed the risk of emitting 
radiation. A "waveguide-beyond-cutoff" structure 
was evaluated. This structure is a rectangular exten- 
sion to the handle with an opening the size of the 
FDDl connector. The design attenuates all emissions 
below the cutoff frequency and was predicted to 
provide excellent attenuation performance for all 
harmonics of the FDDI signals. Testing of proto- 
types verified the emissions problem created by 
the connector opening and proved the effective- 
ness of the waveguide structure in eliminating the 
emissions. This structure was then included in the 
design of the handles for each FDDI port. 

Logic Design 
The logic design team developed prototype hard- 
ware as quickly as possible so that the diagnostic, 
operational firmware, and common node software 
(CNS) firmware teams could proceed with hard- 
ware-based debugging. First-pass prototypes of the 
controller/backplane module and the four-port mod- 
ule were in the laboratory within six months of the 
start of the project. The GenRad HILO simulation 
software was used in the module design process. 

One type of bug was discovered in the first-pass 
prototypes that was not caught in simulation. A 
through-hole component body was used in sche- 
matic capture instead of a surface mount body. As 
a result, the layout was wired according to the 
through-hole pinout. This error was not caught by 
any of the software that checks design rules. Thus, 
the controller/backplane modules required engi- 
neering change order (ECO) wires to mount a com- 
ponent onto the back of the module in a "dead 
bug" fashion. 

On the four-port module, the differential ECL sig- 
nal detect lines from the fiber-optic receiver to the 
clock and data conversion receiver (CDCR) compo- 
nent were crossed. This logic was not included in 
the simulation due to its analog nature. The problem 
in this case was an inconsistency in nomenclature 
between the CDCR and fiber-optic receiver chip 
bodies used in schematic capture. 

The strategy of building first-pass hardware protc- 
types as quickly as possible to support early firm- 
ware debugging was successful. Simulation played 
a key role in guaranteeing functionally correct 

designs. When second-pass prototypes were tested, 
only a single ECO wire was required in the product, 
and the product shipped with the second-pass 
designs on  all modules. The following sections 
examine several areas of the logic design that are 
unique to the concentrator function. 

Concentrator Port An FDDI concentrator consists 
of a group of serially connected ports, each of 
which implements the FDDI PHY functionality. 
Key to our product was Digital's PHY chip, which 
implements the physical layer functionality and 
supports the physical connection management 
requirements for station management. In addi- 
tion to the PHY chip, the CDC chips (one each for 
transmit and receive) provide the serial/parallel 
conversion, clock recovery on the receive side, 
and nonreturn to zero inverted (NRZI) encoding/ 
decoding. The fiber-optic transceiver, however, 
had to be purchased from an outside vendor. Since 
many mechanically incompatible devices are on 
the market, we tested the products of many vendors. 
Fortunately for the product development teams, our 
optics group was able to identLfy pin-compatible 
transceivers from two vendors. Dual sourcing of 
the transceivers used in our concentrator ports 
reduced the risk of shipping products based on 
this relatively new fiber-optic technology. 

Internal Token Ring Data Path The FDDI PCM 
process provides f a ~ ~ l t  coverage and topology rule 
checking between any two connected FDDI ports. 
This is essential to ring stability since a token ring 
is made up of a series of physical connections, 
any one of which can bring down the entire ring. 
Because connections between ports within a con- 
centrator are not specified by the FDDI standard, 
they are a critical design area for ring availability. 
The DECconcentrator 500 design addressed this 
aspect of the product as described below. 

Data path (port-to-port) integrity. Adjacent ports 
in the concentrator interface with a dual-symbol 
wide data path of 10 bits plus parity for a total of 
11 bits. This PHY-to-PHY interconnection is the 
same interface used to connect PHY to media 
access control (MAC) in a station. Parity check- 
ing was added to Digital's PHY chip to ensure 
that intermittent or hard faults could easily be 
detected. If a parity error in this data path 
occurs, the DECconcentrator 500 device is taken 
off line to ensure that the entire token ring is 
not corrupted. Without parity protection, a hard 
failure on this internal path stops ring traffic 
altogether, in which case the SMT trace function 
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might isolate the fault. However, an intermittent 
fault in a concentrator's internal data path that 
is not protected with parity could arbitrarily 
reduce ring performance and increase the risk 
of undetected data errors and would not be iso- 
lated by any of the mechanisms built into SMT. 

Fault detection/isolation. The controller/back- 
plane and the PHY chip design allow the 
DECconcentrator 500 device to offer continu- 
ous service in the presence of hardware faults 
by isolating the faulty hardware from the data 
path. The diagnostics that are invoked at power 
up or on command from firmware (as in the SMT 
trace function) have the ability to isolate faults 
very close to the component level. The fault 
report is then passed to initialization firmware 
which configures the DECconcentrator 500 
product so that the faulty hardware is not 
included in the data path. Two levels of bypass- 
ing are provided, one at the port level and one 
at the option module level. Bypassing is always 
performed one level of hardware away from the 
detected fault. Thus if a fault is detected at the 
CUC component level (using a CDC loopback 
test), then that single port is bypassed in the 
PHY chip. If a fault is detected at the PHY level or 
between PHY chips within a module, the entire 
module is bypassed on the backplane. Note that 
power-up diagnostics do not provide a PMD 
external loopback test except in a special manu- 
facturing mode. Fault coverage of this hardware 
is provided by the SMT PCM process, which pre- 
vents a faulty connection from being included 
into the ring. Fiber loopback connectors are 
included with each product for isolating media 
faults between the fiber-optic transceivers and 
the fiber-optic cables. 

Internal MAC attachment. A IMAC is not required 
for an FDDI concentrator to function, however, 
it is included as an option to provide remote 
management. The internal MAC: can bc thought 
of as a "management station" attached to one of 
the concentrator ports whose job is to provide 
control/status of the local concentrator func- 
tion. This attachment is internal to the concen- 
trator, but must provide the same basic service 
as a physical connection to an external station. 
This service is provided by logic in the data path 
referred to as the "null PHY." The null PHY pro- 
vides a means of bypassing the internal IMAC if 
diagnostics should find a fault in any of the hard- 

ware [MAC, CAM, ring memory controller (RIMC), 
and packet memory] related to the data link 
layer. It also provides ring scrubbing in case the 
MAC should have to leave or enter the ring while 
the ring is operational. 

Upgradeuble Nonvohtile Progmnz Memory To sup- 
port firmware upgrades over the network, the FDDI 
products require electrically erasable program- 
mable read-only memory (EEPROM). All code in the 
DECconcentrator 500 product is executed directly 
out of EEPROM since the nlicroprocessor's clock 
rate is relatively slow. In the first-pass design we 
used conventional 32K by 8 dual in-line package 
(DIP) devices as they were qualified within Digital. 
In order for the controller/backplane module to 
accommodate sufficient program memory, we  
needed a denser technology. At the time, compo- 
nent engineering was evaluating flash EEPROM 
technology. Flash devices became available in sur- 
face mount packages with a density of 128KB that 
met our needs. The flash memory proved to be a 
robust technology; however, development of a flash 
programming algorithm was challenging and 
required extensive testing. The older EEPROM tech- 
nology had built-in logic to handle the details of 
the erasing and progr~mming steps, but with the 
flash memory these details were directly controlled 
by software. 

In order to upgrade firmware over the network, 
a well-controlled procedure was developed. A firm- 
ware image plus the flash programming code is 
transferred over the network through multiple 
packets and stored in packet memory. This down- 
line upgrade is provided by a network device 
upgrade (NDU) utility that was developed for the 
FDDI products. Once the entire image is received in 
packet memory, i t  is checked against a cyclic 
redundancy check (CRC) included in the image. If 
the CRC is correct and the firmware image is of 
the correct type (destined for this product), the 
DECconcentrator 500 product takes itself off line. 
The 68000 microprocessor then executes the flash 
programming firmware directly from packet mem- 
ory to load thc new image. Once the load is com- 
plete, the firmware forces a reset, and a power-up 
self-test is run that includes a CRc check of the 
contents of flash memory. 

Softzuare Design Issues 
Essential to the completion of the development 
process was the use of common software and the 
field testing of the DECconcentrator 500 product. 
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Common Software Early in the development pro- 
cess i t  was clear that the aggressive time-to-market 
goals for the FDDl product set would require the 
development team to be resourceful. In the begin- 
ning of the development cycle a significant effort 
was made to identify ways to shorten the software 
development cycle. Code that could potentially be 
shared among the products, and code that could be 
ported from previous projects was identified. These 
early efforts resulted in the common use of the real 
time operating system (RTOS), common FDDI chip 
diagnostics, diagnostic error logger, diagnostic dis- 
patcher, and common node software (CNS). In 
addition to the code that is common among the 
FDDl product set, much time was saved by porting 
portions of the remote bridge management soft- 
ware (RBMS) responder and maintenance operation 
protocol (MOP) from the IAN Bridge 200 product. 
The management model for the data link and physi- 
cal layer entities for both the DECbridge 500 and 
DECconcentrator 500 products was developed to 
ensure commonality between the two products. 

Field Test The field test provided valuable infor- 
mation regarding the quality of the products. 
Several of the sites chosen to field test the FDDl 
backbone products were technically knowledge- 
able about networking. They were able to perform 
specific testing while monitoring their networks. 
As a result, detailed test information was provided 
to engineering. One engineer was assigned to each 
field test site as a "site parent." The site parents 
monitored their sites and channeled the informa- 
tion back to engineering. This structure for sup- 
porting the field test enabled engineering to react 
quickly to the needs of the sites as well as act on 
problems found. This testing and feedback, coupled 
with the capability to load new firmware revisions 
over the network, was crucial to achieving quality 
prior to first customer shipment. 

Conclusions 
The dual ring of trees topology is well suited for all 
FDDI environments that require fault tolerance, 
scalability, and flexibility of configuration. This 
topology is the right choice for managing the ever- 
growing local area networks through the 1990s. 

Several factors proved to be crucial to meeting 
both functional and time-to-market requirements 
with a quality DECconcentrator 500 product. 

Establishing architecture and product feature 
requirements early and maintaining these with 
minimal changes. 

Establishing and maintaining a close-knit prod- 
uct development team with good communica- 
tion channels. 

Leveraging wherever possible from proven and 
available designs, making incremental improve- 
ments as needed. 

Providing a thorough testing process for both 
hardware and software which tested the prod- 
uct in realistic environments with a process in 
place to correct problems and ver@ fixes 
quickly. We had quite robust products at the 
time of first customer shipment as a result of our 
test/fix/verlfy process. 
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DECelms-Managing Digital's 
FDDI and Ethernet Extended 
LocalArea Networks 

The DECelnzs softivnre producl proriicles extended local area netzuork nzanagenzent 
for Digitali- Ethernet/lbbl 802.3 arzdfiber distributed dcrta interfnce (FDDI) bridges 
and for its FDDI z~liring concentrator: Product development entailed keepingpace 
with a changing set of requrrenzerzts. These included the euoluing AiVSIFDDlstanahrd, 
the proposed Digital Network Architecture FDDIdata link specijicatio the Enterprise 
Management Architecture, the ability to extend the serr~iceabilitj~ of the products, 
and the aggressive sched~~les of the hardu~are and finnulare deuelopment teams. 
DECelms development resulted in a n  improved netzoork management functionality 
including fault, pei$ormance, and topology management. These adtunced features 
required corresponding enhancements lo the user in tewce and clel1encla61e docu- 
mentation. The de~~elopnzent team met these challenges and .successf1i1!71 delivered 
the DECelmsprodzict to ~narket as crpart of Digitali- FDDlprogm~n 

DECelms Development 
The DECelms product, Digital's extenclecl local 
area network (LAN) management software, pro- 
vides remote network management for Digital's 
L4N Bridge 100, LAN Bridge 150, IAN Bridge 200, 
DE<:bridge 500, and DECconcentrator 500 proclucts. 
The remote networks are included in the extended 
LAN by means of transparent bridges. DECelms 
h~nctionality includes basic SET and SHOW capabil- 
ities, fault management, performance monitoring, 
F1)I)I ring mapping, automatic device tliscovery, 
and user alarms. The DECelms software runs as an 
application on a VAX processor running under the 
VMS operating system. 

When Digital embraced the new fiber distributed 
data interface (FDDI) LAN technolog): thc role that 
network management would play in the first procl- 
~ l c t  set was unclear. As our understanding of the 
technology grew, and we recognized the differences 
between the token ring architecture ancl the car- 
rier sense multiple access with collision detection 
((:SiMA/CD) protocol, the challenge became obvious. 
Both technical and business reasons made network 
management a priority. 

On Ethernet/802.3 IANs, network management 
tools provide the ability to n~onitor the networks 
and troubleshoot problems as they arise. The failure 

mechanisms of Ethernet/t302.3 LANs, such as faulty 
transceiver taps, continuously transmitting stations, 
and broadcast storms, are well understood. In addi- 
tion to network management tools, powerfill data- 
scopes aid the network manager in recognizing 
and correcting these problems. Moving into the 
100-megabit (Mb) world of the FDDI token ring 
brought a new set of problems, some of which were 
understood and others not even imagined. We real- 
ized the neeel to offer a network management solu- 
tion that was capable of performing the same 
functions as our Ethernet/802.3 products and had 
the additional functionality necessary to meet the 
new challenges of the FDDI technology. Further, no 
FDDI datascopes were available to aid in the devel- 
opment of the FI>DI product set. To correct this 
deficiency, requirements for DECelms functionality 
called for the software to be not only a good net- 
work management solution but a key development 
tool as well. 

Kq FDDI Differences 
Several key differences between the FDDl and 
Ethernet technologies determined the specific 
requirements of the nEc:elms product. First, the 
physical topology ancl the location of stations 
attached to ;in Full1 ring play a significant role in 
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how the ring operates. Each station is active and 
must participate in connection management to form 
a working LAN.' On Ethernet/802.3 LANs, each station 
is passive until it wishes to use the network. Thus, 
an Ethernet/802.3 IAN can operate with stations 
that do not strictly observe the protocol, since less 
stringent protocol requirements between stations 
are necessary to make the LAN work. This differ- 
ence places a high priority on the ability to manage 
topology, a functionality that is less significant on 
Ethernet/802.3 LANs. Requirements to build FDDI 
ring maps and examine third-party station manage- 
ment (SMT) frame data grew from this priority. 

A second difference is the need to manage the 
FUVI physical layer. This need arose mainly because 
the DECconcentrator 500 product is a physical layer 
device and the primary building block of FDDI rings. 
To manage the FDDI physical layer, a network man- 
ager must be able to add or remove FDDI stations 
from the rings via manipulation of the physical 
layer ports (PHY ports) of the wiring concentrator. 
In addition, greater visibility was given into the 
quality of the physical medium, using the link error 
monitor, for example.' 

Another difference between the two technologies 
is the order of magnitude increase in performance 
of the FDDI ring over Ethernet/802.3. The ability to 
transparently connect 100-Mb FDDI token rings to 
10-Mb Ethernet/802.3 LANs using the DECbridge 500 
product greatly influenced network management 
requirements. Using these plug-and-play bridges 
makes it easier to create network topologies that 
can funnel high throughput FDDI traffic onto the 
lower bandwidth Ethernet/802.1 segments. A good 
management tool is required to monitor and con- 
trol these topologies. 

A final key difference is simply the need to man- 
age the FDDI data link, l:he performance of the ring 
operation must be tuned, and having the capabil- 
ity to modify FDDI media access control (MAC) 
characteristics such as the valid transmission tirne 
or target token rotation time can provide the means 
to accomplish this tuning. Coupled with the m o d e  
operations is a rich set of StIOU/ capabilities, wliich 
gives a detailed view of the FDDI data link behavior. 

Extended Management Capabilities 
Beyond the technical reqi~irements to provide FDDI 
network management, DECelms requirements were 
driven by the need for better network management 
capabilities in general. Providing an integrated 
product was a key project goal. Since managing 
FDDl products includecl managing bridges, the 

program team decided that the DECelms product 
would supersede the current bridge management 
product, remote bridge management software 
(RISMS), and incorporate IWMS fi~nctionality as a 
subset of the DECelms operating features. Thus, 
DECelms software needed to provide basic SET 
and SHOW capabilit~es for the IAN Bridge 100, I.AN 
Bridge 150, and IAN Bridge 200 products, as well as 
for the new FDDI products, the DECbridge 500 and 
DECconcentrator 500 devices. 

In addition to the ability to set and to show 
system parameters, DECelms software had require- 
ments to provide automatic fault detection, auto- 
matic device discovery, performance monitoring, 
and FDDI ring mapping. Automatic fault detection 
would be provided by a built-in polling mecha- 
nism and user alarms. Automatic device discovery 
would be accomplished by listening to system iden- 
tification announcements broadcast by the devices 
and registering these devices in the DECelms reg- 
istry. Perforn~ance statistics could be calculated 
from counters kept by the LAN Bridge 200 and 
DECbridge 500 products and presented to the user 
in tabular format. FUDl ring mapping would be 
accomplished by interpreting the data found in the 
SMT status information frame (SIF) configuration 
messages. These functions and their implementa- 
tions are described in more detail later in this paper. 

Development under Time- to- market 
Constraints 
The requirements of the DECelms capabilities were 
stabilizing. Program decisions were now influ- 
enced by the time-to-market constraints. Advanced 
development work on the DECbridge 500 and 
DECconcentrator 500 products was progressing, 
and this work was converted into a full-fledged 
product development effort. When the network 
management discussions began, this effort was 
well underway. Marketing and engineering man- 
agement clearly communicated to the developers 
the expectation that Digital would be the first ven- 
dor with a complete FDDI solution. This pressure 
prompted the developers to be very creative in 
choosing methodologies As a result, the DECbridge 
500 and DECconcentrator 500 teams shaved seven 
months off the original 18-month schedule. The 
DECelms team was expected to meet these chal- 
lenging time constraints. 

Reducing the time spent on development 
required the DECelms team to make many trade- 
offs. The first trade-off concerned whether the 
product platform would compl y with the Enterprise 
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Nlanagenlent Architecture (EMA). The FDDl pro- 
ject was concurrent with 1)ECmcc development 
(Digital's EMA-compliant director), but the FDDl 
program was three to six months ahead. Given the 
time constraints, the team clecided that the FDDJ 
program could not wait for the DECmcc program to 
catch up. A point product was the only solution 
that could be achieved in the short time frame. A 
second trade-off involved optimizing the develop- 
ment effort. Having no EMA experience, the team 
used the expertise it had recently gained from 
working on the RBMS version 2.0 development 
effort. They made the pragmatic clecision to port 
the available RBMS code in order to meet the time- 
to-market constraints. The team planned to start 
with the RBMS code, delete code that was not 
applicable, ancl add code to provide the desired 
new functionality. 

But at the same time the RHMS code was being 
refined and expanded, the DECelms team had to 
keep the basic RBMS management code operational. 
The firmware teams needed to use JIECelms code 
to debug their new code, so the DECelms code had 
to evolve in such a way that new code would replace 
old and supersede its functionality in a short 
period of time. This methotl of code tlevelopment 
lecl to a series of operations akin to "brain trans- 
plants," where an interface was drawn in the exist- 
ing code and new codc contilining additional 
functionality was added while the procluct was 
kept running. The timing of adding functions had 
to coincide with the development of the peer hrnc- 
tionality in the firmware. 

Network  Management  Architecture 
With the product strategy taking shape, some dif- 
ficult technical decisions concerning the manage- 
ment architecture had to be made. Choosing a 
network management protocol as well as support- 
ing transport and network layer pr-otocols was a 
major challenge. 

Choosing a Protocol 
The team identified three options for the manage- 
ment protocol implementation. The first option 
was using the common management information 
protocol (CMIP) layered on top of a paired-down 
implementation of the Digital Network Architec- 
ture (DNA) Phase V protocols. This implementation 
would include a subset of the 1)ECnet Phase V ses- 
sion, transport, routing, and data link protocols 
used solely for implen~enting management agents 
in server products. This option was the most pure 

architectural solution and fit in well with Digital's 
long-term network strategy. But the effort was 
just beginning ;IS an ;idvanced development pro- 
ject, and the Phase V protocol specifications 
were still in the review process. The memory 
constraints imposed by the DECbridge 500 and 
DECconcentrator 500 devices coupled wit 11 the 
risk that the product might not meet the time- 
to-market constraints caused this option to be 
n~ led  out as a solution. 

The second option was to use the CMlP protocol 
layered over a subset of the DNA Phase Iv proto- 
cols. This subset is a streamlined implementation 
of the network services protocol (NSP) over an 
802.3 data Link. The network layer is null, so the 
protocol is limited to the extended LAN. This solu- 
tion was sm;tl l in size as dictated by the hardware, 
offered guaranteetl end-to-end delivery service, 
ancl would take less time to implement than the 
DNA Phase V option; but there were several tlraw- 
backs. The bridge and wiring concentrator manage- 
ment entities were not defined in terms of the EMA 
entity moclel, as was necessary to define the CMII' 
protocol structure. Using the Phase IV transport 
protocol option did not bring the management 
architecture closer to the open systems intercon- 
nect (OSI) model defined by DECnet/OSI Phase V, 
and, in fact, would result in "throwaway" transport 
and network layer code. Thus, this option was 
not suitable. 

l'he third option was to extend the bridge man- 
agement arcliitect~~re and the RBMS protocol to 
include support for the FDDl products. In terms of 
pure architecture, this was the poorest solution, 
since it would merely result in the extension of 
an already limited protocol architecture. KBMS is 
layered over the Ethernet/802.3 data link, has a 
null network layer, and is therefore constrained 
to the extended IAN. The RBMS transport is con- 
nectionless and, thus, does not offer guaranteed 
end-to-end delivery service. In addition, no asyn- 
chronous message support exists, so the dclivery 
of events or traps is unsupported. But RBMS is sim- 
ple, being based on the lEEE 802.1 standard for 
network nian;lgement, and easy to extend. Also, 
the LAN Bridge 200 development effort produced a 
new implementation of the management agent 
that could be ported into the DECbridge 500 and 
DECconcentrator 500 products. Further, there was 
the opportunity to port code from the RRMS ver- 
sion 2.0 product. Given the time constraints under 
which the I)E<:elms team had to operate, the RRMS 
protocol was clearly the best possible choice. 
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SMT as Compared to Management over 
the Protocol Stack 
Another approach to network management was via 
the FDIII station management frames defined in the 
Anicrican N:itional Standards Institute (ANSI) X3T9.5 
FI>1>1 working group tlraft standard version 5.1. To 
provide this alternative meant adding conlplexity 
to SMT that belonged in ;I more robust management 
protocol such as CMIP. Further, the SMT standard 
was unstable in this area; many vendors participat- 
ing in the standards work were advocating differ- 
ing FI>I>I function;llities for SMT, thus, trying to 
extend SMT beyontl its originally inrended scope. 
Digital's position was that network management 
should be performed using an <)SI model where 
management is an :~pplication that runs on top of 
the protocol stack and is widely available. SMT 
frames are below the MA<: level and, therefore, do  
not traverse a IAN beyond a local FIIDI ring. Thus, 
management using SMT frames must come from a 
local station o n  the Fr>l)I ring. The data provided by 
the Sivl'l' frames, such as the SIF, is valuable to the 
network manager. The appropriate mechanism to 
communicate tliis dat ;~ is a management protocol 
using ;In agent that can communicate across 
extended IANs. Once again, RRMS could perform 
tliis task. 

Management Model Definition 
After the protocol issue was settled, the next step 
was to define the F1>1>1 manageable entities and 
attribi~tcs. ?'he I>E<:elnis program team had decided 
to use IU3Ms, but the chosen long-term strategy was 
to use <:MIP with the E M  gi~idelines. The RBMS 
decision iiffected only the server products and 
not the Fl>l>I adapters that were also under devel- 
opment.  The adapters would be managed via 
DE<:net/OSI Phase V o n  both the VMS and the 
IJISRIX operating systems. The IiRlMS effort could 
not tlerail the long-term management strategy of 
Em and the migration to OM. Thus, there needed 
to be two m;in;lgement structures that offered sim- 
ilar management capabilities but used different 
mechanisms. Later, a third management structure 
driven by the internet community would become 
important, namely, the management information 
base (MI[%) supportctl by the simple network man- 
agement protocol (SNIMP). 

A series o f  FII1)I network management meetings 
took place involving tlie FDDl implementors, the 
DNA architects, ;lntl riiembers of the ANSI FDDl stan- 
dards working groilp. The goal was to converge on 
;I set of rn;~nageable entities and attributes for the 

DECbridge 500 and DECconcentrator 500 proclucts, 
while keeping an eye to the future of EhW. Several 
key sources of information were available. One 
source was the  existing bridge management 
architecture, which defined how to manage an 
Ethernet/802.3 bridge such as the IAN Bridge 200 
device. Another information source was the 
emerging ANSI X3'r9.5 FDIII working group draft 
standard, speci.fically the chapter concerning FIIDI 

station management. Additional information was 
found in an early draft of the DNA FIlDI data link 
specification as well as in the approved version of 
the DNA CSbfA/<:D data link specification. The final 
set of inputs came from the product requirements 
of the DECbridge 500 and IlE<:concentrator 500 
devices. These requirements called attention to 
management capabilities that went beyond bridg- 
ing, wiring conceatrators, Fl)I)I data links, and 
Ethernet data links including management of the 
down-line-load upgrade feature and availability of 
field-replaceable unit (FRU) status.'.' 

All of the above data sources had to be assimi- 
lated expeditiously because the chip designs were 
nearing final form. If the infrastructure necessary 
to allow for the extension of management h~nction- 
ality was not identified, either proposetl features 
would be droppetl from tlie products, or the chips 
would have to be respun. Keep in mind that the 
strategy was to have two management structures 
in place: the first, based on the bridge management 
archi tect~~re to be usetl for the 1)ECbridge 500 and 
DECconcentrator 500 products and managetl using 
the DECelms product; and, the second, incorpo- 
rating the DNA FDDI data link architecti~re and a 
future bridge ancl concentrator management archi- 
tecture based on the EW. Design decisions regard- 
ing network management entities and attributes 
were matle accordingly and ;Ire described below. 

The following discussion presents the manner in 
which the combined model for the L)E<:britlge 500 
and DECconcentrator 500 products was developetl. 
The proposed management nioclel for the concen- 
trator was flattened out and inserted into the cur- 
rent bridge architecture. The bridge architecture 
was extentled to inclutle the I:l>[)l cl;it;~ link in addi- 
tion to tlie Etliernct/802.3 data Ijnk. Adtlitionally, 
the PHY port entity was addecl, but instead of being 
subordinate to the data link as in the management 
model for the bridge alone, the PHY port entity was 
at a peer level, as shown in Figure I .  Aclditional 
management attributes were defined to bring tlie 
visibility into the box ;IS required h)r each product. 
This phase of designing a network man;~gernent 
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CSMAICD BRIDGE MODEL 

BRIDGE 4 4  mm DATABASE 

EMA FDDI CONCENTRATOR MODEL 

COMBINED BRIDGE AND CONCENTRATOR 
MODEL FOR DECELMS 

DEVICE (INCLUDES NODE, 

r-f-lmpq 
ENTITIES) 

SPANNING 
TREE 

Figure I M~l~z~fge~netz l  Mo~lel.sJi)r- the II)EcbI-i~(ge -500 crtzd DE(;i'o~?cent~c~tor 500 Prod~~cts  

;irchitecture resultetl in ;I delay in the tlevelopnient 
of the formal DNA architecture. pentling the results 
of the continuing ANSI standards meetings. 

A> mentioned earlier in this p;lper, S,V'I- Fr;lrnes clo 
not travel beyond a local FM>l ring. l 'hc 1>E(;elms 
p ~ ) d i ~ c t  was expected to rn;in;lge Iligital and thircl- 
party Fl,l>l stations o n  the Fl>Ill rjng using SMT 
fr;irncs. This management had t o  be initiated from 
the Ethernet/802.3 segment on which the I,E(:c~rns 
host was located. The concept of thc sM'r gateway 
emerged from this situation. 

An SM1' g;ltenlay is firmware resitling on the 
I>L<:concentrator 500 tlevice (and subsccluently on 
the I>E<:bridge 500 prodirct) t1i;lt cnc:ipsi~l;~tes SMT 

fr:imcs into RBMS protocol tlat;~ units (PDlls) ant1 
for\vartls these frames across the extcntletl Im. The 

;~rchitecturc that evolved to implement the SMT gate- 
way was another extension of the RBMS protocol. A 
new entity type called the SMTgateway was atldecl. 
Gateway requests and responses relating to SIFs, 
neighborhoocl information frames (NIFs), and echo 
frames were clefinetl, for example, GET SIF, GET NIF, 
and DO E(:t<o. A set o f  timers was defined to allow 
the WlMS host, the SMT' gateway, and the target sta- 
tion to be synchronized ant1 to avoid an ambiguous 
response. For ex;~mple, if a response is missing, it is 
important to know if the lack of response is caused 
by gateway congestion, by no response from the 
target station, or simply by datagram loss on the 
Ethernet. With the SMT gateway architecture in place, 
a DECelms management station located anywhere 
on the extendctl I A N  can gather SMT frame data 
from any F1>1>1 S I M ~ '  version 5.1-compliant station 
on thc same ring as a Digital SMT gateway station. 
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Management beyond  Se t  and Show 
Several rn;ln;lgement functions beyond basic SE1' 
and SHOW capabilities were introduced in an ear- 
lier section, namely automatic fault detection, auto- 
matic device cliscovery, performance monitoring, 
and FDDI ring mapping. These feat~~res add value to 
the network manager. They present network fault 
and topology data in a timely and concise manner 
which frees the network manager from interpret- 
ing the microlevel details of the network. A pri- 
mary goal of the DECelms team was to develop a 
set of tools that the network manager could use 
to detect and correct a network problem before it 
was reported by a distressed user. 

Automatic Device Discovery 
The addition of a station to an Ethernet/802.3 LAN 
is now a common and simple procedure. Using the 
plug-and-play nature of Digital's bridge products, the 
connection of Etliernet/802.3 or FDDI LANs is also 
str;~ightforward. The addition of stations to an FDDI 
ring is easy with the use of wiring concentrators. 
In campus environments, network managers can 
typically, but not always, control physical access to 
the network backbone but have less control once a 
segment enters an individual department. Conse- 
quently, there is a need to automatically discover 
the "renegade" devices that can be added to such 
networks. The DECclms product solves this prob- 
lem by providing a device listener that listens to 
the maintenance operation protocol (MOP) system 
identification messages periodically broadcast by 
all of Digital's bridges and wiring concentrators. 
When a new station is heard, the DECelms software 
queries the station via the RBMS protocol to obtain 
more cletailecl information about the station and 
automatically adds the station to the DECellns reg- 
istry. The software also produces a user alarm that 
notifies the network manager of the existence of 
this device and allows the manager to evaluate its 
impact on the topology and performance of the 
LAN. For instance, every bridge added between two 
stations adds latency to the protocol communica- 
tions between the devices. Too much latency may 
negatively impact LAN performance by causing cer- 
tain protocols to fail. 

Background Poller 
The ability to quickly recognize changes in the 
state or counters of a network device can help a 
network manager avoid a degradation of service. 
The DECelms background poller provides this type 
of fault recognition by keeping information about 

the state of each device in the DECelms registry and 
reporting changes in that state to the network man- 
ager through user alarms and a log file. The infor- 
mation includes the designated bridge on a IAN, 
the number of FDDI ring initializations, the num- 
ber of cyclic redundancy check (CRC) errors on a 
given data link, and, perhaps most importantly, the 
fact that a station has become unreachable. 

Network Inteqace Multiplexer Process 
Both the device listener and the background poller 
are integral parts of the DECelms process known 
as the network interface multiplexer (NIMUX). As 
implied by its name, NIMUX also provides the basic 
multiplexing of user protocol messages as they are 
sent and received by the data link driver. Designing 
NlMlJX to incorporate these three distinct functions 
was a considerable challenge. The design includes 
a mailbox interface to the variable number of user 
interface tasks. This interface provides for both the 
sending and receiving of user data and alarms. The 
NIMUX design also provides the control interface 
for the background poller and the device listener 
and a service interface for the DECelms registry, 
which is only written by NlMUX for synchroniza- 
tion purposes. 

Within NIMUX is a kernel that synchronizes these 
three basic functions. Synchronization is performed 
using VMS asynchronous system traps (ASTs) and 
event flags. When the NIMUX has no tasks, the process 
hibernates to conserve the CPIJ utilization. But, the 
NIMlrX process may be woken up, for example, by the 
delivery of a mailbox message from a user process 
or by the completion of a network 1/0 operation. 

The implementation of the background poller is 
complex. The background poller gathers state infor- 
mation for each device in the DEcelms registry and 
continually circulates through the registry. This 
initial query is necessary to determine whether the 
device is currently active or inactive. To obtain the 
complete state of a device, The DECelms software 
must issue multiple protocol requests to that device. 
In the case of a DECconcentrator 500 device, twelve 
requests must be issued to accumulate all the 
device data. The syncluonization of these requests 
is a challenge, since it is possible for any of these 
requests to fail because of a datagram loss or the 
failure of the network or the device itself. Several 
event flags are required to identllji when a query is 
pending and then to i d e n t ~  whether the query is a 
success or a failure. When a single query is com- 
pleted, the next step is dependent upon the device 
type and the status of the previous query. 
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The automatic addition of a device to the DECelms 
registry is performed in the polling cycle. Once a 
device MOP system identification message is heard 
and the device is recognized as new to DECelms, 
the responsibility of performing the KBMs proto- 
col queries belongs to the poller. Three protocol 
messages are necessary to determine the device 
type and MAC addresses. The recognition that these 
two h~nctions have this common thread helped to 
simplify the NIMUX design and limited the amount 
of internal state information that it was necessary 
to keep. 

In parallel to the background device queries and 
the automatic device registration taking place, 
NIMUX also has to process user requests. These 
requests are given priority over those of the back- 
ground poller, since an interactivc user cannot 
be made to wait until all the background polling 
queries are completed. This processing is accom- 
plished in the outermost loop of NIMUX. If a user 
request is delivered via a mailbox, an event flag 
indicates its arrival. This request is given pref- 
erence over moving on to the next step in the 
polling process. 

An important part of the interface between 
NlhfUX and the user processes is the ability to 
deliver alarm messages. Each user process has the 
option of enabling or disabling alarm messages 
for its process. The fact that multiple alarms can be 
generated by a single device query from the back- 
ground poller, and multiple users need to receive 
these alarms, means the interface has to contain 
queues to buffer the alarms and state variables to 
control the sending of the data. This problem was 
solved, as were most of the NIMUX interface prob- 
lems, by the addition of these data structures to 
the bridge control process (RCP) tables. A BCP table 
is a robust data structure that keeps the NlMUX 
state information for a single user process. One 
table is created and destroyed for each user process 
that exists. 

The last job NIMUX can perform is giving write 
access to the DECelmS registry. Since both the auto- 
matic device registration function in NIiMlJX and a 
user process can add devices into the registry, syn- 
chronization is necessary. The simplest solution is 
to eliminate the need to synchronize by having 
only NIMUX do the registry write operations. The 
mailbox interface commands were extended to 
allow user registration, modification, and deletion 
of devices in the DECelms database using NIMUX as 
the server. 

FDDI Ring Mapping 
The ability to map the FDDI ring is a key feature of 
the DECelnis product. The SMT gateway provides the 
mechanism to obtain the raw SMT frame data nec- 
essary to build ring maps. Two types of ring maps 
were identified as possible functionalities: a simple 
logical ring map and a physical ring map. The logi- 
cal ring map could be built using the upstream 
neighbor address (UNA) contained in the NIFs. This 
functionality would provide a list of the MAC 

addresses in the FDDI ring to which the token was 
passed, but would not provide information regard- 
ing the number of PHY ports in a concentrator or 
the details of the physical topology of the network. 

The preferred functionality was the physical 
ring map which can provide detail into the actual 
physical topology of the FDDI ring. Using the the- 
ory of wiring concentrators to build FDDI rings, the 
resulting topology is a ring of trees. Typically, this 
configuration includes dual attachment concentra- 
tors (DACs) located on the dual FDDI ring, with other 
concentrators and single attachment stations (SASS) 

connected to the concentrator on the dual ring in a 
tree-like fashion The physical ring map is required 
to represent this topology showing the PHY port 
attachments in addition to the MAC attachments. 

This representation is accomplished using the 
data contained in the SIF configuration messages. 
The physical ring mapping starts when the user 
supplies the address of an SMT gateway on the tar- 
get FDDI ring. The DE<:elms host then issues GET SlF 

gateway requests to the gateway. The algorithm 
calls for the ring map to start with the gateway's Slk' 
information. Then, the IJNA of the gateway con- 
tained in the SJF configuration message indicates 
which station in the ring to query next. Using the 
station descriptor, station state, and path descrip- 
tor fields of the SIF response, the DECelms host can 
derive the detailed physical map. 

The basic mechanism to provide the physical 
sing map was understood, but the implementation 
and the actual application mandated additional 
requirements. With the SklT standard still in a state 
of flux, testing the ring map with third-party ven- 
dors disclosed that it  was possible to interpret the 
stanclard in different ways. Consequently, the ring 
map code had to be more flexible to interpret the 
same data fields which often had slight variations 
in format due to loose interpretations of the speci- 
fication. With increased testing the ring map could 
interpret data from many vendors and thus became 
a very useful and popular tool. 
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Another feature was added to the ring map 
which made it possible to build partial ring maps. 
The capability of s p e c ~ i n g  the ring map starting 
address allows a user to pass a station that cannot 
be mapped otherwise (i.e., the station does not cor- 
rectly respond to a SIF request) and manually con- 
tinue the map with the next station on the ring. 

The display of the map was a noteworthy task. 
Concepts for this implementation ranged from a 
simple tabular format to color graphics. The time con- 
straints greatly influenced our decision. A simple 
and concise set of icons was developed to repre- 
sent the stations on the ring. These icons are actu- 
ally depicted as stick figures displayed using ASCII 

terminal art. Each icon is paired with the level at 
which it exists in a tree, similar to the way in which 
logic statements appear in a compiler listing. 
Figure 2 is an example of a ring map display. This 
icon implementation was achieved in far less time 
than a graphics display solution would have taken 
and offers the user a picture of the FDDI ring map, 

FDDI Ring Map 
Name: Defcn 

which is an advantage over simply presenting a table. 
In actual use, the map is easy to understand and pro- 
vides an intuitive picture of the network topology. 

User Interface 
As described earlier, the DECelms code has its roots 
in the RBMS software. However, the RRMS user 
interface is a simple command line which lacks a 
number of features necessary to make the product 
more usefill to network managers. To remedy this 
deficiency, the DECelms team set the following 
goals for the user interface. The software needed 
to provide intuitive commands to a previous RBMS 
user, shorter commands than RBMS, the ability to 
scroll through long output displays, the ability to 
input data from command files, and the ability to 
redirect output into files. During the process of 
reaching these goals, the product had to be contin- 
uously available as a development tool. 

A screen-based, user interface solution, known as 
the DECelms screen manager (ESM), was designed. 

As of: 14-NOV-1990 09:52:48 
Address: 08-00-2B-13-EO-BB 

. . . . P - Primary Ring 
Concentrator: 1-1 Station: 1 1  S - Secondary Ring 

m 
Attachments: trunk . .  b . . a , .  5 . .  

==I-1 -1=1 -- 1-1 - -  I=I 

Ring Station 
:S A P  con 
v I 

Station Name Station ID 
Station Type MAC Address (MAC#) 
Active (concentrator) ports 

DEFCN ID=00-00-08-00-2B-13-EO-BB 
8-port 1-mac DAC 08-00-2B-13-EO-BB 

Active: 3, 4, 5, 6 

BRIDGE1 ID=00-00-08-00-2B-14-D3-29 
SAS 08-00-2B-14-D3-29 

WRKSTATION ID=00-00-08-00-2B-14-D3-87 
S AS 08-00-2B-14-D3-87 

BRIDGE2 ID=00-00-08-00-2B-14-DO-BA 
SAS 08-00-2B-14-DO-BA 

DEFCN2 ID=00-00-08-00-2B-14-13-9E 
8-port 1-mac DAC 08-00-2B-14-13-9E 

Active: 3, 4, 5 

BLDlBRIDGE ID=00-00-08-00-2B-14-D3-23 
SAS 08-00-2B-14-D3-23 

DEFEB ID=00-00-08-00-28-14-DO-CO 
S AS 08-00-2B-14-DO-CO 

-- End Of Map --- 

Note that attachments a, b, and s are not illustrated in this example. 

Figure 2 FDDI Ring Map 
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ESM uses VMS screen management (SMG) to provide 
the basic screen manipulation. Two screen modes 
were developed: an inpiit mode and an output mode. 
In the input screen niode, commands are echoetl 
and error messages displayed. This mode provides 
command line recall, command line editing. and 
support for command files. The output screen mode 
is used to display the data from command requests. 
This mode provides the user with scrolling driven 
by the keypad and options to move the output data 
into files. The integration of ESM into the DECelms 
software was accomplished through a well-defined 
interface that could take the output of the original 
RBMS output and convert i t  into the required format 
for ESM. One by one, the old screens were replacecl 
by ESM, ant1 at any given time during development 
there was a working user interface that provided 
debug support for the firmware developers. 

Summary 
This paper presents two important themes. The first 
concerns the technical challenges and accomplish- 
ments of the 1)ECelms product. Among the challenges 
were defining the network management architec- 
ture, inclutling the protocol, the manageable enti- 
ties ant1 attributes, and the SMT gateway. Technical 
accomplishments includecl the design of NIMI!X 

and its multifaceted fi~nctionality. The second 
theme was how the developnient team proceetletl 
to builtl the product. The time to market became 
the controlling factor in many product decisions. 
Trade-offs were made in favor of product function- 
ality and meeting users' expectations rather than 
to promote and preserve architectural and design 
purity Above all, product qilality remained the top 

pdority and the motivation for the DECelnls devel- 
opment team to strive for excellence. 
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ULTRIX Fiber Distributed 
Data Interface Networking 
Subsystem Implementation 

The ULTRIX operating system, Digital's version of the UNIX operating system, srlpports 
the first implementation of a host networking subsystem with n fiber distributed 
data interfnce (FDDI) netwotk adaptm Digital's FDDlcontroller 700 uchpterprovides 
a single FDD1 attachment for the reduced instruction set compzlter (RISC)-based, 
DECstntioiz 5000 model 20(3platform. Combined with the ULTRlX networking sub- 
system, this adapter brings high-speed communication directly to the workstation. 

Digital made the decision to adopt fiber distributed 
clata interface (FDDI) local area network (LAN) tech- 
nology to follow Ethernet. With the FDDI system, 
Digital is developing products to support improved 
network performance such as the high-speed inter- 
connection of workstations. 

The U L T U  operating system supports Digital's 
first implementation of an FDDI host networking 
subsystem. A key decision in the LIIdTRIX FDDI 
program was to design an adapter for reduced 
instruction set computer (R1SC)-based workstations. 
Consequently, the DEC FDDIcontroller 700 network 
adapter was designed to support an FDDI single 
attachment for the DECstation 5000 model 200, 
RISC-based workstation. This support covers the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DAWA) 
internet network protocols designed for the 
AWANET packet-switched network. The DARPA 

internet network protocols include the internet 
protocol (IP), the transmission control protocol 
(TCP), and the user datagram protocol (UDP). 

This paper begins with an overview of the ULTm 
operating system. The sections that follow present 
the implementation details of the network and 
communication driver, review specific issues in 
the U1.l3RlX FDDI implementation, and discuss both 
performance and future directions. 

Overview of the ULTRIX Operating 
System 
The ULTRM operating system is based on the 4.3 
BSD system. (BSD refers to Berkeley Software 
Distribution, a popular version of the U N E  operat- 
ing system.) As in other systems based on the lJNE 

system, the ULTKlX operating system operates in 
user and kernel modes. A process running in user 
mode can be preempted. Interrupts are run in the 
context of the current process. A process running 
in kernel mode voluntarily relinquishes control 
of the CPII. ULTfiY networks and communications 
device drivers run in kernel mode. 

The ULTRM operating system supports network 
activity through a well-defined, layered hierarchy 
including user applications, system calls, and com- 
pile-time entry points to the protocols and com- 
munication device drivers. The layered hierarchy is 
illustrated in Figure 1. 

The user layer consists of applications (e.g., elec- 
tronic mail) that use specific system cal Is to support 
network activity. These interprocess-communication 
system calls incorporate the notion of a socket and, 
hence, are referred to as socket system calls. Sockets 
are endpoints of communication containing infor- 
mation used by the operating system to associate 
data with specific clients and servers. When exe- 
cuting in kernel mode, the socket system calls 
perform the memory management, the security 
checking, and the state management common to 
all protocols. When the protocol-common process- 
ing is complete, the operating system accesses a 
protocol switch table containing vectors to protocol- 
specific modules. These modules, in turn, access 
communications drivers through the network 
interface table. 

The ULTRIX environment is characterized by a 
large number of servers, i.e., SUN'S NFS system, which 
allows remote access to entire file systems, and 
many network applications. The servers support a 
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KEY: 

USER LAYER APPLICATIONS 

SOCKET SYSTEM CALLS 

UDP 
TCP 
I P 
LAT 
DL1 
MOP 
LLC 
MAC 
DDCMP 

UDP 

USER DATAGRAM PROTOCOL 
TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL 
INTERNET PROTOCOL 
LOCAL AREA TRANSPORT 
DATA LlNK INTERFACE 
MAINTENANCE OPERATION PROTOCOL 
LOGICAL LlNK CONTROL 
MEDIA ACCESS CONTROL 
DIGITAL DATA COMMUNICATION 
MESSAGE PROTOCOL 

groups to write requirements for FDDI adapters for 
both MSC and \!AX processors. Due to the evolving 
ULTRIX emphasis on RISC-based solutions, the ULTRlX 
engineering group represented data structure, vir- 
tual addressing, and performance requirements for 
lUSC processors, while the VMS engineering group 
represented the same requirements for VAX proces 
sors. Approximately ten months after the initial 
network architecture presentations, the FDDI pro- 
gram team drafted product requirements for the 
ULTRM implementation, including support for an 
FDDI workstation adapter. 

To provide a workstation solution, members of 
the ULTW engineering group had already begun 
to work with the Low End Network Systems (LENS) 
Group on an advanced development project to 
define a workstation-based FDDI adapter. The team 
discussed alternatives for FDDl workstation con- 
nections, including the emerging DECstation 5000 
model 200 TUKsOchannel bus, the DECstation 3100 
plug-in option, and the industry-standard small com- 
puter systems interface (SCSI) bus. 

Six months into the adapter advanced develop- 

I P 

LLC AND MAC 

FDDI, ETHERNET. DDCMP COMMUNICATIONS DRIVERS 

TCP 

Figure I ULTRIX Network Szrbsjatem Layering ment project, the internet community confirmed 
interest in TCP/IP implementations for FDDI require- 

diverse range of activities such as managing mail and 
ensuring that X Window System managers are avail- 
able to remote workstations. The underlying pro- 
tocols for most of these servers are TCP, IP, and UDP. 

LAT 

ULTRIX Support for the FDDI System- 
Development Strategies and Issues 

DL1 

- 

Presentations by Digital's networking architects in 
May 1988 brought the earliest news that Digital was 
pursuing a timed, token ring topology (i.e., FDDI) 
in contrast to Ethernet, which employs a carrier 
sense multiple access with collision detection 
(CSWCD) data link protocol. Digital's FDDI engi- 
neering program began with product requirements 
for a wiring concentrator, a bridge to l ink Ethernet 
and FDDI networks, and an FDDl adapter to the VAX 

computer. The FDDI program team planned only 
high-end system direct connectivity to the ring. 
Workstations would be connected through the 
existing Ethernet across a bridge. 

However, the ULTRM operating system running 
network applications on RISC workstations was 
already saturating the Ethernet. The LII.TIUX engi- 
neering group advocated FDDl adapters, not only 
for NSC-based servers but also for the increasing 
number of high-end, RISC-basecl workstations. 

1JLTIUX and VM.5 engineering groups began archi- 
tectural discussions with the FDDl development 

AND 
MOP 

ments by issuing a draft of the request for com- 
ment, RFC 1103 (recently renamed RFC 1188), which 
defines the encapsulation of internet packets on 
FDDI networks. Members of the FDDI engineering 
team were instrumental in providing direction for 
the internet FDD[ task force meetings on RFC 1103 
and the FDDI network management information 
base (MlB). The draft of RFC 1103 prompted internet 
vendors to hastily implement FDDl workstation- 
based products and the LENS group to publish plans 
for FDDI connectivity to RlSC-based workstations 
with ULTRM support. 

In October, at the Interop '89 Conference in San 
Jose, California, several internet vendors showcased 
FDDI products. Although Digital did not show FDDI 
products at the conference, this event prompted 
Digital to design an architecturally sound, high- 
quality, FDDI solution to gain a competitive edge. 

Soon after the conference, the FDDI Data Link 
Specification and tlie project plan for ULTRM s u p  
port for tlie FDDI system were released. Subsequent 
ULTRM development efforts to support the FDDl 
system protluced new networking code for the 
TURBOcllannel device driver, the data link layer, 
and the network layer. These efforts paralleled the 
TURBOchannel adapter development efforts. 

A prototype IJLTRIX implementation successfully 
passed 802.2 frames over an Ethernet connection, 
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as required by thc American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) FDDI stantlard, to exercise the data 
link ant1 network layer changes necessary for FDDI 
support. The product announcement for the 
TliRBOchannel FDDI aclapter assigned the official 
name DEC FDDIcontroller 700 to the adapter. Proto- 
types were delivered in May 1990; firmware integra- 
tion was completed; and the first address resolution 
protocol (ARP) broadcast packet was sent over an 
FDDI ring from an ULTRM host. 

Device driver and adapter interoperability prob- 
lems such as timing considerations, data corrup- 
tion, am1 performance issues were solved pronlptly 
by close cooperation between the software and 
hardware groups. Several additional performance 
enhancements were added to the operating system, 
bringing the performance of the ULTm and adapter 
combination to nearly 40 percent of the entire 
FDDl bandwidth-a factor of four times greater 
than existing Ethernet implementations. 

At its trade show, DE<;WORLD 1990, Digital 
announced the availability of its FDDI product offer- 
ings. 'l'hese inclutled the DECconcentrator 500 and 
DECbridge 500 products, and the DEC FDDIcontroller 
700 adapter, which runs under the ULTRIX operat- 
ing system. 

ULTRIX Internals 
1'he implementation of FDDI support in the ULTRJX 
operating system required the development of a 
link-lcvcl architecture and a network device driver. 

Operating system changes to improve the perfor- 
mance of the network were made later. The next 
two sections describe the implementation of the 
link-level architecture and the device driver. Perfor- 
mance changes are discussed in the ULTRIX Network 
Performance section. 

Data Link Support 
The ULTIGY operating system implements both the 
internet protocols (TCP/UDP/IP) and the Digital 
Network Architecture (DNA) model, including the 
Digital data link interface (DL1). In both the inter- 
net and DNA models, the data link defines services 
known as the logical link control (LLC) and the media 
access control (IWC). A major challenge in the imple- 
mentation of ULTIUX FDDI support was defining a 
set of common data link routines to satisfy the 
frame format requirements of both internet and 
DNA models in a heterogeneous LAN environment. 

Prior to the introduction of the FDDI system, all 
ULTRIX internet networking for LANs ran over 
Ethernet networks using Ethernet V2 frame formats, 
even though ULTRTX DL1 networking supported 
both Ethernet V2 and 802.2 LLC frame formats. 
Figure 2 illustrates the differences among the V2 
Ethernet and 802.2 Ethernet and the FDDI frame 
formats. V2 and 802.2 frames include Ethernet 
encapsulation; 802.2 frames consist of the MAC, the 
LLC, and data segments. When the 802.2 frame is sent 
over the FDDI system, the FDDI framing adds the 
FDDI-specific encapsulation, as shown in Figure 2. 
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I I I I I 
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I I I I I I 
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NUMBER 
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In orcler to conform to the ANSI FIIIII stantlartls, 
which require 802.2 LLC frame formatting, members 
of the Internet Network Working Group wrote 
Internet RFC 1188.' This IW<; specifies the rules for 
802.2 L L C  encapsulation of internct frames on an 
FDI)I network. To meet the needs of both Ethernet 
and FDDI networks, we designed and integrated a 
set of network-common routines. These routines, 
the net-output() and the net-read() functions, sup- 
port 802.2 encapsulation as requirecl by I<FC 1188. 

net-output() Fcinction The net-outpiit() fi~nc- 
tion prepares packets for transmission by tJ1,TKlX 

network communication clevice drivers. If ;I driver 
requires 802.2 LLC support, the net-outpi~t() hnc -  
tion supplies the necessary header, prefixes the hUC 
header, and enqueues the packet to the appropriate 
communication driver for transmission: The h n c -  
tion, while supporting 802.2 1.I.C encapsulation, 
does not preclude protocol modules from support- 
ing their own LLC formatting. 'l'hr enc;ips~~lation is 
switch-driven so implementors can adcl special rou- 
tines to the switch to either replace or bypass the 
802.2 L1.C encapsulation. 

net-rend() Function The net-read() funct~on is 
called by the communication drivers ilnd prepares 
received packets for delivery to protocol modules. 
This function first identifies the protocol type from 
information contained in the ,WC ant1 1.I.C headers. 
places the packet on the corresponding clueue, ancl 
finally schedules a software interrupt to alert the 
appropriate protocol module of the arriving packet. 

Communication Driver 
The FDDIcontrol~er 700 adapter connects tlirectly 
with the DECstation 5000 model 200 '1'11R130channe~ 
bus. The FDDlcontroller 700 is a 100-megabit (Mb)- 
per-second, timed, token ring adaptcr that supports 
an FDDI single attachment for the IIE<:station 5000 
model 200. The adapter provicles a host interk~ce 
with the following features: a p;~cket memory inter- 
face (PMI) gate array for receive direct mcmory ;iccess 
(LIMA) data transfer; a packet memory subsystem 
that contains one megabyte (MU) of dynamic random- 
access memory (DRAM) for packct storc and forwarcl; 
ant1 the ability to handle FDDI ring initialization, 
recovery, and SMT frame processing. (SM'I' refers to 
thc ANSI-specified FDDI station m;~n;igcment.') The 
adapter is controlled by a microprocessor and uses 
Digital's FDDI chip set, which inclutles ring nlenl- 
ory control (RiiC), media access control, and the 
elasticity buffer and physical link manager (E1.M). 
The III.TRIX communication drivcr interfaces to 
the adapter's port architecture. 

The port ;~rcliitccture defines the mechanisms to 
transfer FDIII frames and control or status informa- 
tion between the communication driver and the 
port. Thc IJL'TRlX commilnication driver interfaces 
to the adaptcr through six port registers, six port 
memory rings, the driver data structures, and the 
driver data buffers, as shown in Figure 3. 

Each port register is represented by I6 bits in 
adapter packet memory. These registers are clescribecl 
in Table 1. 

Table 1 Adapter Port Registers 

Register Name Written by Purpose 

Port Reset 

Port Control A 

Port Control B 

Port lnterrupt 
Event 
Port Status 

Port Interrupt 
Mask 

Driver Forces the adapter 
to reset 

Driver Controls adapter 
operat ions 

Driver Indicates that the 
driver is active 

Adapter Notifies the driver of 
important events 

Adapter Indicates the adapter 
status 

Driver Masks the adapter 
interrupt events 

The adapter uses six queues, called port memory 
rings. to exch;lnge data, events, and commands with 
the driver. Thesc port memory rings, represented as 
circular lists of descriptors, are described in 2. 
Each descriptor is associated with a data buffer in 
adapter packet memory or in driver memory. 

Table 2 Port Memory Rings 

Ring Name Purpose Description 

Host Receive Data flow ldentifies driver data 
Ring buffers to receive 

incoming packets 
RMC Transmit Data flow Identifies adapter data 
Ring buffers containing 

packets to transmit 
SMT Receive Data flow Used by the driver to 
Ring route SMT frames to 

the adapter for 
processing 

SMT Transmit Data flow Used by the driver to 
Ring route SMT frames to 

the adapter for 
processing 

Command Ring Control Used by the port driver 
to initialize, configure, 
and monitor adapter 
operat ions 

Unsolicited Control Used by the adapter 
Events Ring to notify the driver of 

unsolicited events 
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Figure 3 DEC FDDIcontroller 700 Port Architecture 

The packet data flow between the adapter and 
the ULTRM communication driver is also shown in 
Figure 3. For incoming FDDl packets, the adapter 
uses a direct memory access engine to move the 
packets from the adapter memory to the receive 
data buffers of the driver. These buffers are allo- 
cated as 4-kilobyte (KB) pages in kernel memory. 
Each host receive ring descriptor is associated with 
two receive buffers to handle the maximum FDDI 

frame (4500 bytes). To achieve the maximum receive 

initialize the adapter, change the adapter state, mod- 
Ify and read the packet filter address table, read data 
link counters, and read data link status. In addition, 
due to the evolving state of the ANSI SMT specifica- 
tion, the driver function now allows the on-line 
upgrade of adapter firmware! Finally, the driver sup- 
ports the ability to recognize unsolicited adapter 
events communicated through the unsolicited events 
ring. When received, these events are logged and 
reported through the console. 

tllroughput, the driver performs packet filtering. 
If the incoming packet is an LLC frame, the driver ULTmNetwork Performance 
processes it and calls the net-read() function. 
Otherwise, the driver forwards the packet to the 
adapter's SMT receive ring, and then the adapter 
queues the packet to the SMT transmit ring after 
processing. The driver is then notified by the 
adapter to move this packet from the SMT transmit 
queue to the kWC transmit ring for transmission. 
When the net-output() function requests to trans- 
mit packets, the driver copies the packets from 
driver memory to the fiMC transit ring, signaling 
the adapter to transmit the packets. 

The communication driver controls and requests 
information from the adapter by issuing com- 
mands through the command ring. These commands 

Performance is a key factor in the success of Digital's 
workstation FDDI offering. A great effort was made 
to characterize the DECstation 5000 machine per- 
formance by using the earlier DECstation 3100 
workstation performance results to help set realistic 
goals. Both the characterization and the measure- 
ments were essential to predict the performance 
goals. This section discusses the level of perfor- 
mance achieved by the DECstation 5000 model 200 
running the ULTRIX operating system with FDDI 
support. We present details of the historical prece- 
dence for predicting FDDI performance, the evolu- 
tion of the ULTRM networking code, and the 
performance of applications with the FDDI system. 
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Historical Precedence 
We expect FDDI performance to develop similarly 
to that of Ethernet. Early Ethernet hosts were unable 
to utilize more than 20 percent of the available net- 
work bandwidth because of the limited throughput 
capability of existing processors. The graph shown 
in Figure 4 illustrates the historical performance 
of several different processors using Ethernet 
adapters. Note that since 1983, network through- 
put has increased significantly. At sortle time after 
the middle of the decade, it was possible to reach a 
throughplit of 10 Mb per second, a rate high enough 
to saturate Ethernet with a single host. 

Figure 4 also shows that, in nearly all cases, the 
achievable throughput is limited by the speed of 
the processor. In addition, an experimental constant 
of 1 mips/Mb is measured in cases where the proces 
sor is saturated. (1 mips equals one million instruc- 
tions per second.) This constant means that 1 mips of 
processor speed is needed to generate 1Mb of net- 
work traffic. For example, the 1-mips VAX-11/780 
processor is able to generate about 1Mb of network 
traffic. The data presented in Figure 4 shows that a 
processor follows the 1 mips/Mb ratio unless the 
adapter becomes a limiting factor, as in the case of 
the IIECstation 3100 system. The 1 mips/Mb ratio 
allows us to predict that a 100-mips processor is 
required to saturate the FDDI system. Thus, the 
FDDI system satisfies the throughput requirements 
of available processors and allows for the growth 
of faster processors. Finally, if the present trend 
of doubling processor speed every two to three 
years continues, the FDDI graph will resemble the 
Ethernet graph of the 1980s, with the saturation of 
the FDDI system possible in 1996 or 199% 

Evolution of the ULTRIX Internet Code 
The early implementations of ULTR[X internet net- 
working code were based on robust BSD network- 
ing code. In 1987, the IJI>TR.IX internet networking 
code was updated to incorporate performance 
enhancements available from a recent BSD release. 
Later, UI.TRIX networlc performance was further 
improved to include the implementation of a 
dynamic buffer allocation policy to replace the 
inefficient static allocatiorls. With FDDI systems, 
the challenge then became adapting the code to 
effectively use the higher network throughput. 

We attacked this problem by isolating and opti- 
mizing each networking subsystem. The UI.TRD( 
networking code is divitled into three major sub- 
systems: sockets, protocols, and drivers. Each of 
these subsystems can be fiirther subdivided: sock- 
ets into the system call interface and the socket-to- 
protocol interface; protocols into the IP and UDP 
components; and drivers into the M, buffer man- 
agement, and driver interrupt components. We used 
kernel profiling, a means for making run-time mea- 
surements of time spent in system-level routine 
calls, and known benchmarks to track progress. 

Using an unreliable protocol without error 
recovery, such as IJDP, instead of TCP with relia- 
bility and packet sequencing features, the packet- 
per-second (pps) rate of each component can be 
easily determined. Figure 5 shows the sizable packet 
rate measuretl on the DECstation 5000 model 200 
for both the nonoptimized and the optimized 
U L T D  network, i.e., before and after performance 
improvements are incorporated. Note that the pps 
rate of each layer reflects improvements in the 
layers below. 
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- VAX 11-780 
1 MIPS ;4 6 
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YEAR 

KEY: 
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Figure 4 Historical PerfoP?lzaizce ofP~.ocessors and Ethernet Adc~pters 
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RATE (PACKETS PER SECOND) into the kernel. the 1P laver checksums the data, 
LAYERS OF THE ULTRlX 
OPERATING SYSTEM NONOPTIMIZED OPTIMIZED 

and the driver start routine copies the data to the 
adapter. We focused our efforts on the socket-to- 

16000 16000 protocol layer and found that considerable proces- 

sor time was spent allocating kernel buffers to 
1750 2650 hold the data. Reworking this code to buffer the 

data more efficiently resulted in the performance 
1700 2570 change between the optimized and nonoptimized 

columns shown in Figure 5. 

700 1400 
Application of the FDDI System 

610 1230 The greatest long-term benefit of end-node access 
to FDDI will probably come to those utilizing a 

600 1200 distributed computing environment since this 
paradigm relies heavily on the performance of 

300 600 the underlying network. While Ethernet currently 
serves this growing set of applications well, it is 

NOTE THE DECSTATION 5000 PLATFORM RUNNING UNDER THE ULTRlX 
expected that as the application demand for net- 

OPERATING SYSTEM HAS A 4 0 9 6 . ~ ~ ~ ~  PACKET-PER-SECOND RATE work service increases, so will the total network 
KEY: bandwidth and performance requirements of the 
UDP USER DATAGRAM PROTOCOL 
IP INTERNET PROTOCOL 
ARP ADDRESS RESOLUTION PROTOCOL 

Figure 5 Optinzizecl and Nonoptimzzed Packet 
RntesJor ULTRlX NetwoliC Components 

Packet rate valucs for the system call through the 
AR!? components are deterrninecl by processor speed 
and code. Rates below the ARP depend on adapter 
speed and not processor speed. The packet rate value 
for the AR!? is the maximum packet rate for a proces- 
sor. With an optimized packet rate, Figure 5 shows a 
maximum rate of 1230 pps for the DECstation 5000 
workstation. Since each test packet contains 4096 
bytes, this rate is equivalent to 40Mb per second, 
which is a 40 percent FDDI bandwidth utilization. 

A significant amount of work is performed at the 
socket-to-protocol, IP, and driver start layers because 
in each case, an effective copy of the data is per- 
formed. The socket layer copies data from the user 

participating end node. 
Even today, some users of distributed network 

file systems (e.g., NFS) will notice a significant per- 
formance improvement as a direct result of using 
FDDI. This improvement is particularly evident on 
cached file reads and writes, where no disk access 
is required but the aggregate bandwidth advantage 
of FDDI is beneficial. However, overall NFS perfor- 
mance is currently limited by CPU speed and disk 
write capabilities; so we expect that with irnprove- 
ments in processor performance, disk access, and 
data caching, network performance at the level 
provided by FDDI will soon be essential. 

Table 3 contains FDDI performance measurements 
with respect to Ethernet for various applications 
and transports at the application layer. The spray 
application is most often used to measure how an 
unreliable transport performs. Applications such 
as the BSD rcp (the remote file copy program over 
TCP/IP protocols), the file transfer protocol (FTP), 

Table 3 Application Performance in Relation to Ethernet 

Rate (Megabits) Rate (Megabits) 
Transport Application (UDP Checksum On) (UDP Checksum Off) Change 

TCP rc P 18 
TCP FTP 5 
UDPINFS NFS Read 20 
UDP Spray 22 
TCP lTCP 18 
UDP T C P  22 
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and the test TCP (?TCP) program all measure per- 
formance of a reliable transport protocol. An NFS 

test is used to measure how FDDI performs as a file 
server. Note that, in all cases except FTP, perfor- 
nlance improves by at least a factor of two. FTP does 
not take advantage of the larger buffering gained 
by using the FDDI system and, thus, shows no per- 
formance change over Ethernet. 

Another aspect of network performance is the 
routing function. Using the DEC FDDlcontroller 700 
adapter, the DECstation 5000 model 200 can perform 
FDDI-to-FDDI routing, FDD1-to-Ethernet routing, or 
both, for internet traffic. With a built-in Ethernet 
port and the ability to accept up to three addi- 
tional TURBOchannel adapters, a 5000 model 200 
can connect to as many as four different networks. 

The performance of such a host-based router 
is difficult to characterize. A wide range of factors 
influences this performance, including the proto- 
cols routed, the efficiency of the routing algo- 
rithms, the system load, and the available data link 
bandwidth. Nonetheless, i t  is useful to consider the 
perforn~ance of the 5000 model 200 serving as an 
FDDl router because we expect this product fea- 
ture to be popular. Table 4 shows the performance 
results for a 1)ECstation 5000 workstation perform- 
ing FDDI-to-FDDI routing and FDDI-to-Ethernet 
routing, both under minimal system and network 
load. Note that the data presented for the TCP- 
based applications shows that throughput is lim- 
ited by the way TCP calculates its flow control 
window when data is destined for a remote net- 
work. All current TCP implementations have this 
same limitation because all nonlocal connections 
must have a small flow control window size of 
576 bytes to avoid the saturation of intermediate 
gateways. Since both Ethernet and FDDl systems 
can transmit frames larger than this flow control 
window, the advantage of transmitting maximum- 
sized frames is lost. U D p  does not have this lirnita- 
tion; thus, throughput numbers are only slightly 
lower than in the nonrouting case. 

Future 
This section describes some areas of research that 
may impact the use of the FDDI system. Included 
are disc~~ssions on protocol alternatives, future per- 
formance work, ancl how this system will facilitate 
new software technologies. 

New Protocols 
As illustratecl in Figure 4,  processor speed is the 
current bottleneck in FDDl throughput. While 
processor speed continues to increase, emerging 
protocols are making efficient use of available pro- 
cessing power and are yielding additional gains in 
network performance. 

A development relevant to this discussion of pro- 
tocol alternatives is the versatile message transport 
protocol (VMTP) research project from Stanford 
University.' VMTP demonstrates that a reliable 
transport is achievable with no greater overhead 
than existing unreliable transports. VMTP, therefore, 
represents an alternative to TCP that would nearly 
d o ~ ~ b l e  the throughput of some remote procedure 
call (RPC) applications. Also, knowledge gained from 
the VMTP research may influence future internet or 
open systems interconnection (OX) directions. 

Future ULTRIX Network Performance 
Work 
In addition to examining new protocols, perfor- 
mance work is continuing with our existing ULTI<D( 
protocols. One area being studied is data copy. Cur- 
rently user data is copied twice as it traverses the 
internet protocol stack. One copy occurs in the 
socket subsystem, and the other one takes place in 
the device driver. Data copies account for 50 per- 
cent of CPu utilization time when large anlounts of 
data are transferred. Eliminating one copy can yield 
increased performance, with savings of at least 25 
percent of the total processing time. 

An FDDl adapter optimized for the internet proto- 
col stack may also provide improvecl performance. 
This decrease in processing time may result from 

Table 4 FDDl Routing for a DECstation 5000 Workstation 

Ethernet-to-FDDI FDDI-to-FDDI 
Transport Application Rate (Megabits) Rate (Megabits) 

TCP rcP 4.8 4.8 
TCP FTP 2.7 2.7 
UDP/NFS NFS Read 8.0 16.8 
UDP Spray 9.0 18.0 
TCP lTCP 6.4 6.4 
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calculating internet checksums in the adapter or 
from moving the complete protocol stack to the 
adapter. For example, researchers have proposed 
protocol engine chips that would off-load all pro- 
tocol processing to customized chips. With such 
real-time protocol engines, existing processors 
could easily outpace current FDDI speeds. 

Conclusions 
Digital brought FDDI to the ULTRlX workstation to 
satisfy the growing network demands of its cus- 
tomers. The number of network-intensive applica- 
tions that run on uLTRC< workstations is growing at 
a fast pace. Graphics and imaging applications have 
the potential of generating megabytes of network 
data. Also, multimedia applications can strain FDDI 
networks and are not practical using Ethernet. The 
best scenario for a live motion video application 
is the requirement of at least a I-MB, continuous 
network connection, enough to easily saturate 
Ethernet. Even a live audio application will require 
a 200- to 300-KI3-per-second network connection. 
Clearly, with applications that demand these data 
rates, FDDI bandwidth is necessary. 

The DEC FDDlcontroller 700 adapter brings FDDI 
to the desktop. The adapter is well matched to the 
DECstation 5000 model 200, joining a 25-mips pro- 
cessor to a 100-Mb-per-second data l ink .  As the next 
generation of LAN, FDDI extends the base for net- 
work applications by allowing those applications 
that run on Ethernet to run faster and by providing 
the bandwidth for a whole new generation of appli- 
cations. FDDI is the network of the 'OOs, as Ethernet 
was the network of the '80s. 
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